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Colonel of the Regiment’s Foreword
We are living through remarkable times
presently, and the backdrop to the
Regiment’s activities remains as volatile as ever. Our own long and demanding operational commitments in Iraq and
Afghanistan may be over, but war, terrorism and violence still scar those countries.
In Afghanistan the ANSF continue to put
up a brave fight, but poor governance,
corruption, conflicted loyalties, and shallow institutional development, mean that
the Taliban, and associated groups, continue to find fertile ground in which to stage
a comeback. Given the current refugee
and migrant crisis in Europe, the Defence
Secretary has now warned that a Western
failure to continue to engage in Central
Asia, could only lead to state collapse, and
a potential mass migration of Afghans.
In Iraq the uneasy coalition of Iraqi
Security Forces, Kurdish Peshmerga,
Shi’ite militias of the Popular Mobilisation,
anti-Islamic State Sunni tribesmen, and
US-led coalition support, is making
steady but impressive progress in retaking Mosul, Iraq’s second city. The military
outcome is not seriously in doubt, despite
the complexities of urban warfare, and
strong resistance from IS, and Mosul may
well have been re-taken by the time you
read this. However, the political context
is very problematic, with many pitfalls for
how any military ‘victory’ is translated
into long-term political advantage for
Iraq and the region. Many Sunni Arabs
in Mosul may dislike, even loathe, IS but
they worry about a Kurdish land-grab,
they fear Shia retribution and Yazidi and
Christian revenge, and they have little
faith in the Baghdad government to make
good on its promises to rule for all Iraqis,
on an inclusive and non-sectarian basis.
Given the success of the Russian-backed
Assad regime in Syria, and the intervention of Turkey in its old Ottoman territories, many Arab Sunnis will continue to
feel the alienation and dis-enfranchisement that drew them to Al Qa’eda and
Islamic State in the first place. The worry
is that we shall ‘defeat’ this current manifestation of Sunni Islamic extremism, only
to have empowered Russia, Iran and the
Shias. Such an outcome would not be to
the advantage of the West, but it may be
the best we can hope for at present.
As if this were not complicated enough, we
continue to have a litany of global issues
that require concerted and coordinated
effort by the international community:
demographic growth; economic inequalities; environmental issues; migration and
a range of others. These would be difficult
enough to address, even were the global
leadership aligned and working together,
which they are patently not. The West is
in something of a muddle, trying to re-find
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As a result of much of the foreign policy
agenda of President Obama, by the time
of Donald Trump’s election as President,
countries in Europe, the Middle East and
East Asia were questioning the readiness
or willingness of America to continue to
underwrite the rules-based, liberal world
order. Indeed, both ends of the trans-Atlantic alliance, most significantly encapsulated in NATO, were looking weary and
uncertain. The combination of divisive politics in the US, Brexit and the associated
consequences for the UK, a migration crisis, in which we are only in the foothills, and
a series of very significant European elections, make 2017 a very challenging year.

the common ground, and the compelling
narrative, that united us through the Cold
War. The collapse of the Soviet Union
gave us an unhealthy disregard for history, and in the 1990s we chose the welfare state over continuing to invest in our
defence and security. While we piled insult
on Russia, feeding an already well-honed
sense of grievance, we racked up huge
debts and deficits, bribing electorates with
their own money, and in doing so creating
a dismal ‘entitlement society’. The eastwards expansion of the European Union
was seen as further provocation within
Russia and, along with the economic
consequences of creation of the politically-driven Eurozone, generated even more
certainty that the chickens would, sooner
or later, come home to roost. While we all
understood the connection between 9/11
and the intervention in Afghanistan, the
combination of the consequences of the
ill-starred invasion and occupation of Iraq,
and the financial crash of 2008, put huge
pressure on Western economic strength
and self-confidence.
With the West distracted by these macro
problems, many of them of our own making, the Russians and the Chinese, both
with a very strong sense of historical entitlement, saw the opportunity to challenge
the assumptions of the post-Cold War
world order. Russia intervened in Georgia,
Ukraine, the Crimea, and then Syria, sensing a weak, or uncertain response from
the US and Europe. China, holding huge
amounts of American debt, continued to
build up her armed forces and to challenge for dominance in Asia, the South
China Sea and the Pacific. To some, their
actions made them look like more reliable and forceful allies than the West, and
both exhibited a social conservatism that,
in many ways, was more appealing to
the cultures and societies of much of the
world, who find the ‘full fat’ liberal agenda
of the West disturbing or patronising.

It is in this context that the Queen’s
Dragoon Guards must continue to hone
its skills, conscious that the requirement
for intelligent, well-trained, well-equipped
and well-motivated officers and soldiers is
as important and as urgent as it has ever
been. We continue to need our politicians
to make the case for the Armed Forces,
and to give us resources, not platitudes.
I know this is difficult when we have
accumulated a national debt on which
the annual interest alone is equivalent to
the whole defence budget, and while we
continue to run a deficit that simply grows
that debt. Do you cut spending elsewhere, raise taxes, or borrow even more
money? None of these are very politically
palatable, but it is the same politicians
who got us into this mess who owe it to
the British people to lay out the realities of
the dangerous world we are living in, and
re-affirm their responsibility to look to our
security and defence. We, in turn, need
to demonstrate that that money is well
spent, and is being effectively used for the
sustaining and developing of operational
capability, credibility and competence.
In the following pages you will read of the
tremendous range of activities – military,
sporting, adventurous, social and charitable – that continue to make the Regiment
what it is. As a result, we continue to
recruit and retain first-class young men
from Wales, the Border Counties, and
wider, who continue to exhibit the same
sense of professionalism, adventure, fun
and fulfilment, that those of us who have
retired remember so well, and with such
satisfaction. I hope that the articles and
the photographs will give you a great
feeling of pride, and an equally important
sense that the Queen’s Dragoon Guards,
albeit a single regiment in a big Army and
a bigger Alliance, is more than pulling its
weight in accepting its responsibilities to
contribute to the continuing security and
safety of our great country.
FIRST AND FOREMOST

SVM
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Colonel Commandant Royal Armoured Corps’
Foreword
It is a great honour to take up the
appointment of Colonel Commandant
of the Royal Armoured Corps. James
Everard, my predecessor in this role,
has done an excellent job of husbanding this great institution. I wish him well
in his next appointment as the Deputy
Supreme Allied Commander Europe. He
will be the third RAC officer in a row to
hold that position, after Adrian Bradshaw
and Richard Shirreff. And I congratulate
him on his promotion, which will mean
that two of the three serving 4* officers
in the Army will continue to be from the
RAC, as has been the case since I was
appointed Commander of Joint Forces
Command in April 2016.

operational tasks in Iraq, Afghanistan
and elsewhere.
My Regimental Duty
was spent in Wolfenbuttel (on CVR(T)),
in Fallingbostel (on Chieftain and
Challenger), in Northern Ireland (at the
Maze Prison and twice in Belfast), in
Cyprus (with the UN in Nicosia) and in
Belize (with 3rd Battalion The Queen’s
Regiment), interspersed with three staff
jobs in the Ministry of Defence, on the
Chieftain Replacement project, as the
ground manoeuvre desk officer in Army
Plans (and as one of the Secretary of
State’s Private Secretaries). I was also
Colonel Commandant of the Royal Tank
Regiment (and of the Royal Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers) for 5 years.

I have been an RAC officer, man and boy,
for over 37 years. In that time I have seen
the Corps adjust from a large, armourheavy and Germany-based organisation,
facing the Soviet threat, with occasional
forays to Northern Ireland, the Balkans
and Cyprus, to the smaller and more
balanced force that we are today, combat-hardened after over a decade of
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. I
have been privileged to have been part
of this transition, from several different vantage points. Most recently as
Chief of Materiel Land in Abbeywood, I
placed the production contract for AJAX.
Previously, as Director General Logistics,
Support, and Equipment in HQ Army, I

This experience has taught me to be
ready for anything! I have also learnt
that, given a modicum of preparation,
there is absolutely nothing an RAC crewman cannot do. Our officers and soldiers are dynamic, imaginative, flexible,
determined, and thoroughly professional.
On this basis, I look forward to sharing
the future with you with confidence.

was responsible for all the Arms and
Service Directors, including the (then 1*)
Director Royal Armoured Corps. Before
that, as Director Equipment Capability
for Ground Manoeuvre, I ran the Urgent
Operational Requirement programme
for Iraq and Afghanistan when we
bought all the Protected Mobility Fleet
and transformed personal equipment,
including small arms. I commanded 4
Armoured Brigade in Iraq and Germany,
and the Joint CBRN Regiment at RAF
Honington. And as Deputy Assistant
Chief of Staff Commitments at HQ Land,
I programmed the RAC’s training and

General Sir Chris Deverell
KCB MBE ADC Gen

REGIMENTAL AWARDS
Long Service & Good Conduct Medal (Army):

SSgt P Cubitt QDG, SSgt A Smith QDG, Sgt S Walker QDG, Sgt D Noy AGC (SPS)

Accumulated Service Medal 2011:
SSgt S P Issitt

Chief of the General Staff’s Certiﬁcate for an outstanding soldierly act
whilst serving in the British Army:
Sgt Hinton

Brigade Commander’s Commendation:
Nil

Leathersellers Trophy:
Cpl Rajendrakumar Gurung 378

Queen Elizabeth Trophy:
Sgt Davies 284

Mann Trophy:
LCpl Gale

Brigade Commander Coins:

Cpl Halsall AGC (SPS), LCPl Gilliam QDG, LCpl Wilkins QDG.
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Commanding Officer’s Foreword
The Regiment’s first months in Norfolk passed quickly and in no
time at all we were standing down for Christmas leave with the
prospect of a full calendar in 2016. My intention of getting all the
Squadrons overseas at some point during the year was more or
less achieved.
A Squadron deployed first to Sierra Leone. Maj Nick Garland and
his team did a fine job of training some 850 Sierra Leonean soldiers for future Peace Support operations. The United Nations
team who came to assess the battalion were so impressed that
they took the unusual step of upgrading the Sierra Leonean’s
readiness status on the spot.
This initial foray into West Africa was quickly followed by the
Sierra Leone marathon team led by WO2 Homer who completed a gruelling 26 miles in high heat and humidity to raise
money for Street Child, a charity set up to improve the lot of
Sierra Leone’s many orphaned and outcast children.
Meanwhile, the Regiment at home was focussed on another
big event in Cardiff. Almost a year since QDG marked Waterloo
200, about half the Regiment formed the Guard of Honour for
the Queen’s state opening of the Welsh Assembly. Incredibly,
during preparations, our Foot Guard advisors were impressed
with the standard of our drill and the Regiment put on a good
show. Also on parade later at the Mansion House for the reception was Tpr 16851959 Emrys Forlan Jones (Trooper Pony
Type) paraded by the first incumbent of the rehabilitated post of
‘Farrier Major’, Corporal Miles Davies.
The Summer ‘term’ passed quickly and was dominated by
preparation for B, C and BGHQ departments. There was still
time for a Battlefield study again in Italy, this time to visit the First
World War ‘White War,’ trench system in the high Dolomites.
It was a sobering experience to see how Italian and Austrian
troops fought at high altitude, in ice and snow, at close quarters
in that brutal campaign.
I also had the pleasure of a short cruise on our affiliated ship,
HMS Monmouth. Boarding the Black Duke by helicopter
mid-channel to take part in a ‘Thursday’ war and ending up
three days later alongside in Cardiff. It was fascinating to see
the way that command and control was exercised in a very different type of unit.
In the early autumn we deployed Battle Group Headquarters on
Ex Suman Warrior in Malaysia, the HQ team exercised alongside Australian, New Zealand, Singaporean and Malaysian units.
Being honest though, the highlight was winning the sports competition and then having a few days to relax at a beach resort.
Meanwhile, C Squadron cut their teeth in the Mojave Desert as
part of a US Brigade exercise. It was a challenging environment
for Light Cavalry but the boys did well and even impressed the
Americans. B Squadron had perhaps the toughest challenge in
the form of an expeditionary and very arduous jungle exercise
in Sierra Leone.
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The year was not without loss. In May we heard the tragic news
that Dickie Robinson, who served the Regiment in Catterick
days had died leaving behind a wife and young family. As
ever the Regimental family rallied around to help. It is perhaps
this characteristic that sets us apart the most from our peers.
Commented on by visitors and inspection teams alike, there is
a rare and special quality deeply embedded in our Regimental
culture which we must cherish and nurture. The pages of the
2016 journal are filled with the fruit of this culture – the outstanding performance of the Regiment across so many fields.
In all of this we are helped enormously by the Regimental
Secretary, Lt Col Brace and his team. Not to mention our
Trustees’ who do terrific work on a range of areas including on
our museum, benevolence and providing the serving Regiment
with the wherewithal to do a little more than our contemporaries.
The 2017 diary is already tightly packed. Our training
year will effectively end in August when we move to
‘High Readiness’ and we look forward to the forthcoming deployment on Operation CABRIT in Eastern
Europe in 2018.
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2016 Diary
January
3rd – 8th
4th – 6th
7th
12th
13th
15th
15th – 17th
18th – 22nd
18th – 22nd
21st
23rd – 25th
25th – 31st
28th
31st

CO and RSM visit Ex White Knight: QDG Alpine
Ski Team
RMAS Potential Officer Visit
QDG Officers’ Mess Shoot
7X Deputy Assistant Chaplain General Visit
Welsh Combat Recruiting Cabal
Col Patrick Andrews visits QDG in Robertson
Barracks
Ex Revolving Yeoman
QDG Officers’ Development Week
Equipment Care Inspection
Officers’ Development Week Dinner Night
Regimental Long Weekend
CO QDG Burma Battlefield Tour
Mr Peter Willett Memorial Service
QDG Ex KAPE begins

February
2nd

1st – 18th
15th – 16th
20th
21st – 23rd
22nd
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th – 29th
28th

March
1st
2nd
2nd
4th – 5th
6th
7th
8th
8th
8th

9th
9th
11th
12th – 13th
15th – 18th
19th
19th
20th – 22nd
22nd
23rd
23rd
21st – 25th
24th
24th
25th
25th
25th
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Army Air Corps Association Dinner with Arch
Duke Hapsberg in attendance
QDG Ex KAPE
Super Cat Factory Visit
Cambridge University Officer Training Corps
Dinner Night
RMAS Potential Officer Visit
Sierra Leone STTT Advanced Party Deploy
HRH Prince of Wales (Colonel in Chief) visits
QDG in RBSM
Sierra Leone Liaison Officer Deploys
Brigadier David Madden visits QDG in RBSM
RAC Estimate Team visit
Op Granby Memorial Service
Regimental Long Weekend
Sierra Leone STTT Main Body Deploy
Regimental St David’s Day
1UKXX QDG Climate Assessment
Regimental Dinner Night
Officers’ Mess Fathers’ Weekend
ABF Curry Lunch
7X Leadership Day
7X Command Group
7X Grading Conference
Annual Inspection of Norfolk Army Cadet Force
Detachments
Armed Forces Covenant AGM
CO and CoR visit The Royal Yeomanry
Grand Military Cup at Sandown
Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess Fathers’
Weekend
CO QDG visits HMS Monmouth
Robertson to Roxburgh 40 Mile Charity Walk
Officers’ Mess Ladies Dinner Night
RMAS Potential Officer Visit
Opening of the Welsh Assembly Recce
Easter Church Service
Future Reserve Research Programme Visit
Ex Diamondback Recce
PNCO Cadre Pass Off Parade
Norfol Cadet County Forum
WO1 (RSM) Gallacher hands over to WO1
(RSM) Brown
Cpl Davies appointed as the Farrier Major
Easter Leave

April

10th – 14th
12th – 14th
18th – 20th
19th
20th
21st
22nd – 28th
24th
24th
25th
30th

May
3rd
4th
5th
6th
6th
6th
7th
8th
9th
15th
16th
17th
17th

18th
18th
18th – 19th
19th
20th
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
23rd – 27th
29th
31st

CO and RSM QDG visit Sierra Leone STTT
Ex Suman Warrior Main Planning Conference
RMAS Potential Officer Visit
Brigadier David Madden Visit
Kermit Roosevelt Lecture
Royal Gun Salute
7X Operational Shooting Competition
Sierra Leone STTT Main Body Return
Dereham Help 4 Heroes Fundraising Event
CO QDG hosts Subaltern Supper
Premeire Regiment de Etranger Visit
Fakenham Race Course Lunch
1UKXX GOC Cabel
RAC Forum
Regimental Council
Officers’ Dinner at The Cavalry and Guards Club
Richard Robinson’s Funeral
Royal Yeomanry Guidon Parade
Cavalry Memorial Day
Capt Mansel attends Royal Garden Party
Aston Martin Owners Club Visit
QDG Wives Wine and Cheese Evening
RAC Apprenticeship Visit
Annual Inspection of Norfolk Army Cadet Force
Detachment
Norfolk Fire Brigade Visit
Swanton Morley Litter Pick
HMS Monmouth Visit
Fireside Chat from Mr Stephen Carver
7X Open Day
QDG Handicap Steeple Chase for The Prince of
Wales Cup at Fakenham Races
7X Commander Visit
WO1 (RSM) Gallacher attends Royal Garden
Party
7X Festival of Sport
The Fire Power Defence Arrangement Warfare
Course
Sierra Leone Marathon
Fireside Chat from DA to Pakistan

Adjt, OpsO and RSM at Buckingham Palace
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June

August

September

July

October
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7th
9th
10th – 14th
10th – 12th
13th – 14th
14th
16th
17th – 21st
20th
20th
23rd
24th
24th – 25th
24th – 26th
27th – 28th
27th
29th
30th

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

SSAFA Big Brew
Army Benevolent Fund Brief by QDG
CO and RSM visit C Sqn on Ex DIAMONDBACK
Unarmed Combat Cse
QDG host the 8th Ghurkha Rifles, Indian Army
Cambrian Patrol Team
Brigadier Rajesh Kumar Jha (Indian DA) visits
QDG
Norwich Cathedral Justice Service
Cambrian Patrol
Poppy Ball Prize Winners visit QDG
Local Employers Breakfast in the QDG Officers’
Mess
El Alamein Service
Trafalgar Dinner Night on HMS Monmouth
Col RAC (Col G H J Deacon OBE) and
ARMCEN visits QDG
Pre RMAS Potential Officers visit QDG
Welsh Members of Parliament visit QDG
Mr Goldsburgh Book Launch – The Cavalry That
Broke Napoleon
RCA Regimental Reunion
Cpl Urch Memorial Day

November
1st – 11th
1st – 2nd
2nd
5th
7th
8th
8th
9th
9th
9th – 10th
10th
11th
11th
13th
13th
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A Sqn QDG conduct CSTTX in Germany
CO QDG visits A Sqn QDG conducting CSTTX
in Germany
QDG BGHQ conduct Ex FREETOWN EAGLE 1
The Welsh Festival of Remembrance held in
Cardiff
Army Rebasing announcement
Civil Engagement supper hosted in the Officers’
Mess
Maj T R Jones speaks to the Wells Discussion
Group
7X BEME visits QDG in Robertson Barracks
Field of Remembrance held in Cardiff
QDG BGHQ conduct Ex FREETOWN EAGLE 2
Field of Remembrance held in Westminster
Armistice Service and unveiling of the Roll of
Honour in Norfolk
Remembrance Parade held in Swanton Morley
Dereham Remembrance Parade
Honingham Church Remembrance Service.

14th – 18th
14th
14th
16th
17th
17th
18th – 22nd
20th – 22nd
21st
21st
23rd
23rd
24th
26th
29th
29th

HHQ Museum Curators visit Robertson
Barracks
HRH Prince Of Wales Birthday
HRH Prince Of Wales Royal Gun Salute held in
Cardiff
1UKXX DComd Med – Colonel Phil Carter visits
QDG
QDG BGHQ conduct Ex FREETOWN EAGLE 3
7X Commander (Brigadier C S Collins DSO
OBE) visits QDG
CO QDG visits B Sqn on Ex GUMA SUN in
Sierra Leone
RMAS Potential Officers’ visit QDG
QDG BGHQ conduct Ex FREETOWN EAGLE 4
RAC Pre Meeting held at RMAS
Welsh Members of Parliament Tea Reception at
the Houses of Parliament.
Civil engagement supper with Brigadier A S
Richmond OBE (Commander 160X)
1UKXX GOC (Maj Gen G P Hill CBE) Visit
The Bridge for Heroes Reception
CFA (Lt Gen Sir James Everard KCB CBE) Visit
Battle of Britain Fireside Chat – Mr Stephen
Carver

December
05th – 09th
05th – 31st
6th
8th
8th
9th
9th
9th
10th
10th
11th
12th
12th
13th
14th – 16th
14th –
04th Jan
20th – 22nd

QDG Officers’ Development Week
Ex WHITE KNIGHT
Light Cavalry Study Day
St Eligius Day
Regimental Dinner Night
Regimental Cross Brief
Officers’ Mess Lunch
Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Winter Ball
Officers’ Mess Winter Ball
Corporals Mess Winter Ball
Commanding Officer Christmas Drinks
Regimental Shoot
Norfolk Guest Cocktail Party
Regimental Christmas Day
Commanding Officer visits Nordic ski team
Christmas Leave
Visit to French Legionnaires
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A Squadron

The beginning of the year marked the
start of the Regiment’s defence engagement efforts with the deployment of A
Squadron to Sierra Leone on a short
term training team task. Their job was
to train the soldiers of LEOBAT 2, a light
infantry battalion within the Republic
of Sierra Leone Armed Forces (RSLAF)
that comprised of soldiers from all over
the country. This would take place at the
Peace Mission Training Centre (PMTC) in
Freetown with the help of the instructors
and permanent staff based at the camp.
The purpose of this training was to
ensure that LEOBAT 2 were able to pass
a United Nations inspection designed to
assess their suitability for peace keeping missions. In the past these missions
have taken place in other regions of
Africa such as Sudan and Somalia. Over
the course of eight weeks, the Squadron
mentored all four companies through
basic soldiering skills up to platoon and
company level attacks, culminating
with a four day test exercise around the
local training area and settlements. As
expected the exercise was a resounding
success with all four companies achieving the standards required to effectively
operate at platoon and company level.
Alongside this success the battalion
passed the UN inspection. This approval
would then allow them to embark on

Alongside this success the
battalion passed the UN
inspection.

The RCO evacuates the danger area

QDG Year of 2016 text.indd 11

A Sqn STTT

further training under the US Army and
eventually to embark on peace keeping
missions. The STTT had completed their
work and after eight weeks of working
with the PMTC training staff, a few beers
were enjoyed before we made the long
journey home.
The return from Sierra Leone and the
arrival of summer marked the end of
Maj Nick Garland’s tenure as Squadron
Leader. He handed over the Squadron
to Maj Brian Nicholas who will be at the
helm for the Squadrons deployment on
EX WESSEX STORM in Jan 17 alongside
the Welsh Guards and the Royal Welsh.
The Squadron will thus form part of an
all Welsh battle group. Although this was
now firmly in the diary there were many
other Regimental events that A Squadron
were required to support. Chief among
these were EX DIAMOND BACK and
EX GUMA SUN. These exercises would

be run be C Squadron and B Squadron
respectively. However they would both
require manpower from A Squadron in
order to support their efforts. In addition to overseas exercises, the QDG
Cambrian Patrol team was formed from
A Sqn’s ranks. The team was headed
by 2Lt Harry Russell with Tprs Kniveton,
Duthie-Thomas, Johns, Bennet and
Rabbits along with LCpl Tuner and Cpl
Evens (sniper type).
With nearly half the Sqn’s manpower
being employed on other tasks the
remainder of the Squadron was left to
fulfil tasks in camp. This meant that as
the deployments increased the number
of guards and other ‘rear party’ responsibilities fell to A Sqn. Although less than
glamorous, the Sqn went about these
tasks with the expected good humour.
Amongst guards the Sqn also delivered
the Regimental wives exercise on behalf
of the Welfare Office and Ex JERBOA
CADET, a 7 Brigade sponsored cadet
weekend.
In addition to activity in camp A Sqn
also continued to integrate and train
with the Welsh Guard Battlegroup in
preparation for Ex WESSEX STORM
17/1 in February. The first part of this
involved Capt McKechnie, the Sqn 2IC,
deploying on Ex Immediate Response
to Slovenia with the Welsh Guards. This
was a great opportunity to introduce the
Light Cavalry capability and have input to
the battelgroup development. The next
phase, and the first test was deployment
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Then someone realised they had
left it in the oven for too long

to CAST(G) for the Combined Staff and
Tactical Training Exercise. Although
not the whole squadron could deploy
key elements of the Sqn HQ and Tp
hierarchies were deployed and experienced a good run out in the simulated
environment. As well as the training
the middle RnR weekend was a great
opportunity for those who had served in
Germany to revisit a number of their old

This one time in Warhammer

haunts, and for those who hadn’t to be
shown what they missed.
With DIAMOND BACK over and a number of troops returned to RBSM, A
Squadron could now focus fully on the
build up to WESSEX STORM. The initial
element of this was the receipt and repair
of the uplift of A vehicles held by the Sqn.
With limited manpower a herculean effort

was required to get these vehicles to a
position where they could be used on
CT0 training. CT0 exercises on the airfield and at RAF Barnham would give a
chance to re-visit vital skills required for
both dismounted and mounted operations. The trip to Barnham was of particular importance as it allowed the drivers
to train and get to grips with driving on
difficult terrain and driving at night using

The A Sqn ﬂeet wasn’t quite
what they were expecting
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The Squadron Leader’s bedtime
story had the required effect

night vision optics. Although this helped
to hone skills and familiarise the drivers
with off road conditions, it also served
as a chilly reminder that winter is coming
and that the warm conditions of California
would be a far cry from Salisbury Plain in
February. Following on from driver training came a chance for the troops to practice dismounted navigation skills in the
Peak District National Park. Re-tracing
the steps of the Cambrian Patrol teams
training exercise, A Squadron woke early
and departed RBSM to head to Edale
they embarked on a route through the
hills before heading back for a pub supThe RSM was pleased with his new office
per and a brief night navigation excursion. Despite the fact that this was low
level training, it served as build up to more
advanced training in the New Year where
Salisbury Plain and this will form a key elethe Squadron will conduct a CT2 exerment of A Sqn work before deployment
cise as part of the progression towards
with the WG. The SSM and the SQMS
WESSEX STORM.
are keeping their
A lot of work
fingers
crossed
still lies ahead.
that none of them
Vehicles that were
fall into the sea.
The SSM and the SQMS are
used in California
keeping their fingers are
will be required
At the risk of
crossed
that none of
for A Squadrons
repeating
that
them fall into the sea.
endeavours
on
classic journal arti-

Lost season 4
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cle phrase, it has been a busy year for A
Squadron. Indeed it will undoubtedly be a
busy year as well, with WESSEX STORM
and Ex GUMA SUN round 2. Having said
this, being busy seems not to phase A
Squadron who has calmly taken on all
the challenges that have been thrown at
it over the last year and will continue to
do so well into the New Year.
BRN

Lost Lt
season
Campbell
4
completes Tinder
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B Squadron

2016 saw a quiet start to the year for B
Sqn with a KAPE Tour to the homelands
of Wales and a chance to simultaneously
test the extended lines of communication for the Light Cavalry Concept. The
quiet definitely preceded the storm with
the squadron providing troops for A
Sqn’s STTT to Sierra Leone, Regimental
Op TEMPERER commitments and C
Sqn’s deployment to California for Ex
DIAMONDBACK; this all along-side preparing for the squadron’s main event for
the year, Ex GUMA SUN. August saw the
arrival of a new Squadron Leader from
the RIFLES, part of an idea of cross-pollination across interchangeable combat
units such as Infantry to Light Cavalry.

SHQ is not represented in this model

country’s most elite soldiers, the Force
Reconaissance (sic) Unit, B Sqn would
have to completely clear and rebuild the
entire Jungle Warfare School and training area, which had been left abandoned
since the Ebola Crisis struck Sierra
Leone. SHQ was ambitious from the
outset and envisaged an exercise lasting
a month under the canopy, remaining
deployed in the jungle with limited local
medical infrastructure and limited supplies brought in with us. From the start
of planning it was clear this was going
to be an extremely testing exercise for all
involved.

More new concepts were trialed with
Maj Braithwaite delivering an Unarmed
Combat Course to the Sqn in October.
In contrast to the existing Personal Safety
and Public Order Course delivered at the
Army School of PT, this course includes
avoidance, confrontation management
and fear management in addition to a
simple, effective and intuitive physical
component that responds to the current
threat all the way up to and including
edged, short barreled and long barreled
weapons. This system has received
support from HoC Combat at Army HQ
but is awaiting formal ratification and
introduction into main stream combat
training. The course received excellent
reviews despite a few aches and pains
here and there.

were to venture into the “Trees/Broccoli/
Salad/Lettuce” once more.
Captain
Poppleton, Lt Jackson and Cpls Speed
and Doolan were sent on the Jungle
Warfare Instructors’ Course earlier in the
year and returned to start the extensive
pre-operational training conducted at
patrol level in Norfolk. Everyone needed
to complete a long course of vaccinations and medical tests to prepare for
deployment to the heart of West Africa.

Having watched A and C Sqns deploy
earlier in the year, B Sqn had to wait
until November to deploy on its big challenge. Having been the last Squadron to
deploy to the jungle on Ex RUHK EAGLE
in 2012 it was to be the mighty B who

The Liaison Officer, Lt Charles Carter
(A Sqn) started attending regular
meetings at the Sierra Leonean Army
Headquarters and hosted two recce
visits whilst SHQ started planning. As
well as working alongside a Troop of the

The Main Body flew out on the first of
November and after a blue light escort
from the airport lasting 5 hours with
the sirens sounding throughout, the
first five days were spent at the training
camp known as Peace Mission Training
Centre. This was the same location A
Sqn had been earlier in the year to train
a battalion’s worth of Sierra Leonean
infantry. Unlike A Sqn, there was to be
no commute back to the comforts of
the International Security Assistance

Initial line up before entering the jungle

Highway to hell

They still couldn’t find SHQ
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Everyone needed to complete
a long course of vaccinations
and medical tests…
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JWIs show off their beards, and they
let Lt Jackson stand with them

Team HQ as the men of B started the
steady process of acclimatizing to the
humidity and heat. The FRU immediately
impressed the QDG and friendships were
quickly formed with sections of Sierra
Leoneans working integrated into the
Sabre Troops. By the time we left PMTC
to cross Guma Dam, marking the start of
the Jungle exercise, the soldiers of both
nations were working well together and
anticipation had been replaced with an
eagerness to get started.
First came a two-day package (Welcome
to the Jungle) and the troops worked out
of Admin Ataps, an improvised shelter
built of local materials, alongside which
they would erect their hammocks each
evening. Comforts were few and far
between, the river was the only source of
clean water to wash in…. and that was
pretty much it on the comfort front. The
sabre troops also very quickly discovered their new home was teaming with
spiders, snakes (9 Green Mambas were
spotted in the first fortnight, some within
the squadron habour!), crabs and other
creatures that inhabited the loud, wet
and dense jungle.
The JWIs were now working alongside
four new instructors from 2 SCOTS, 1
R ANGLIAN and 1 RRF as well as the
jungle experts from the Sierra Leonean
Army. The “Jungle Rat”, Sgt Denby
and Sgt Integrity Williams were larger
than life characters who quickly became
immensely popular and well respected.
Led by Captain Poppleton this group
of JWIs taught survival, shelter building,
patrolling, administration and reconnaissance in the Jungle in the Initial Skills
Phase. The work which had been put
in ahead of the exercise start by the local
Army Training Facilitation Unit and our
JWI was incredible and Training Team
Brunei would have been impressed with
what their recent graduates had created.
Through a series of increasingly lengthy
and complex patrols the key skills for
jungle survival started to become second
nature, checking for rotting branches
hanging in the dense vine canopy, con-
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Which infantryman forgot his beret?

…in the most extreme
conditions, the end came
suddenly, wonderfully
into sight.
stantly taking on water and food, checking the ground for hazard (some very
much alive) and generally becoming
attuned to the environment.
The training was temporarily paused one
morning so B Squadron could hold a service, in the central Atap, for Remembrance
Day, an unforgettable experience hearing the two-minute silence filled with
the cacophony of jungle noises lent it a
special poignancy as the men reflected
on some of the stories they had heard of
British soldiers fighting in Burma.
Long nights and short but exhausting
days filled with lessons, practice and
routine saw those who had held fast
since the start and hadn’t seen the sky
through the canopy since the first day to
develop a dogged determination, above
and beyond that on usual exercises. A
rumour had (correctly) started to circulate
that the exercise was going to end on
the beach where the Bounty advert was

filmed in the 80’s, not that many of the
soldiers were old enough to remember it.
Though an intense Live Fire Package and
into an intensive and testing scenario
which tested our reconnaissance skills
in the most extreme conditions, the end
came suddenly, wonderfully into sight.
Despite rashes, rubs, extreme weight
loss (Tpr Zatac) and horrendous beard
growth; morale was high. As the squadron started the long insertion to the final
objective a grim determination set in. Cpl
Platt summarized “when we get to this
beach just throw me in there. The jungle
has my mind, let the sea have my body”.
The grit displayed in those last forty-eight
hours displayed a lot about character,
with one trooper, who shall remain nameless, narrowly making it into “Survivors
Club” by collapsing from heat exhaustion
on the beach about twenty second after”
END EX(ERSICE) has been called.
The SQMS worked that brand of supply
magic for which his role is famed, with ice
cold cokes and a dip in the crystal-clear
water awaiting the soldiers as they
trudged, uniformly brown, stinking, (more
or less) bearded, broken, aching, spent
and victorious onto Number 2 beach.
Good luck next year to our sister squadron, Guma is waiting.
OB

B Sqn 2IC arrives in the jungle – obviously lost
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C Squadron

The Regiment has had a phenomenal
year and C Sqn has been at the leading edge. From the beating heart of the
Regiment in Wales to the far less hospitable Mojave Desert, the Sqn has had
quite a journey.
As the year began the Sqn was still converting to Light Cavalry. Winter warriors
returned from the snows and a plethora of courses culminated in a KAPE
(Keeping the Army in the Public Eye) tour
during February. The tour, led by Maj
Clithero and WO2 (SSM) Mike Watson
had the Troops carrying out a seven
questions estimate on South Wales that
helped direct where the Sqn visited. This
understanding of human terrain perhaps came more quickly than in more
foreign populations but an appreciation
of the time-line saw the Sqn away for
Valentine’s Day; a silver lining?
B Sqn had covered North Wales and the
handover of a well run-in fleet enabled
C Sqn to spread the good word in the
south; the Welsh Cavalry was back in the
UK. The Sqn visited schools and cadet
forces, showing off the new open-architecture vehicles that made Afghanistan
perhaps more comfortable than the RCT
in February. It was a testament to the
boys’ ability to adapt that no cold injuries

LCpl Lond, Sgt McKinnon, Cpl Warner find a friend in Wales

It was a testament to the
boys’ ability to adapt that
no cold injuries were
sustained.
were sustained. One Troop Leader was
so impressed he thought he would test
this resilience and took his boys surfing,
much to their delight.
On return to Robertson Barracks the
Whole Fleet Management music stopped
and the Sqn now had a fleet of vehicles
and a focus. C Sqn had been nominated
to undertake the first ever exercise with

the US (Ex DIAMONDBACK) in California
in the autumn, but St David wouldn’t
wait. The 1st of March followed the usual
script: finding the biggest; communicating the furthest; whilst being the most
innovative. With only the grand finale to
go, C Sqn was just behind in the points.
Enter Lt Ed Owen. His ‘leek and a can’
feat may have broken the land speed
record, the sound barrier and most laws
of physics but it certainly didn’t impress
the ladies. Nonetheless, a remarkable
achievement and evidently time well
wasted at university. This performance
saw C Sqn hyrwyddwyr Dydd Gwyl Dewi.
Sadly, the win also marked the last week
with C Sqn for WO2 Mike Watson who
handed over everything (except the

The new Light Cavalry amphibious
assault capability
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They don’t know we’re here

moustache) to the newly promoted WO2
Matt Hansen. Mr Hansen soon got into
the routine of ‘quick’ conferences (that
meant he missed supper) and learning
the intricacies of the Sqn. Before long, the
sands shifted again and it was time for Maj
Clithero to say goodbye to the regiment.
The Sqn wished him a very fond farewell
as he joined his family in Germany.
This left C Sqn under command of Capt
Charles Carter. As 2ic he’d taken to
being a hoarder of work, jealously guarding his emails with a Sméagol-esque zeal
that saw him firmly fixed in his office.
Now with Sqn Ldr to add to his role he
seldom left Norfolk, the carcasses of
passing wildlife bearing out the sad truth.
How he found time to meet a girlfriend is
anyone’s guess.
Before he had a chance to go full Golem,
Maj Ben Parkyn arrived to his rescue…
or so he thought. Little did he know that
Maj Parkyn had four years’ worth of
good* ideas!
The Sqn formed up in its America orbat
in June and had a long list of tasks to
achieve before they could deploy in
September. Unusually all of the mounted
work had to be completed before the
dismounted as the vehicles had to sail
on the ship in July. Each Troop was
given a capability on which to educate
the remainder and every spare moment
was filled with seemingly endless lessons on camouflage, vehicle recognition,
OPs, and CBRN; a deficit due to the
narrow focus of the Iraq and Afghanistan
campaigns.
After some excellent mounted ranges
run by Sgt Davies 284, the Sqn deployed
to STANTA (Thetford training area) to
conduct a week of reconnaissance,
focussed on the human terrain. The
devilish A Sqn played the population
and enemy controlled by the Oxymoron
(Intelligence Officer), Capt Wooland.
Artfully, they kept C Sqn busy for the
week with OPs, CTRs, route reconnaissance and Key Leader Engagements. 1st
Troop under Lt Hugo Fraser and Sgt Jo
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Cpl Mwamulima delivers orders

Ewbank produced some first rate intelligence through Troop KLE and a murderous ambush with Sp Tp under Lt
James Cowan and Sgts Gareth Roberts
and Harry McKinnon. Lt Ed Owen and
St Davies 220’s 2nd Troop incurred the
wrath of the “local” police before a vital
OP steered on 3rd Troop (Lt Max Carter
and Sgt Phillip Davies 284) who capped
the exercise with a savage assault onto a
high value target.
One benefit of a congested training area
was the integration with other users. The
Sqn hosted a visit from Pakeham CCF
which was a welcome break. Another
highlight was when the 2ic was allowed
out of SHQ. The Sqn Ldr wanted to
test the reactions of the OPs and asked
the 2ic what he thought. The 2ic transformed from decrepit radio slave to a
9-year-old after a tub of blue Smarties
in a flash. Before he had a chance to
consider if he had misjudged the situation, the 2ic had disappeared into the
woods festooned with Prac Grenades,
full magazines and a grin on his face
that belonged in a horror film. No-one
is completely sure of what happened

next. Locals still talk about glimpsing a
half-naked painted man crawling and
giggling through nettles. One tormented
dog-walker swears a tree came alive and
savaged her Labradoodle. All we know is
that 2nd Troop required counselling and
Cpl Welfoot found God.
What definitely did not happen was
SQMS Trev Homer establishing a TV
and hotdog leaguer to watch Wales’
culmination of a remarkable World Cup.
That would have been an unprofessional
but deeply rewarding finish to a good
exercise.
Once the vehicles had sailed, the Sqn
then took to its boots and worked its
way up to a Sqn level live fire demo in
front of the visiting Col Woodward, commander of the US brigade that C Sqn
would be working to. This was followed
by a week of integrating the attached
personnel during a conceptual preparation for deployment that included some
particularly astute insights into US culture
from the Junior NCOs. Suddenly, after 8
working weeks of racing, we were ready.
BP

CO promotes LCpl Hugo
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HQ Squadron

It has been a year of two distinct halves
for the Sqn. The first half of the year
began steadily with support to CT1
and KAPE activity in Wales. It was also
a period for showing the regiment off.
Squadron Leader Maj Tim Jones was
front and centre for the opening of the
Senedd, home of the National Assembly
for Wales in Cardiff. Other representation
from the Sqn included QM(T) Paul Jones,
who refuses to let go of his pace stick
and the Adjutant Bryn Williams who after
being dragged into the event last minute
had an embarrassing episode with his
blues trousers that required very careful
placement of safety pins. Thankfully the
Queen and the Prince of Wales, who
were both in attendance, failed to notice.
The new Regimental Mascot, Tpr Emrys
Jones and the Farrier Major, Cpl Miles
Davies also paraded for the first time
at Mansion House for the post parade
reception.
The first day back to work after summer
leave began with a change of Squadron

These multiple deployments
re-established the difficulties a small regiment
faces when deploying…
Leader; Maj Tim Jones handed over
command to Maj Jerome Tyson who
had returned to the regiment after completing Staff College. In very little time
the squadron moved into the second
half of the year supporting exercises in
North America, SE Asia and the jungles
of Africa. These multiple deployments
re-established the difficulties a small regiment faces when deploying sub-units on
such tasks and subsequently provided
the backdrop for training later in the year.
However, it was not all doom and gloom.
Elements of the Sqn deployed on all of
the exercises and took lead for the Battle
Group Headquarters (BGHQ) exercise in
Malaysia.

A multinational event, Ex SUMAN
WARRIOR is a planning exercise of the
Five Powers Defence Agreement (FPDA)
that practices the collective defence
of Malaysia and Singapore.
Along
with those two countries and the UK,
Australia and New Zealand are also committed to the agreement. The exercise is
carried out on a biennial basis with each
country taking its turn to host the other
nations for the duration of the two week
exercise. Luckily for us it was the turn of
the Malaysians to hold it in 2016. Now it
has to be said that ‘Gucci’ exercises that
include around thirty personnel from HQ
Sqn and RHQ do not come around too
often. So it was with great excitement
that we deployed to the other side of the
world to conduct a battle group planning
exercise with a good measure of Defence
Engagement thrown in. After the first of
a many sweaty and humid nights in a
twelve man non-air conditioned room,
the first day had the potential to be disastrous for the Regiment, as unknown to us
we were expected to deliver a presenta-

HQ and RHQ in the Sea at Wells Next The Sea
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Worryingly the Singaporean
presentation was well
rehearsed…

tion on UK Defence to the other nations
taking part in the exercise. On finding out
the Regimental Second in Command,
Maj Tom Mcilwaine, busily wrote notes
while the other presentations were being
delivered. Worryingly the Singaporean
presentation was well rehearsed and was
delivered with German like efficiency, so
no pressure for Tom when it came to his
turn to deliver the UK presentation. But
we needn’t have worried. Off the cuff,
Tom delivered a funny and satirical outlook of the UK and although the hosts
probably didn’t get all of the fish ‘n’ chip
gags the presentation went down very
well all the same. As well as practicing
the planning team, the Sqn managed
cultural visits to the port town of Malacca
and a weekend in Kuala Lumpur based
out of a rather swanky hotel. The exercise concluded with three days R&R
that allowed HQ personnel to explore
the region as they saw fit. Some went
to Singapore, others returned to Kuala
Lumpur but the majority went to Pankor
Island for some well-earned beach time,
jet skiing and banana boating. Another
favourite included the hiring of barely
road worthy mopeds to explore the small
island which resulted in a few minor
scrapes but thankfully no serious injuries!
On return to Swanton Morley focus
remained on training BGHQ staff in
preparation for Combined Arms Staff
Training (CAST) and Ex WESSEX STORM
in 2017. A number of training days were
incorporated into the forecast of events
which allowed the staff to go through
planning cycles in real time beginning
with a short notice deployment to Sierra
Leone. Going through this not often
practiced process highlighted a number of issues when deploying the entire
Regiment, such as recovery of personnel from long courses, inoculations and
availability of whole fleet managed vehicles. In the recent past, deployments to
Iraq or Afghanistan were delivered in a
deliberate way and rarely encompassed
all three sabre squadrons deploying
simultaneously; but now when held at
readiness, the regiment could be asked
to deploy quickly and with little external
support so understanding these frictions
was a lesson well learnt. Further planning
cycles analysed how we would deploy
into a hostile area and conduct kinetic
and non-kinetic operations. To identify
the most effective and ergonomic working environment, the planning cycles also
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The HQ Sqn Ldr HOTO was going well

and in particular the much revered fried
bacon grill sandwich.

To identify the most effective
and ergonomic working
environment…
gave Command Troop time to develop
and practice setting up BGHQ. The final
planning exercise deployed BGHQ into
the field, the field in this case being provided by Ex QDG RSO and HQ Sqn Ldr
Adam Renwick. Adam now owns and
runs a small holding in Cambridgeshire
and kindly agreed to allow its use. This
short deployment also gave Catering
Troop the opportunity to run out the
field kitchen giving the junior members
of Command Troop and Adams young
son, a taste of well-cooked exercise food

The end of another busy but successful year highlighted how HQ Sqn has
adapted to support a light cavalry regiment and the challenges it faces. The
new normal is for squadrons to deploy
independently and sometimes simultaneously across the globe which adds
complexity to wider logistic support;
however some things have not changed.
The age old problem of how recce forces
are properly supported when operating
at reach remains but with potential solutions being tested by the squadron over
the training year I am positive that further
progress will be made in preparation for
our operational year in 2018.
JDJT
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Exercise Suman Warrior
On paper Ex Suman Warrior was a
crunchy start for the BGHQ and HQ
squadron training year; time to ensure
we were at the top of our planning game,
operating at reach in the middle of the
Malayan jungle, and working alongside our allies Australia, Malaysia, New
Zealand and Singapore. While all this
is all true, Ex Suman Warrior cannot be
understood by a deployment order alone.
The exercise followed a pace of life that
paid due respect to the blistering muggy
heat of Gemas, and working alongside
our allies focused heavily on the need
to build relationships first, and develop
interoperability second. Ex Suman
Warrior was ostensibly a hugely enjoyable, hugely interesting, and immensely
useful start to the training year, although
perhaps not the toughest two weeks of a
soldier’s career!
Ex Suman Warrior is a land focused CPX
delivered by and for the Five Powers
Defence Arrangement (FPDA) of which
the United Kingdom is a founding member. The FPDA exists to offer a security
blanket to Malaysia and Singapore in the
event of an attack on either country by
an external foe. It was founded in 1971
at a time of the British withdrawal ‘East
of Suez’, when Malaysia and Singapore
were still in relative infancy as independent states, and South East Asia was
experiencing significant turmoil. The
FPDA brings together UK, Australia,
Malaysia, New Zealand and Singapore.
The exercise rotates around the five constituent nations, and this year was held at
Gemas Camp, three hours south of the
Malaysian capital of Kuala Lumpur.
QDG deployed with a 40 strong contingent consisting of BGHQ, much of command troop, and a number of individuals

Get on the log

from HQ Sqn that were required to fill the
various LOCON and RLS commitments.
On arrival the pace of life for the forthcoming two week exercise was made
abundantly clear; tea and cake breaks
aplenty, 0900 starts, and a dead stop of
1700 each evening. This was to be exercise 9-5 style!
Week one was focused heavily on developing an understanding of the system
with which we would be using, meeting
our fellow FPDA allies, and starting the
days 15 minutes earlier than the previous
day so as to ensure we beat the ANZACs

out of bed and on parade for PT. In spite
of the 0530 starts, the climate in Gemas
is such that the weather had already
reached 30˚C and the muggy heat already
closed in; the real race began after PT in
attempting and invariably failing to beat
Maj Jones to the washing machines. On
Wednesday of week one we arranged a
bus to take the QDG contingent to the
ancient port town of Malacca for a well-received evening away from Malaysian army
cuisine. For some this meant darting
to one of the many delicious outlets for
Western food; Capt Woolland maintains
his All-Day Full English in the British pub

Why things are seen: Shape, Shadow, Shine…
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The Sleazy Riders

Scouting for boys

was as good as they come. Others saw
the opportunity to enjoy Malaysian food
in a more cultural setting. Either way,
the evening was a terrific opportunity to
see a lovely old town, and enjoy a midweek beer or two. Week one ended with
a sports day and social evening. QDG put
in a solid performance on the sports day
and in spite of the Commanding Officer’s
words of warning on the heat threat, managed to win the competition and beat the
other countries. Sealing the victory was
Capt Poppleton with an impressive time
on the 5km run. On seeing the victorious,
and (at the time) fully shaped Poppleton
cross the line, the Australian CO was
heard to have remarked in typical Aussie
drawl “He sure doesn’t look like much of
a runner”. The social evening presented
the RSM WO1 Dan Brown his chance to
audition for Malaysia’s Got Talent. His well
regarded solo rendition of Men of Harlech,
supported by the massed QDG choir,
would have put a tear in the eye of many
a Welshman, or indeed singing purist.

The English as a foreign language class
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To cap the week the Commanding Officer
granted the QDG contingent a weekend
off in Kuala Lumpur. Staying in relative
and actual luxury in Kuala Lumpur, there
was much to be enjoyed. Days could be
spent wiling away the hours in the botanical gardens, the aviary or the Museum
of Islamic Art, before enjoying the many
bars and restaurants of the Capital.
While that is how the weekend COULD
have been spent, some decided they’d
see the gardens and museums another
time and that of particular cultural interest instead would be the conversations,
sights, sounds, and tastes they’d find in
the pubs. So important were these experiences that many chose to spend mornings, afternoons, evenings, and very
early mornings enjoying them. A truly
mind broadening experience.
After laying a wreath at the foot of the
British memorial in KL on the Sunday
evening the contingent ‘delightedly’
made their way back to Gemas camp.
Week two was to be the FTX. And an
FTX it was....admittedly a highly civilised
variety of FTX. The 9-5 days continued,

albeit lengthened by Staff Stevenson’s
0530 circuit sessions, and the breaks
with a mysterious yet highly edible green
sponge cake came as thick and fast as
the previous week. Upon timely destruction of the invading force the massed
FPDA nations assembled for the closing
ceremony and offer of thanks to Malaysia
for hosting us so very well.
With endex called and departing busses
prepped we made our way back to Kuala
Lumpur for one final night enjoying the
cultural scene before heading up to the
tropical island of Pangkor for some well
deserved RnR. Supported by funds from
HQ Sqn Leader Major Tyson, Pangkor
island offered those that took up the RnR
option the opportunity to take out jetskis,
and play around on banana boats, flying
carpets, and other such watersports.
The fish based cuisine wasn’t to everyone’s taste (see above), but the relaxed
days in the sun by the stunning water
were a fantastic way to spend a final few
days in Malaysia.
FCLW

The object on Maj Jones’ shoulders weighed him down, and he was carrying a jerry can
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Exercise Diamond Back
The first exercise of its kind, Ex
DIAMONDBACK saw C Squadron working directly to the US Brigade in an effort
to highlight interoperability issues and
develop the UK’s Light Cavalry Concept
of Employment. The exercise was part of
a wider series aimed at testing the tactical interoperability between UK and US
forces. Uniquely, the Squadron was to
work directly to a US unit with no British
Army command or support chain. We
were to highlight the barriers to working
together more effectively.
The Squadron deployed with an
Intelligence Officer from 2 Military
Intelligence Battalion, a Fire Support
Team from 4th Regiment Royal Artillery,
an Engineer from 21 Engineer Regt,
Royal Military Police from 110 Provo Coy
1RMP and Reserve soldiers from the
Royal Yeomanry. Observer Mentors from
the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards and the
Land Warfare Centre deployed to ensure
we learned on the job.
An amazing sight awaited the Sqn on
the first morning as we walked down to

The dust bowl was filled with
more armour than most had
ever seen…

the vehicle park. The dust bowl was filled
with more armour than most had ever
seen (certainly since the Sqn was sitting
in a different desert in Kuwait in 2003).
As a marker, a Union Flag and Habsburg
flag flew proud. So proud that it upset
the locals who apparently remembered
the last time the British Army planted
flags in the US.
The first and perhaps biggest barrier was
the language. It’s English but not the
same English. We think the British Army
is bad for acronyms; the US Army have
acronyms for acronyms! Once through
the common language barriers and the
issuing of kit, the Sqn deployed out into
“The Box” ahead of the brigade and

Maj Parkyn was keen to wave top the next muscle move
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alongside the US 6-9 Cavalry Squadron
(6-9 Cav; a recce regiment), based in
Bradley Armoured Fighting Vehicles.
We were to hunt out the conventional
enemy, insurgent and criminal groupings
within the US Decisive Action Training
Environment (DATE) scenario.
Effectively, the Sqn deployed into a
region where an insurgent group, with
the help of a neighbouring country’s
Special Forces, had taken control of the
indigenous army’s tanks and equipment.
The threat of invasion from a conventional force over the border meant that
a divided local population were very
restless. Global Non-Governmental
Organisations (NGOs such as charities)
were moving throughout out the region
with the police and local security forces
either in disarray or sympathetic to the
enemy.
This was the first time that the Sqn had
done such a move in the dark with very
low illume. Chaos. First lesson learned
remembered. By first light we were to
be in an OP screen looking for an enemy

Having lost his men once, Lt Carter was certain the
belts would mean it didn’t happen again
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that knew the box so well, as they did
this same exercise every month of the
year. They were equipped with modified
Abraham tanks (T90) and Bradleys (T80s
and BMPs) and HUMVVS acting as just
about everything else. Unlike British exercises, they had the freedom to react to
the Blue forces plan; if they were better,
they were allowed to win. So they did.
The first phase was set with three
troops in OPs and 1st Troop detached
to another US Battalion to our west.
SHQ placed itself in a waddy and sent
the SSM and Sgt Hughes on to investigate some suspicious vehicles. As the
sun broke the horizon we could hear the
gentle rumble of 1st Tp being annihilated
and we were into it. The SSM was killed
(yep, they were enemy) after destroying
a few vehicles and a Hind helicopter (not
classic SSM tasks. Of note, that was the
first of many deaths, 5 or 7 depending on
who you ask).
As the enemy advanced Sp Tp got caught
in the complex terrain and it took four
days to get them out of the morgue/ hospital as the enemy delighted in destroying
them every time they were regenerated.
The enemy were not expecting us in the
high ground and SHQ spotted an enemy
OP on the adjacent hill to Lt Owen. The
OP screen started to have good effect,
engaging the adjacent OP, logistics
nodes and the enemy artillery group with
Arty target and a good A10 Tank Buster
control by the JTAC. The enemy finally
realised we were in their back yard and
tried to winkle out the OPs. Sgt Rhys
(Boxer) Davies 284 performed an exemplary manoeuvre in spotting an enemy
clearance patrol, withdrawing his OP and
re-inserting; enabling the Bde to maintain

This is how you hide a SHQ

The enemy finally realised
we were in their back yard
and tried to winkle out
the OPs.
Hero sleeves and baseball caps were banned
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eyes on the rear area. Again the enemy
helicopter proved the most disruptive,
not something we are used to in UK exercises. It took a lot of nerve not to move.
After the first phase, the Sqn now knew
the game and adapted. They got out
and started to enjoy the challenge of
beating the enemy. We had Tps out with
MSTAR (Man portable, Surveillance, target acquisition Radar), Javelin, Snipers
on Quad bikes and 2nd Tp with an borrowed sighting system (LRAS).
The LRAS is capable of identifying the
enemy 30km and giving a 10 figure grid
at 15km; a significant improvement in the
time that we could give to the Brigade
decision making process. The quad
borne Snipers and Javelin operators
were able to get us deep (up to 15kms)
and we became a thorn in the enemy’s
side such that we were credited as one
of the best sub-units in the brigade. As
much as we wanted to come off the hills
and get after the insurgency and the
criminal networks, the success that we
were having against the conventional
threat set the tone for the remaining
missions.
We continued to covertly insert and
report the enemy movement and before
long the brigade was on the front foot and
driving the enemy back over the border.
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This was where the exercise
switched to the live fire
phase.

This was where the exercise switched to
the live fire phase. The Sqn was given
the discrete task of confirming and then
destroying an enemy anti-armour outpost. 2nd and Sp Tp scouted the route
before giving flank protection for 1st and
2nd Tp to conduct a mounted assault, at
night over very difficult terrain.
For the Sqn it was a fantastic opportunity to practice some of our core skills
and prove that we could work alongside
armour against a conventional threat.
After getting back in from The Box, the
Sqn focus was getting all the kit turned
around for the recovery. This was also an
opportunity to swap SQMSs and SSgt
Ross Hopkins (back from Sandhurst)
signed for a few million pounds worth of
kit from SSgt Trev Homer (destined for B
Sqn SSM).
Once the kit was packed the Sqn had
the chance of adventure training in
Yosemite national park, four hours drive

to the north. Everyone made it less the
SSM and SNCOs who took the route via
Death Valley and got stuck behind an
avalanche on the wrong side of the park,
but less said about that the better (the
SSM was happy as he got to sleep in a
real bed on his birthday).
In Yosemite the Sqn had 3 days of hill
walking, mountain biking and other activities. From there the Sqn split up and
went to different parts of America, much
to the SSM’s distress. Lads went to Las
Vegas, San Francisco, San Diego and
Las Angeles and somehow managed to
all come back on time without any problems with the police. A healthy combination of Rule 1 and the last words from the
SSM ringing in their ears;
“Don’t forget the Police WILL shoot you
over here!”
Now back in Robertson Barracks after
a great exercise, the Sqn is catching up
on courses, Winter sports and PNCO
cadres. We have had a busy yet impressive 2016. Now we are looking forward
to the possibilities of 2017 with a lot of
opportunities to get away again around
the world. We live in interesting times and
they appear to need more recce. All the
more reason to be a QDG!
MH
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The Quartermaster’s Department
With the Regiment firmly settled in to
Robertson Barracks, the QMs department has yet again seen a number of
new faces come in and a number of
the older and grumpier ones move on
to bigger and better things, which has
resulted in a number of internal moves
to try and create a more efficient department. With the FOE starting to pick up
and the focus being firmly on the preparation for Ex Diamond Back in California,
the RQMS role changed hands in March
2016 between WO2 Brown, who had
been selected to become the next RSM,
and WO2 Watson, who was dragged
kicking and screaming out of his beloved
C Sqn into the QMs. Moving with the
new RQMS was his ruler, with which he
could not write without, and his talent of
Blue Tacking everything to his wall would
continue.
Promotions meant that SSgt Tom
Hughes and SSgt Dale Thomas would
take on the unenviable position as Sqn
SQMSs within A and B Sqn’s respectively, which was an easy transition considering their previous roles within the
QM department. However, they have
both spent so much time at the QMs
since their departure that we starting to
think that they haven’t actually left.
Sgt Beal has joined the team from C
Sqn, taking over from Sgt Young as
the accommodation SNCO. He quickly
regretted his move as the realisation of
the mammoth task he inherited clearing the QM’s hangar of the mountain
of 40 year old furniture sank in. All of
which should have been disposed of
when the RAF left the barracks back in
1998. Nevertheless, this significant task
has been embraced by Sgt Beal, where
he and his sidekick LCpl Williams have,
over many weeks and months, managed
to clear the hangar of what was once
described as Steptoe’s Yard on steroids.
Sgt Young’s internal move within the
department has seen him take on the
role of the ET SNCO from SSgt Hughes.
However, with the obvious language barrier difficulties it has taken a while for us
to get used to this change and you can
never actually tell who Sgt Young is looking at when he was talking.
Cpl “Dangerous Dave” Watson is once
again back looking after the ammunition
account from Cpl Powell, who was on
a temporary posting to BATUK, a move
which has not only seen an increase in
Cpl Watson’s hair loss but has also seen
Cpl Watson regress into some sort of
cave dwelling creature as he attempts to
sort out 6 months’ worth of paperwork
and demands. His odd appearance out-
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A very disturbing sight for
the uninitiated.

side of the bunker or his office is only to
top himself up with caffeine prior to skulking back to his darkened corner of the
department like some depraved creature
hell bent on some form of massacre. A
very disturbing sight for the uninitiated.
The LSD has also seen its fair share of
movement with SSgt Dan Turner posted
out until SSgt Jigmi Lama arrived. The
LSD has now taken on much more of a
Nepalese theme, apart from Pte Houldey,
who is often seen walking around confused and earmarked for a language
course as he tries to fit in. Nevertheless
the work ethic of our imbedded RLC
suppliers is a key enabler in how we
are now able to more efficiently deliver
the support to the Regiments training
needs, they are now very much a part of
the Regimental family and we appreciate
their support.
We have also had a number of others
who moved in to the department including Cpl Dallimore, LCpl Wilkins and LCpl
Williams. Many of who have embraced
their new role and are now fully aware
of what is required to resource even the
simplest of ranges or CT exercises as
they begin to fully understand the complexities of any given task.
The department has been busy as ever
trying to keep pace with an ever evolving Forecast of Events and with Sqn’s
deploying globally on various exercises
and Defence Engagement tasks. On top
of this the QM has continued to transform the barracks into a location that we
can be proud of, with the on-going refurbishment of camp, which has seen the
QM secure over £600,000 worth of new
carpets, office and accommodation furniture, as well as new curtains throughout camp as well as the full redecoration of RHQ and all of the messes and
work locations. To the extent that QM
department has looked more like a B&Q
store rather than a QMs over the last 12
months. Another task which Sgt Beal
has had the immense delight in being a
part of.
The main focus for the latter end of 2016
has been the deployment of C Sqn on
Ex Diamond Back to the US and B Sqn
on Ex Guma Sun to Sierra Leone to con-

duct jungle training. The delivery of which
was by no means an easy feat considering the size of the task to get C Sqn to
the states. All of which was slightly more
complex with the additional task of getting RHQ to Malaysia, for a multinational
exercise.
Ex Diamond Back was a substantial
deployment with both sides of the QMs
department being heavily involved with
acquiring equipment and materiel for C
Sqn deployment. This was no easy task
as this was the Regiments first deployment on exercise as a Light Cavalry Sqn
and exact requirements to facilitate this
was unconfirmed. Nonetheless, the LSD
busied themselves with ordering in clothing and other consumables, whereby the
ammunition demand was large enough
to fight a small war (rumours of deploying to Merthyr Tydfil were rife) thankfully
of course C Sqn would be given the
opportunity to expend all of this ammo,
whilst on exercise which would save
the QMs the need to ship the remaining
ammo back to the UK to go through the
process of sending it back to the depot
as it was no longer needed… Oh no
wait! Nailing down a confirmed date for
delivery to the US for all of the freight
was extremely frustrating as everything
hinged on this one element which gave
the RQMS many a sleepless night.
Capt Jones, Cpl “Dangerous” Dave
Watson, Cpl Rana and LCpl Wilkins also
deployed with C Sqn to assist with any
technical issues that arose once C Sqn
had deployed onto the training area,
whereby Capt Jones was shadowed
everywhere by his own personal elf “Cpl
Watson” who had to have rope secured
to his ankle just in case he disappeared
or pulled the metaphorical pin, which
could have caused a diplomatic incident
knowing Cpl Watson.
With everyone returned from the US
in good order and the focus shifting to
B Sqn and Ex GUMA SUN, a smaller
deployment with no vehicles, but still
overseas, this also required careful planning due to the exercise location and the
lack of facilities that we take for granted
in modern countries. Thankfully there
was no requirement for anyone from the
QMs team deployed with B Sqn, which
after losing several key personnel to

Another task which Sgt Beal
has had the immense delight
in being a part of, not!
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Diamond Back was a blessing, as the
RQMSs could relax slightly and resume
a somewhat normal pace of life, if that is
at all possible.
With Christmas at our door and the
FoE for 2017 looking remarkably like
2016, with a few added extras, as A
Sqn will now be taking part in the Welsh
Guards Ex WESSEX STORM prior to
the Regimental deployment on our own
Exercises next summer. The New Year
will be no let off and in any way slack,
which will only be made more challenging as we will be losing further personnel
from the department who will be moving
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…a good dose of military
humour as well as some
external expertise we
get the job done…
on to greater things in the New Year. The
RQMS(T) moves to London as the RSM
for the Royal Yeomanry, who is to be
replaced by WO2 O’Connor. The QM(T)
has been selected to fill a Coy 2ic post
in Harrogate, who is to be replaced by
Capt Rob Mansel and the QM will be

moving to Bovington to fill the SO3 TSG
position within CD Combat, who will be
replaced by the current RCMO, Capt
Thomas. Nevertheless they will be sorely
missed and we wish them well in their
new endeavours at ERE.
In essence the pace of life in the quartermasters is a never-ending sprint to
achieve what sometimes seems almost
impossible. But with a smile and a good
dose of military humour as well as some
external expertise we get the job done,
most of the time.
JD

Motor Transport Troop
Motor Transport Troop (MT), the engine
room of the regiment has had yet another
busy year, we have supported numerous
exercises, tasks, deployments and increasing support to civil and defence engagement. Within our role as Light Cavalry (Lt
Cav), Squadrons find themselves often
deploying independently of the Regiment,
which requires the expertise of MT and its
members. The once not so exciting role
within the department has quickly gathered pace and we find ourselves at the
forefront of most of these tasks, I will leave
you to decide if that is a good thing.
Swanton Morley has been good to us
thus far and we have slowly turned the
corner this past year getting to grips with
the way 7 Brigade, The Desert Rats, and
the wider Army conduct business in the
UK. The Lt Cav role sees us jetting off
to exotic locations whilst the MTWO,
Dinger Bell waves us off with a packed
lunch and smile, all from the window
of his office of course. The MTWO will
be leaving us shortly with his time in the
Army coming to an end, he has been a
stalwart within the department and he
will be a hard act to follow. We now have
an extensive array of vehicles at our disposal that require constant maintenance
and servicing. This tests our soldiers grey

matter dealing with complex and diverse
issues daily whilst keeping a close liaison with local business within the area.
The emphasis this year has been on
courses and ensuring our young are well
equipped to drive all the vehicles within
the Department.
The regiment is firmly on its way to Lt
Cav conversion and our department is
constantly looking at ways to assist the
regiment and ensure our drivers have the
knowledge, experience and confidence
to drive the vehicles safely on all terrain in
all weathers anywhere in the world. MT
Troop is still in the process of putting the
finishing touches to our new surroundings
in Robertson Barracks having firmly been
rooted in Norfolk for over a year now. MT’s
next focus is on completing mandated
courses and a look forward to the summer exercise season with two exercises
in California, this will ensure the Regiment
is busy and it will test the robustness and
diversity of the department due to us all rolling out of the door. MT will provide support
in the form of A1, this will see the MTO &
MTWO and their tribe deploy in their jingly
wagons in pursuit of the Holy Grail. We will
no doubt be constantly on the go providing coaches, trucks, fuel and other commodities whilst traveling back and forth to

SSgt Thurston explained what would happen if trimble caught you speeding
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This tests our soldiers grey
matter dealing with complex
and diverse issues
daily…
Robertson Bks, as long as the roadside
cafes are open then it will be rather jolly.
MT Troop still retains its characters and
with the adage of a more rounded soldier, fitness and health in mind, not what
you were all thinking I was about to comment on. The place has a certain feel
good factor these days with the young
enjoying driving the regiment around the
UK in the coach or deploying on an overseas exercise somewhere and adding
value where required.
As Mr Bell leaves he wanted to pass on
a message, “remember once you have
been in MT you never leave, you simply
get loaned out, so keep your licences
up-to-date and a keen eye on Hazmat
awareness and we will see you in the
future, driving once more”.
DJ

Sgt Davies was determined to win the pen holding competition
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Training Wing
The Year began with Capt Duncan
Wiggins at the helm, eagerly assisted by
WO2 “Barney” Costello, who by now was
the font of all knowledge with regards to
Training and the Training Wing. The early
part of the year took a similar look to the
end of 2015, with conversion and setting
up the Training Wing here in Robertson
Bks being priority and whilst WO2
Costello got on with that, Capt Wiggins
squeezed in some shooting.
The team here in the training wing isn’t
a large one with just Sgt Speight, Sgt
Cartwright and Sgt Dodd in place to help
out the TO and TWWO but even so, the
team did a sterling job over the year with
regards to all internal courses, as well
as preparing our soldiers for their external courses and other small initiatives to
improve the standard of training within
the Regiment.
In Apr 16 the RSM, WO1 Russ Gallacher
commissioned and the decision was
made to get the DE Officer out of
the training wing before it completely
imploded and move the now Capt
Gallacher (LE) in as Training Officer. The
TWWO, who through sheer weight of
work on his shoulders was now only 4ft
2 inches in height, opposed to the 4ft 3
inches he was when he took on this role,
was pleased with the change, not just
to share the workload but he could now
talk football and chips rather than hunting and prawns. All joking aside Capt
Wiggins did a sterling job as TO and we
wish him well in his next role.
The Role of training officers for someone who had never ventured outside G3
was daunting but WO2 Costello with all
his training experience was a comforting
sight. The Team took a hit in Apr with
Sgt Cartwright being sent to Kenya and
then on his return was sent to Welfare,
Sgt Dodd moved away from Regimental
Duty and the likelihood of replacements,
were as likely as Leicester City winning
the Premier league for a second time. So
the now very small team and that’s not
a dig at the TWWOs height, moved on

Another hard day in the wing

This one time on selection

Cadres to name but a few, all with a
good degree of success.

The early part of the year
took a similar look to the end
of 2015…

with just Sgt Speight left to do the job
of three SNCOs, which he managed and
continues to manage very well.
All internal courses continue to be a
success due to the hard work of the
team here in the training wing and the
instructors being drafted in from the
Squadrons when required. Sgt “Shorty”
Shortman, Sgt “Boxer” Davies 284 and
Sgt “Matt” Jones were particularly helpful as SME in their fields and a big thank
you goes to them for ensuring all things
D&M, Gunnery and Signals continues
to improve within the Regiment during
2016. As well as conversion and the
various pre courses run throughout the
year, the training wing squeezed in the
Cambrian Patrol, a paired training exercise in Slovenia with the Royal Yeomanry,
varies MATT concentrations and PNCO

Towards the end of the year and WO2
Costello being successful on the WO1
Board, we took on a new TWO. SSgt
“Jimmy” Brisco returned from Bovington
as the CVR(T) group WO down at the
school of excellence to take on the role
of TWO. He has big shoes to fill (reality is
those shoes are only size 4s but you get
the sentiment) and he will need to ensure
the standards set by the previous TWO
are continued; we wish WO2 Costello all
the best as he moves to HQ SSM until his
post as RSMI of TDT becomes available.
SSgt Brisco who has already been nicknamed Jimmy “Nine Holes”, due to his
penchant to sneak off for a quick nine
holes of golf at every opportunity, is
slowly realising that Bovington timings
are slightly different to timings here at
Regimental Duty, however he is vastly
experienced in the training world and
without doubt will do a fantastic job as
Training WO.
Overall a very good but busy period
within the Training Wing and we see
2017 being just as busy if not busier.
RMG

Light Aid Detachment
2016 has been a year full of diverse
opportunities and huge change within the
LAD. First and foremost some exciting
achievements must be acknowledged;
WO1 (ASM) Hodgkinson who has been
selected for commission into the AGC,
with many congratulations: Craftsman
Davies has been selected for promotion
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to Lance Corporal, and happily will be
staying with the LAD on assuming rank in
the New Year. Away from work, we celebrate the Stokes, Cooper, Hodgkinson
and Berry families on their new arrivals
and Corporal Dickinson and his fiancée
Leigh-Anne who are due to marry in
December.

The year began with 4 members of the
LAD deploying on an STTT to Sierra
Leone. This saw some fantastic integration with the Sierra Leone Army,
where our team were able to observe
their equipment support procedures.
The LAD was able to assess, compare
and advise them on equipment care
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There is real enthusiasm
for heavier concentration
on the ‘Solider First’
mentality…
SSgt Forster wasn’t happy with the repairs

I wish I was in Norfolk fixing Jackals

The REME won the bake the biggest cake competition

for the future. We look forward to the
return of Lance Corporal Smith, currently
deployed with B Squadron in Sierra
Leone, to find out how the suggestions
have been embodied.
Exercise DIAMOND BACK in California
dominated the work load for the LAD
during the latter part of the year. With
15 members of the LAD deploying,
there were some valuable lessons to

be learned in maintaining the fleet, at
reach, in hot and dusty environments.
Most came back with good sun tans
and some even better ideas on how we
can configure ourselves to support the
Light Cavalry as they develop their FIND
UNDERSTAND and INFLUENCE capabilities. We look forward to implementing
these on Salisbury Plain during Exercise
WESSEX STORM in 2017.

In addition to the programmed exercises,
members of the LAD have been honing their skills on Survive Evade Resist
and Escape training, Army Shooting
Development
squad
and
REME
Commando Training familiarisation visits.
There is real enthusiasm for heavier concentration on the ‘Solider First’ mentality
which we will take into the training year.
With almost a complete LAD back
together in December, Saint Eligius
Day Celebrations were a great way to
instil some Corps Ethos into our routine. Sergeant Turbutt and Craftsman
Stevenson took the mandate to ‘go big
or go home’ seriously and put together a
great technical challenge of clapped out
cars and home-made potato launchers
to kick off the Christmas season. Our
thanks go to Padre Adolphe for once
again providing the resonance to the day.
2017 looks set to prove what we think
we have learned in 2016 as we ramp
up towards readiness. The mandate is
clear; know the equipment like a second
skin, soldier well enough to keep up with
the cavalry and always look for ways to
improve ourselves.
ACW

AGC (SPS) Detachment
When I first put pen to paper to plan
this article it took only seconds for me
to realise what a fantastic year the QDG
AGC (SPS) Detachment had in 2016.
SPS cap badged personnel deployed
on all the major exercises, we had individuals compete at world championship
sporting events, horse riding at Battle
of The Somme commemoration events,
Skiing trips, Detachment days out and
we attended professional development
events hosted by the 7X SPS team.
That said, 2016 started in a particularly sad way with news that our
recently departed Sys Co-ord Sgt Roy
Cruickshanks had passed away over the
Christmas period. Roy had been a key
member of the detachment for 3 years.
Quietly working behind the scenes,
happy in the knowledge that his input
made a significant difference to the efficiency of the Regiment but without feeling any need for accolades or praise. The
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AGC (SPS) and Army is a poorer place
for his untimely passing.
One of the key features in every year for
the SPS Detachment are the comings
and goings of our staff and 2016 saw
a significant amount of churn. We said
our goodbyes to the following: the RAO
Capt Steve Plant, Cpl Cannon and Cpl
Burgess (more of him later). We also
welcomed to the Regiment the following
new arrivals: Pte Cronin, Pte Olagunju
and our new RAO Capt Tom Kellie.
And so to the meat of the year, OTX’s
aplenty; A Sqns deployment on the STTT
to Sierra Leone in Mar 16 gave LCpl
Gondwe the perfect Opportunity to show
off his soldiering skills as well as his HR
talents. Sgt Menya also managed a week
in SL teaching the basics of SNPF to his
SL counter parts. Both came back from
the exercise singing the praises of both
the country and the people. In Sep 16

Cpl Halsall Enjoying the View
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The SPS Detachment and the 7X SPS Team

…the legendary hospitality
of the Malaysians meant that
a tea and cake break
was enforced…
EX SUMAN WARRIOR in Malaysia saw
the Detachment Commander and the
FSA deploy on a particularly challenging
exercise. The exercise is designed to test
the Five Powers Defence Agreement,
consisting of UK forces plus units from
Australian, Singapore, New Zealand and
Malaysia. In reality it turned out to be a
test of cake eating endurance, as the
legendary hospitality of the Malaysians
meant that a tea and cake break was
enforced every 20 minutes throughout
the day.
LCpl Halsall and Pte Hamal were the
envy of the detachment as they prepared to deploy on EX DIAMONDBACK
in California, as predicted both they and
the exercise were a success. The post
exercise AT was certainly enjoyed by
both of them. With Ex GUMA SUN looming large at the beginning of Nov, LCpl
Kolvik finally got her chance to deploy,
disappearing into the jungle along with Q

Cpl Gondwe enjoying the shade in SL

Pears, a large stash of US Dollars and
B Sqn.
On a sporting front the detachment competed at the annual AGC Triple Crown
March and Shoot in May, the team made
up of the Detachment Commander, Sgt
Graham, LCpl Chambers and Pte Hamal
acquitted themselves admirably, finishing
halfway up the field. Pte Cronin arrived at
the Regiment in May and made us all feel

inadequate as she qualified for the world
championships in Obstacle Course
Racing held in Toronto in October. Pte
Cronin covers this in more detail in
another article within the journal, as does
LCpl Kolvik who made the most of the
fantastic opportunity to re-enact the
Charge at Highwood, a WW1 Cavalry
charge that took place in 1916.
TC

Catering Department
Currently the Regiment has gone through
a big change within the three Messes on
camp, as the daily charge for meals has
increased. However, the food standards
and provision has more than matched
the slender price rise, and this is a result
of a lot of hard work from the Catering
Department, led by SSgt Minshull. He,
and his team, has persistently been striving for a healthier, more nutritional output
of menus and recipes to adhere to and
sustain healthier living for the soldiers at
RBSM.
LCpl Wickham took part in a 4 week
work experience exercise working at
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He, and his team, has
persistently been striving
for a healthier, more
nutritional output…

the Michelin Star restaurant Le Rock
in Nottingham, resulting in the head
chef offering him a job, as he was so
impressed throughout his time working
on the stoves. Wickham also worked
on the 7X ‘Red Rat’ Dinner Night at

Chetwynd barracks in Chillwell, impressing all by not only delivering an outstanding meal, but also his readings between
the courses, and knowledge of the battles associated with the Red Rats.
Sgt Lacey continues to oversee the
continual professional development in
the Department, with SSgt Minshull and
Sgt Flint as principal assessors. Cpl T
Gurung and Cpl D Gurung have both
started their NVQ Assessor Qualification,
along with LCpl Wickham working
towards his Customer Service Level 3.
Pte Longdon has now completed his
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A standard day in the cookhouse

One for you, one for me

Level 2 Professional Cookery Award, and
3-2 upgrade.

arduous 4 weeks at sea. This saw Pte
Pun being pushed to the max working
long days and adapting to a diverse routine and surroundings aboard ship, an
experience he will probably never forget.

Recently Pte Sharpe took part in a 6
week exercise with 3 Army Air Corps to
Arizona, and found he was prominent in
leading his peers and many of his more
senior JNCO’s with his understanding of
catering in the field; He received massive
praise from his RCWO for his efforts.
LCpl Pun recently took part in a work
experience exercise aboard HMS Ocean,
working with Naval and RAF chefs in an

LCpl Wickham was selected to take part
in Masterchef The Professionals, again
signifying his drive and passion, pitted against the country’s top chefs, he
reached the quarter final stages of the
competition. No mean feat, and massive
well done from all in the Regiment!

Waterloo Tp were looking
forward to their five a day

The new 7X Commander visited RBSM,
and the Catering Department provided
the Brigade Commander and RHQ
with a lunch served on the OFCS, and
a Black Tie Dinner in the evening. This
established the department’s ability to
cook in the field using 10 man rations, as
well as fine dining in the Officers’ Mess
subsequently. With the Regiment’s build
up to and all of the forthcoming exercises planned, the pace at which the
Department and the Regiment runs is
not showing any signs of slowing down.
SM

RAP
In what has been yet another extremely
busy year for the RAP which has seen the
attached medics visiting no less than 6
different countries and being trawled on
a number of different exercise both within
the UK and overseas, covering a number
of different units as well as the QDG, manning these exercises was always going
to be difficult, with the expected departure of at least 3 of the medics and the
RMO. Some much needed help arrived
in a newly promoted LCpl Arnold from 16
Medical Regiment. He hit the ground running on arrival at Swanton Morley getting
stuck in to the busy life that comes with
being part of 7 brigade.

With the upcoming deployment of A
Sqn on their STTT to Sierra Leone the
medical centre was busy vaccinating
and preparing the Sqn trying to grab
people as they pass in order for the
Sqn to be best prepared. Then as with
nearly everything in the Army the dates
changed and the STTT was brought
forward Sgt Lacy and A/Cpl Hollands
were the nominated medics to go with
A Sqn and with the change of dates and
the rest of the available medics being on
promotion courses, Sgt Lacy had to re
arrange his Honey Money (much to the
delight of his wife). Meanwhile Sgt Owen
(RN) and LCpl Arnold went away on their

Cpl Holland Teaching Team Medics
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Running through primary
health care basics, to mass
casualty scenarios.

CLM courses. And LCpl Walters stayed
behind to start her resettlement. Sgt Lacy
and Cpl Hollands deployment to Sierra
Leone involved training the Sierra Leone
defence force has team medics, teaching
alongside two of the Team medic instructors from Sierra Leone training team, the
training followed the British team medic
course which the trainees seemed to
enjoy with most of them passing the
course we moved on to teaching the
medics. Running through primary health
care basics, to mass casualty scenarios. The end exercise saw the company
deploy to a fob location and patrol back
into the training centre taking casualties
and extract back in to camp. Meanwhile
back in Swanton Morley, the RAP was still
busy with the day to day running of the
medical centre and the usual range covers as well as arranging and taking part in
the Robertson to Roxburgh walk the 40
mile walk from Robertson barracks to the
Roxburgh centre and Kings Lynn hospital
in order to raise money for the centre for
much needed improvements. The team
along with other members of the regiment started their walk at approx. 4am
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This saw us visiting the
First World War battlefields
high in the Dolomite
Mountains.
talking just over 14 hours to complete
meeting staff from the hospital at the
half way mark so that they could join in.
the team managed to raise over £4000
which will go toward new equipment
and improvements to the centre. With all
this going on, LCpl Arnold managed to
attend his final EMT course which then
qualified him as an “Emergency Medical
Technician” which he hopes to take forward in to Civilian Street next year.
On returning from Sierra Leone, Sgt Lacy
and A/Cpl Hollands took leave with A
Sqn, while Sgt Owen went out to Estonia
to write the medical plan for 3 PWRRs
exercise later in the year. On returning
back from leave A/Cpl Hollands started
on her Cat C course.
June became a busy month for the medics within the RAP. It saw Sgt Lacy and
LCpl Newbury go to Cardiff to cover the
guard of honour for the Queen’s visit to
the Opening of the Welsh Assembly; And
LCpl Arnold covering the PNCO cadre,
Sgt Owen go on yet another trip to Sierra
Leone to do a medical plan this time for B
Sqn training exercise later on in the year.
LCpl Walters covering a weeks’ worth of
ranges down the road at STANTA. Maj
Lee, Sgt Lacy and Sgt Owen Went along
with the Officers, WOs and SNCOs from
the Regiment on a battlefield tour to
Italy. This saw us visiting the First World
War battlefields high in the Dolomite
Mountains. With one of the days visiting
the site of the hospital and field treatment
areas used during the battles, and visiting
a museum which contained the medical
equipment used at the time. Discussing
how the Regiment would in the Modern
light cav role deal with the terrain and
casualty treatment and extraction of this
difficult area. We all felt great respect for
the soldiers of both armies that had to
live, fight and defend this area. While
we were sunning our self’s in Italy LCpl
Newbury was trying to keep warm on
Otterburn training area on a medical
cover with Cambridge UOTC. And A/Cpl
Quantock and LCpl Walters went off to
cover 7 brigade festival of sport.
July saw what would be classed as a
quiet time within the RAP, a number of
course where attended by all medics in
preparation for the upcoming exercises.
LCpls Arnold and Newbury Attended
their Role one Validation, Sgt Lacy went
on his Battlefield advance trauma life
support course. Sgt Owen attended the
tropical medicine course in preparation
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for B Sqn exercise to Sierra Leone. And
A/Cpl Quantock sent to a medical cover
on STANTA for Exercise Steep Eagle.
And with A/Cpl Hollands volunteering for
medical cover for the 3 peak challenge,
it seemed like yet again the RAP was
sent to the four winds with at least one
of us being on task all the time. We finally
managed to find a day where all member
of the RAP where in camp at the same
time. This allowed us to arrange a leaving
do for Maj Lee (RMO), A/Cpl Quantock,
A/CPl Hollands, and LCpl Walters. All of
which were leaving us on posting or discharge in the upcoming weeks.

drove past the friendly 155mm self-propelled gun of the American forces. The
gun crew decided that despite the BIG
RED CROSS on the side of the BFA that
it was a target waiting for a hit, so from
600 meters fired (simulated) on both the
BFA and SSMs wagon taking us both out
of the fight. The crew came running over
with smiles on their faces and laughing,
thinking they had destroyed the enemy.
And having never seen the BFA or Coyote
vehicles before and wanted to have
a look. Their faces and laughter soon
changed when we informed them of their
mistake. And they saw the Red Cross.

Summer leave came round and a much
needed break for the RAP in preparation
for the next few months of madness. On
returning Sgt Lacy and A/CPl Quantock
handed over the RAP store. And both A/
Cpl Hollands and Quantock started their
booking out procedures, and started their
new postings. And LCpl Walters leaving
us for Civilian Street. Meanwhile Sgt Lacy
and Owen prepared for the Exercise to
Estonia with 3 PWRR and Sgt Owen
and LCpl Newbury’s exercise to Slovenia
with the Royal Yeomanry. As well as this
exercise, Members of B Sqn were filling
through the medical centre for vaccinations for their exercise to Sierra Leone.

After the exercise had finished C Sqn
were given the training area to themselves for 24hrs to practice their skills
using live fire and a 360 degree range.
Once back at fort Irwin the vehicles and
kit was clean and loaded on freight and
we headed to Yosemite Park for some
adventure training. The Sqn took part in
hill walking and mountain bike through
the beautiful Yosemite park. With some
of the SNCOs taking slightly longer to
get to the park due to a rock slide on the
route they took. The Sqn then headed
to the winds with San Francisco, San
Diego, San Jose, Los Angeles, and Las
Vegas all being visited by at least some
members of the Sqn.

After the exercise in Estonia Sgt Owen
flew straight to Slovenia to meet up with
members of the Royal Yeomanry and the
QDGs, Sgt lacy flew back to the Uk to
meet up with LCpl Arnold, to unpack and
re pack for C Sqn exercise to California.
On returning from Slovenia Sgt Owen
started to prepare for B Sqn exercise to
Sierra Leone, fighting with different policy’s that meant a whole new lot of medical equipment needed to be brought to
the Regiment including blood storage
fridges and Snake anti-venom. And a
tropical medicine module. All causing
him problems in sourcing and collection.
Eventually we sourced them and with
the final vaccinations complete the extra
medics arriving at the Regiment the RAP
was set to deploy on the jungle exercise.
Meanwhile Sgt Lacy and LCpl Arnold
were in the middle of the Nevada dessert with C Sqn and 19,000 Americans
on Exercise Diamond Back. The two
week long exercise tested the Sqn and
with Sgt Lacy in the SSMs wagon and
LCpl Arnold in the BFA, the Sqn medics
were able to go where ever the Sqn went,
even though on a number of occasions
there were a few screwed up faces when
it looked like the BFA was going to tip,
whether this was luck or the skill full driving of LCpl Mather (BFA driver) the BFA
stayed up right and finished the exercise
with only a flat tyre in real time. During
the last few days of the exercise the BFA
was CAS Evacing a patient (play casualty)
and while being escorted by the SSM,

As Sgt lacy flew back to the UK while the
rest of the RAP was in the final stages of
moving out to Sierra Leone, with LCpl
Newbury sent out with the activation party.
Sgt Owen, LCpl Arnold and our very new
Addition LCpl Siddall who had joined us
from 16 medical Regiment in Colchester
only a week beforehand, and the attachments from other units made the last
few adjustments before flying out with B
Sqn. While out in Sierra Leone the patient
numbers where high with 5 having to be
sent back to the U.k. for treatment. And
with every medic being bedded down at
least once during the exercise. Manning
and resources were stretched to breaking
point. With a MAS CAS being called due
to the volume of patients. The exercise
really pushed the RAP to its limits.
Thanks has to go out to all the attached
medics, civilian medical staff in Sierra
Leone, the civilian staff back here in the
UK as well as the QDG RAP soldiers
that were involved in every aspect of
the Sierra Leone Exercise, as well as the
many other exercises the medical centre
has prepared the Regiment for this year.
BL

Manning and resources were
stretched to breaking point.
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Gymnasium
Over the last 12 months The 1st Queen’s
Dragoon Guards’ Gymnasium has gone
through some significant changes, the
new PT programme has been broken
down into 3 phases throughout the
year targeting strength and conditioning, endurance and maintenance this
is to ensure best practice and hopefully
reduce the amount of muscular skeletal
injures incurred on operations and training. The gymnasium has also had a big
part in the making of the new Waterloo
troop where PTI.s deliver rehabilitation/
remedial training twice daily in order to
give soldiers the best chance of a safe
and speedy recovery. In order to carry
out this new style of training more equipment would be needed and the regiment
received over £10,000 of new physical
training equipment which has proven key
to achieve the aims of the three phases.
Looking to the future the gymnasium will
be holding the annual health fair. This is
when soldiers/officers will be given presentations on the seven pillars of health
and have a chance to walk round the
stands and talk with SME,s on the subject. On the whole the 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards’ Gymnasium has been
involved in many activities this last year
and may continue to do so.
RS

1, 6, 17, 29, 44

Waterloo Troop hard at work

Waterloo Troop still hard at work

Keep on running
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The Guardroom
The guardroom is now made up of a
mixture of Regimental guard force and
The Military Provost Guard Service
(MPGS) providing professional soldiers
to meet armed security requirements at
Robertson Barracks Swanton Morley.
2016 has been a busy year for the 1st
Queen’s Dragoon Guards and due to the
incumbent regiment the unit was granted
its own AGC (MPGS) Detachment.
The MPGS Detachment will be platoon
strength, slowly growing in its numbers
since it first arrived in January 2016. At
the start there was just the duty staff; Sgt
Jones and under direction of then RSM
WO1 Gallagher and a dedicated cast of
two; Sgt Bacon and LCpl McEvoy, who
toiled alone for a few week. However,
under the command of the 2IC, Maj
Fairbrother, they began to establish a new
guard force. Soon more members of the
MPGS began to arrive. Cpl Blewden and
Cpl Jaggs were next, shortly followed
by LCpl Thwaites who were all welcomed to the regiment and invited into
the regiment’s respective messes. LCpl
Russell was then posted in followed by
LCpl Boyd, Pte’s Brown and BrownleyHughes who have been and gone in that
period, although enjoying their short time
with the regiment they have since moved
on to follow civilian careers.
The primary role of the new guard force
is to counter the terrorist threat posed to
military bases in Great Britain through the
provision of armed guarding services.
Our duties alongside the RSM (WO1
Brown) and the Regimental Duty Staff
(Sgt Jones) are:
• Controlling entry and exit to a site.
• Managing control room operations
and ensuring all visitors are dealt with
efficiently.

Little Swans Pre-School charity litter pick

• Patrolling site perimeters and taking
necessary action to preserve perimeter security.
• Security incident management, such
as suspicious packages, bomb
threats, protests, etc.
The MPGS is part of the Provost Branch
of the Adjutant General’s Corps and is
under the direction of Provost Marshal
(Army), who is the Director and Head of
Service. MPGS units are formed under
the command of their respective Head
of Establishment, with Provost Marshal
(Army) maintaining technical standards
through annual inspections.
The 1st Queen’s Dragoon Guards
Guardroom while itself still under reform,
has provided qualified competent personnel during this transitional period
where possible aiding the Regiment
with additional duties. Cpl Blewden, an
AAPTI, assisted in facilitating 7 Brigade’s

Operational march and shoot competition, running a stand for the Regimental
friends and families day and stepping
up at short notice to cover shortfalls in
trained gym staff. Sgt Bacon, Sgt Jones
and the Training Wing assisted with workplace induction programmes (WHIPS)
while re-writing the out dated Regimental
standing orders (RSO’s). Sgt Bacon and
Cpl Jaggs ran additional range packages
making sure the Regiment remained
MATT 1 compliant, LCpl Boyd delivered
BCDT instruction helping with MATT 3
and all members of the platoon under the
commanding officers directive have been
actively involved in community engagement; ranging from charitable litter
picks run by the RSM and Sgt Jones to
rough shooting. Sgt Jones represented
the department on a battlefield tour to
Le Mets for Somme 100 and later also
spent time in Malaysia for Exercise Sumo
Warrior.

Padre’s Notes
There’s only been one occasion that I’ve
questioned whether or not becoming a
Padre was the right thing to do, only one
point where I thought to myself ‘If I get
out of this alive, I’m going to write to the
Chaplain General and say “thanks, but
no thanks”’.

It was pitch dark, already
nearly 30 degrees and the
locals were eyeing me
suspiciously.

It was about 6 o’clock in the morning,
and I was sitting in a shack on a beach
waiting for the ferry which would take me
from Lunghi to Freetown, the capital of
Sierra Leone, where I would be joining A

Sqn during their STTT. It was pitch dark,
already nearly 30 degrees and the locals
were eyeing me suspiciously.
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My journey hadn’t started well, my flight
from Heathrow being delayed meant I
arrived at Lunghi airport at stupid o’clock
in the morning. There didn’t appear to be
anyone there to meet me and the only
phone number I had was for the Orderly
Officer back in Norfolk. I’m not sure how
much he appreciated me waking him,
but he gave me the number of one of the
A Sqn lieutenants. ‘Padre, you need to
get a ferry to Freetown and one of our
blokes will collect you.’ Simple.
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Here I was in the middle of
nowhere, separated from
all my kit and with a
complete stranger.
A friendly English speaking taxi driver
drove me to the ferry; however you could
only buy a ticket from the airport, so
back we went. The ferry people insisted
on taking my luggage. As we drove back
down to the ferry, through dark villages,
on a rough dirt track I began to wonder
if placing my trust in this driver had been
the right thing to do. Here I was in the
middle of nowhere, separated from all
my kit and with a complete stranger.
I sat there on the beach, absolutely shattered, feeling somewhat sorry for myself.
It was all very well when I’d been a fit
young soldier, swanning about Bandit
Country with a pistol on my hip and an
Infantry QRF just a radio call away. But
here I was, a tubby old vicar, with a wife
and children back home, and no back up.
I began to think about St. Paul. If you’ve
ever read the Book of Acts in the Bible
you’ll know that he had many journeys
which saw him shipwrecked, imprisoned
and worse. My favourite book in the
Bible is Philippians, Paul’s letter to the
Christians in Philippi. According to Acts
16 the first time Paul went to Philippi the
authorities had him beaten and flogged.
In his letter Paul writes about ‘pressing
on’. He encourages us to forget the past,
counting it as rubbish, and press on to

Did you hear the one about the Imam, the Methodist and the Baptist?

what the future holds. As the sun rose
above that beach, and Paul’s ancient
words spoke to me, I pulled myself
together and resolved to press on.
My fun and games didn’t end there, after
a particularly choppy ride across the bay,
it turns out there were two ferries from
Lunghi to Freetown and I’d chosen the
wrong one. I was eventually picked up by
an RAF Squadron Leader, who climbed
out of his Landy, looked me up and down

and said ‘Padre, what the f*&@ are you
doing here?!’
My journey back was even more epic,
my flight was again delayed, causing
me to be at Brussels airport when it was
bombed, but that’s another story.
What are the past things that you need
to forget about, to count as rubbish?
And what good things does the future
hold, that you need to knuckle down and
press on towards?

The chapel at PMTC, started
before the Ebola outbreak
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The Welfare Office
2016 has been a jam packed year for the
Welfare Team; the Regiment is now settled in Norfolk and Germany has become
a distant memory. Determined to put
our stamp on and improve our Welfare
facilities we devised an ambitious plan to
completely overhaul the Welfare Centre.
This obviously needed money so lots of
grant applications later we had a firm
date set to start the improvements. To
keep the cost down much of the work
would be completed by the Welfare team
and volunteers, we were confident that
by March we would have a Centre fit
for our soldiers and dependants which
being in a rural setting is vital.
As anyone who has served in the Military
will know all good plans rarely survive
first contact and the world of Welfare
is no exception. We found out the
Regiment would be receiving a visit from
our Colonel in Chief, HRH The Prince of
Wales in February and the decision was
made to take advantage of this to officially
open our new Welfare Centre. The visit
was obviously due a month before the
planned opening and much credit should
go to WO2 Rob Lockyer, Sgt Hinton and
their band of volunteers for doing a sterling job to get the centre ready for the
opening a full month before schedule.
The visit from HRH Prince Charles was a
wonderful experience for the families and
it was a great honour for us to have him
open the centre. The turnout from the
families was amazing, the children were
granted the morning off school to attend.
The time allocated to open the centre
was 20 minutes but The Prince remained
until he had spoken to all the families in
attendance. This meant a great deal to
everyone especially the children who still
remark on the day months later.
It always amazes me how resilient the
wives and partners of our soldiers can be
and in March a group of wives demonstrated this in spades. We organised a
13,000ft sky dive with 45 seconds of free
fall to raise money for a local charity, I
was concerned we would not have much
uptake but I was wrong. Within a week
of advertising the event we had a team
of wives who were keen to throw themselves out of a perfectly good airplane.
When the day arrived 10 wives along
with the Welfare Officer (Rob Mansel) and
Amanda Lamb the WRVS Representative
for Robertson Barracks reported to the
airfield for the briefing and kit issue. We
were split down into different groups each
with a time slot that morning to jump. The
slots were arranged around feeding time
for one of the mums who had recently
given birth and who was breast feeding
which is testament to the bravery of our
better halves! Not only did everyone com-
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It always amazes me how
resilient the wives and
partners of our soldiers
can be…
plete the sky dive that day they also raised
thousands of pounds for a great charity.

Mrs Smith wives
sky dive

In May we arranged a wives Curry and
Quiz night which was a huge success and
was also attended by the Commanding
Officer allowing him to get important feedback from the dependants. The wives
committee has also been instrumental
in assisting, organising and fundraising
throughout the year allowing them to subsidise the wives Christmas party which in
2016 was held in Barnham Broom, a local
country estate here in Norfolk.
July saw our annual Regimental families’
day which was a huge success. The day
included a live band, vintage military vehicles, children’s entertainment, archery,
birds of prey display, donkey rides, hog
roast and much more. It was great to
see so many of the families and soldiers
getting involved.
With funding from the Community
Covenant we arranged a two day visit to
a Norfolk based adventure training centre for the children during the summer
holidays which was great fun and thanks
must go out to some of the parents who
volunteered to attend with the children
which made the trip possible.

Mrs Thomas & Turner sky dive day

HRH Meeting Mrs Williams

There is a theme this year and that’s
don’t mess with the QDG wives! You
would think they had proved themselves
as daring and fearless enough throughout the year but in September they
swapped civilian attire for military uniform
and headed out on a wives exercise. All
who took part had a great time proving
they can do whatever their partners can.
The Welfare Team look forward to 2017
and whatever challenges it may bring.
RCM

HRH Meeting Dependants

HRH Meeting Mrs Bobo

HRH Meeting children
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The Officers’ Mess
Following a turbulent summer of moving
from Germany, the Mess has at last settled and spent 2016 embracing its new
life in Norfolk. 1000 mile weekend commutes for a night in London are a thing
of the past, replaced instead by the far
more palatable two hour drive, and the
constant desire to head back to the continent for an ‘easyjet roulette’ weekend.
January saw the Mess filled to capacity for an Officers’ Development Week,
endeavouring to polish the knowledge
of Light Cavalry for some individuals and
put sprinkles on the less informed. The
week consisted of highly enlightening
professional lectures, interspersed with
dreaded surprise 5 minute presentations. Watching the Adjt try and deliver
an interesting insight into the geographical nature of Norfolk whilst in the pitch
black, facing backwards and travelling at

50mph in a coach was thoroughly enjoyable. We then lost Capt Poppleton for
a short duration to attempt to re-enact
Cool Runnings whilst Lt Cowen flew to
South America for a 7 week jungle exercise with our twinned Regiment, 1ER
Regiment Etranger De Cavalerie (French
Foreign Legion). Unfortunately he injured
his shoulder in the first few days, returning immediately having completed the
world’s longest commute for a haircut.

…the Mess has at last
settled and spent 2016
embracing its new life in
Norfolk.

Lt Cowen, Day 1 of 1 in the jungle

The demise of the Lost Boys Tree
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February kicked off with a visit by
HRH Prince Charles. The grass was
repainted green, after 7 months of waiting the downstairs bathroom was fixed
in 4 days, and anything that bore an
uncanny resemblance to pyro was quietly removed.
March and April were punctuated with a
number of hosting events, however, the
next big event for the Mess was in May,
Cavalry Memorial Day. On Friday the
Mess dined at the Cavalry and Guards
Club. As usual, the famished young junior subalterns all requested large bowls
of cheese soufflé drowned in mustard
before retiring to 151 for a quiet tipple.
At 11am on Sunday, all Officers were
formed up and began marching through
Hyde Park. All except one. Lt Max Carter
had informed 2Lt Russel that he must
be on Piccadilly road at 11am sharp.

She said yes!

Brokeback bath tub
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Lads lads lads

Take a picture, the birds are ﬂocking to me

Hearing the band and realising there truly
are no good blokes in the QDG Officers’
Mess, 2Lt Russel ran for all he was
worth, reaching the QDG rank in the nick
of time, much to the mirth of all around
him. The Mess then moved to Boisdales
and Aragon house, that is all.

Fortunately, however, a
number of ERE and old Mess
members stepped up in
our hour of need.

Celebration of the Battle of Waterloo saw
an upset in the normal status quo. The
Officers’ Mess trouncing the Warrant
Officers and Sgts’ Mess on the cricket
pitch, captained by Capt Hockley. (though
the promotion of Capt Simon Jones may
have also played a part). I can’t recall the
score of the rugby match…
By a cruel twist of fate, the OpsO accidentally booked ranges and some
exercises in the run up to the Summer
ball in July (a terrible mistake to make).
Fortunately, however, a number of ERE
and old Mess members stepped up in
our hour of need. 24hrs before guests
arrived all individuals available were frantically building ships, flooding car parks
and turning the Mess into a Peter Pan
themed wonderland. Guest travelled
past the children’s nursery, down the
corridor decorated as London’s night sky
and into Hook’s cabin where they were

greeted with champagne and cocktails. They then walked the plank out of
the ship, over the sea and into the Red
Indian camp, complete with 2 teepees
which proved most comfortable to any
tired individuals needing a 5 min break
throughout the evening. Entry into the
Lost Boys marquee was then made
through an 8ft crocodile mouth, constructed by Capt Machale. As usual, the
guests had gone to extraordinary lengths
in their costume choices and looked
fantastic. Champagne was consumed
at an unrelenting pace throughout the
evening and following the mandatory
‘bangorang!’ food fight everyone hit
the dancefloor. An excellent night was
had by all, however, the fuse was truly
lit (along with half the decorations) the
following day on Super Cider Sunday.
Following a breakfast of bacon baps and

37

Lt Jackson and Lt Poppleton representing
the QDG on Koh Phangan

cooked meats, champagne and ciders
were offered at the earliest opportunity to
‘get ahead of the hangover.’ Again, probably best left at that.
Immediately following the ball, the Mess
was forced into a rapid decline in numbers as everyone disappeared for exercises in Malaysia, America and Sierra
Leone. Those that were present were
forced to look outside the walls of the
Mess for entertainment and much to
their delight, Norwich has been proven
to hold women of both poor sight and
judgement. Some members of the Mess
have found girlfriends here, diving into
relationships, buying houses and dogs
alike. Others have found slightly shorter
term relationships, drumming up distant
memories of University life or in extremis,
relying on their MOD 90 as a deplorable
wingman to unsuspecting UEA ladies.

The Regtl Marquee looked
bigger in Germany
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Livers in plus Rodney and Archie

Capt Paine demolishes a fondue

Fortunately, however, a
number of ERE and old Mess
members stepped up in
our hour of need.
Much as I would love to recount the ‘relationships’ of Capt Woolland, I cannot do
so in this fine journal.
The year was rounded off with a second Officers’ Development week, this
time organised by Major Parkyn (PMC),
and one final foray to the French Foreign
Legion by Capts Williams and Woolland.
Nights at the Foreign Legion are filled
with song and verse of the ‘Chants de La
Legion’, and saw the hapless pair being
press ganged by the entire French mess
to perform a British song. The strains of
I Vow to Thee My Country were hastily
begun, although not half as hastily as
the Adj had stopped singing (I assume
bashfulness), leaving Woolland to awkwardly sing alone; we can only apologise
to our French friends for this particular
horror. A well-earned Christmas leave
followed. The Mess is now well and truly
settled here in Norfolk. Strong relations
have been forged with those in the area
and it is safe to say we all look forward
to another year here in Swanton Morley.

The Regtl 2IC explains why he is on the CROP
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Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess
It has been a full year for the WOs’ &
Sgts’ Mess, with numerous functions
and visits in what was a busy period for
the Regiment. It started in January with
WO2 Jason Davies (A Sqn SSM) handing
over the duties of PMC to WO2 Barney
Costello (TWWO), with SSgt Al Tomlinson
(SPS) assuming the PEC role.
The first function of the year was the
dine out of Capt Simon Jones and Capt
Steve Thomas, on leaving the Mess due
to commissioning, It was a great night
with some good speeches and fine presentations from the pair. This was followed up a few weeks later by another
dine out, this time for SSgt Matt John on
completing 22 years’ service, the theme
for the night was a Chinese restaurant
including typical music and chop sticks.
It will also be remembered for the superb
piece of DIY by Mr Worsley in producing
a framed medal case. The fourth dine out
in quick succession was a formal night
for the previous RSM, Capt Rob Mansel
on commissioning, a lovely dinner with
an extraordinary speech by Mr Worsley,
using all sorts of I.T. Capt Rob Mansel
presented a silver goblet for Mr Vice to
use at future events.
A few days later we held a Generations
weekend, the event was stag but open
to the friends and family of Mess members. The weekend was organised to
give guests a feel of Army life and what
the QDG does on a day to day basis.
The majority of those attending arrived
and sampled the bar on the Friday night.
Activities then started nice and early on
a typically damp Norfolk morning. The
activities were weapon and kit stands,
ranges, a trip around the BDTA in a Jackal
and Panther, clay pigeon shooting and
serials on the DCCT. The afternoon was
passed watching England beat Wales

Fortunately, however, a
number of ERE and old Mess
members stepped up in
our hour of need.

The new Mess bar 2 hours before the function
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in the 6 nation’s rugby, with much singing and banter. After the rugby it was a
quick change for the dinner night, which
ran as a Waterloo dinner with speeches
covering the battle of Waterloo. Everyone
had an excellent time and the weekend
will long be remembered.
The end of March brought another
change to the Mess with WO1 Dan
Brown taking over as the RSM replacing,
the now, Capt Russell Gallacher.
The 23rd of June is the day for our annual
Waterloo celebrations. We started off
with the usual Sgts’ Mess v Offrs’ Mess
cricket match, organised by the PEC.
The Sgts’ Mess bowled first with some
superb bowling performances from SSgt
Hughes, SSgt Thomas and SSgt Lama
(RLC). The Officers, as expected, had
some very good all-rounders and eventually bowled us out. A very entertaining match with the usual banter and
light heartedness, it was topped off by
a superb tea party (replace tea for pims)
and lunch. This was organised by SSgt
Minshull, and the other chefs from the
Mess, Sgt Lacey and Sgt Flint.
The evening brought the two Messes
together in the Sgts’ Mess to celebrate
the 201st anniversary of the battle of
Waterloo. The night was kicked off with
grace, written and read by Sgt McKinnon
(Mr Vice). It started the night as we
meant to go on with lots of laughter
and sarcasm. As 201 years ago we sat
down and ate a meal of horse steaks on
a French breast plate (this time the breast
plate was made of pastry). The meal was
punctuated throughout the night with
readings which brought the battle to
life. There were also some very funny
attached arms skits and an impressive
piper set. The food was fantastic and
highlighted the talent within the Catering
Dept. We then retired to the bar and the
traditional Waterloo games.

Hear no Evil, See no Evil, Speak no Evil

Mess members enjoying Kuala
Lumpur during Ex Suman Warrior

A few weeks later on a very hot Friday
evening we had the Summer Ball, this
year the theme was a beach party. The
entire function took place in the Mess
garden, a bar was constructed under

TRF Ice sculpture

Sgt Taylor Jingling Sgt Young’s bell

Right Said Fred had a new member
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the order of the RSM for the ball, but
designed to be a permanent feature that
could be used by Mess members and
their families during the summer months.
The ball required meticulous planning
from the committee, headed up by the
PMC and the PEC. The REME took
the lead for the construction of the bar
and garden, with Mess members also
helping. It was completed, after some
long nights, on the day of the ball. It
was a cracking night with a very good
band, lovely food and top music supplied by SSgt Ananins. There was also
a surf board ride, volley ball and a limbo
competition.

The end of the year was topped off by
the customary Christmas celebrations
that included us hosting the mess staff
to show our appreciation for all their
hard work over the past twelve months.
This year’s Winter Ball was a Christmas
themed party. The entertainment was
provided by a very funny comedian (the
next day he was warming up the crowd
of 20,000 at Wembley Arena for the X
Factor final). Sgt Griffiths, in charge of
the prize draw, had managed to acquire
twenty five top prizes ranging from laptops, TV’s, and bikes to fitness watches
and ikettles. It was another well organised party that everyone enjoyed, espe-

cially the vodka luge ice sculpture in the
shape of the Regiments TRF.
Throughout the year we managed to host
or receive visits from CRAC, 7X Comd,
US Army, The Leathersellers, APC
Glasgow, 7X WO1 Conference, HMS
Monmouth, Norfolk & Suffolk Police FTU,
University of East Anglia, Danish Army,
Comd SM, and numerous PO’s. We also
attended some fireside chats and cocktail parties in the Officer’s Mess and were
welcomed into the Cpl’s Mess for their
annual Lucknow dinner night.
AC

Corporals’ Mess
Members of the Cpls’ Mess have been
heavily committed over the past year;
the Regiment has been busy completing conversion to Light Cavalry and a
number of overseas exercises. There
have been deployments to Sierra Leone,
California, Malaysia and across the UK.
Members of the mess have played a big
role in all activities; we have, however,
made time to maintain Mess activities for
our members and their dependants.

the Lucknow dinner night. Cpl Young
as the PMC sat beside the RSM. Cpl
Young and Cpl Comley (PEC) organised
the evening which was a huge success
and was thoroughly enjoyed by all. The
formal sit down dinner to celebrate the
victory of the battle of Lucknow is a great

opportunity for new Cpls’ Mess members to learn the traditions and etiquette
of a formal Regimental dinner. This was
the fourth time the Mess celebrated the
battle of Lucknow and it has become a
much anticipated date in the diary.

The early months of 2016 were fairly quite
due to being so busy with Regimental
commitments; however there was time
to complete some painting and decorating in the Mess. Our first function was

Our first function was the
Lucknow dinner night.
Christmas Ball Setup

Summer Ball
magic trick

Three amigos, Cpl Morgan, Chater & Petre
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Casino Royal

During August the Mess celebrated the
summer ball, the theme for the evening
was put to a vote and the decision for a
casino night was chosen. With a newly
elected committee and Cpl Welfoot
heading it up as the new PMC, this was
an excellent opportunity to set the conditions for the rest of the year. Cpl Bojang
was on hand as the photographer for the
evening and took some great pictures
for the scrap book. Cpl Chate and Cpl
Warner both working as PEC along with
the PMC work hard behind the scenes
to ensure the night ran smoothly, the
evening was great fun and Cpl Lond was
the overall winner on the night walking
away with the cash prize.
Mess members have also been busy
helping with the smooth running of the
Mess with note going too Cpl Petre who
has worked hard sorting out mess
bills (not making him very popular)
or Cpl Casey organising all the mess
property, even if
it meant bringing his Wife
in to read
the
sheet
out while he

41

Cpl Petre, Delana & Panks

runs ran round frantically checking things
off. Cpl Speed and Cpl Evans ensuring
the correct presentations were given out
at the correct time or the wines members
Cpl Petre (Big) and LCpl Pugh ensuring we
have enough stock. It’s heartening to see
that it is not just the committee members
helping out; Cpl Sterry has designed a
new silver piece with LCpl Jamison doing
a scrap book to record all the great memories. The work rate and ethos within the
mess is better than ever and all seem to
be benefiting from it.

opportunity to see his place of work and
how much he was loved by his friends
will help in some way.

Sadly one of our loyal and longest serving members Cpl Garry Urch passed
away whilst still serving and so the
Mess hosted his family and closest friends during a small remembrance service that was held in
Robertson Barracks. Cpl Halpin
presented Garry’s wife with a
framed picture containing his
Medals. The Regiment
and
especially
the Mess sorely
miss Garry and
wish his family
our
heartfelt
condolences
and hope the

During the past nine months the Cpls’
mess has had the privilege of being
the lead on Army Cadet Force (ACF)
engagement throughout the Norfolk
area, which has been coordinated by Cpl
Brocklehurst. This has seen a Cpl, LCpl
and two Tpr’s visit the local centres and
provide a variety of lessons to the cadets,
which have included lessons ranging
from signals, weapons and the kit that
we carry, whether it is on exercise, operations or in camp. The cadets have been
enthusiastic and eager to learn about the
Military they are constantly asking the
visiting teams about their own personal
experiences and what to expect from
Military life. A fully deserved well done
must be made to Cpl Halpin, who is currently leading the way with three cadet
visit in the last few months and somewhat becoming a SME on the cadets
and there structure.

There have been other functions this
year LCpl Hicks and LCpl Coles set up
a quiz night which went really well. Also
the Christmas function was exceptional.
Every member of the mess dug out blind
with individuals like Cpl Humphreys coming during his leave to set up and ensuring the night was a success, which it
was.

Overall 2016 has been an eventful year in
the Corporals’ Mess, as the junior leaders
in the Regiment we have had some great
opportunities both in work and in the
Mess. There have been many individuals getting stuck in as well as great team
effort when needed, we are extremely
fortunate to enjoy the privilege of such a
vibrant Mess and are determined that it
will go from strength to strength in the
future. We also wish the very best to all
of our Mess members who have left this
year ether on promotion or posting.
KJW
Christmas Ball
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His Royal Prince of Wales’s Visit:
22nd Feb 2016
After the dust had settled following the
unit move, it soon became apparent
that it was time to truly and officially
welcome 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards to their new home. His Royal
Highness The Prince of Wales, the
Colonel-in-Chief, was therefore invited to
Robertson Barracks in early 2016. Whilst
the Tabasco drinking, bob sleigh driving
Major Pilcher was currently away from
Regimental Duty, his presence was still
very much known due to his capacity as
the Equerry to HRH. With Major Pilcher’s
excellent skills of persuasion, Clarence
House were fully prepared to support
the request for a visit and within a few
weeks, an official request was sent. His
Royal Highness kindly accepted the offer
to visit one of his British Army Regiments
and with much excitement; the visit was
planned for the 22nd February 2016.
Whilst the cliché of a Royal visit causing
a Regiment to upturn every pavestone,
paint curbs and polish trees might be
somewhat of a ‘soldiers’ tale,’ there was
some certain truth to it as the Regiment
prepared for the visit. In the weeks leading up to the event, the Quartermaster
(Captain John Dunne) and his team were
harassed to ensure that the camp looked
befitting enough for that of a Royal visit.
Of particular note were the Officers’
Mess loos, which on inspection were
more suited to a motorway service station of the 1970s than that of an Officers
Mess. By some form of Late Entry Officer
magic, it was only a few weeks prior
to the visit that a plethora of workman
descended on the mess one day and
moved heaven and earth to ensure that
the mess loos were given a much needed
face lift – albeit in toothpaste green.
The Royal Household, extremely well
versed in Royal visits, conducted
numerous recces to the barracks and
planned to a meticulous level. It was a
career defining moment, when the then
Officers’ Mess Sergeant Major – SSgt
Annains, found himself discussing the
nature of the honey which was to be
used for HRH’s tea. These rehearsals
continued throughout February so that
everyone involved knew exactly the correct protocol.
On the day, the weather was extremely
kind for a February, with it being bright
blue skies and a cold breeze. As if it
were clockwork, the numerous outside
agencies including the Royal protection
drivers and the local police arrived at
Robertson Barracks. The Adjutant took
full advantage of His Royal Highness’ up
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These rehearsals continued
throughout February so that
everyone involved knew exactly
the correct protocol.

armoured Bentley during the rehearsal
which occurred in the moments leading
up to the official visit.
Shortly before 1100hrs, the helicopter of the Royal Flight arrived and was
greeted by General Sir Simon V Mayall
KBE CB (Colonel of the Regiment),
the Commanding Officer, Regimental
Sergeant Major and the Quarter Guard.
His Royal Highness, sporting his
Regiment’s tie was escorted through the
fine Quarter Guard to the Officers’ Mess
where the Commanding Officer eagerly
suggested that His Royal Highness use
the recent refurbished loos! Whilst the
future King of England declined, the
Adjutant noted that it would probably
be best to mention to the Quartermaster
that HRH had used the facilities and was
delighted by the colour choice.

HRH addressing the Regiment

Prince Charles was greeted with canapés and cakes from the QDG’s resident
MasterChef – LCpl Wickham who had
spent weeks perfecting a platter fit for a
King. Over baked Alaska and Battenberg
cake, the Colonel of the Regiment gave
an update to HRH about the Regiment’s
activities over the last year. It was with
great excitement that the concept of
a Regimental Mascot was briefed and
received so well by HRH, albeit, it was
clear that HRH was very keen on the idea
of a Regimental Tapir.

other side of camp. It was here where
each Squadron was able to present
either pieces of equipment or to show
HRH photographs from the training over
the last 12 months. Despite protests
from his staff, HRH was keen to be seen
behind the wheel of a Jackal and handling the latest weapons in the British
Army arsenal. The local Norfolk cadets
were also able to join, including the Lord
Lieutenant Cadet who received an award
from HRH.

Following the Regimental update, HRH
was ushered to the Welfare Office. Here
he was introduced to a crowd of QDG
families waving both British and Welsh
flags. There was a great excitement
throughout those who attended and
many had the opportunity to speak to
the future King in the recently refurbished
welfare suite, this time however, without
CBBies playing in the background. On
his departure, HRH kind officially opened
the welfare building by revealing a plaque
behind a curtain, which in itself had taken
the Quartermaster department a significant amount of time to build.
HRH and his considerable entourage left
the newly refurbished welfare suite and
headed to the Squadron hangers on the

HRH meets the families

The visit ended with a Regimental photograph and a Regimental parade, during
which the Colonel of the Regiment award
His Royal Highness Prince Charles the
very first Regimental Medal. This medal,
designed to be awarded to those who
demonstrate a significant investment in
the Regiment, will be awarded to others now that the first has been awarded.
After a short address, HRH was ushered
into his very smart Bentley and taken to a
local pub in Norfolk, which he was opening. As he left, three cheers for the future
King rang out over Norfolk and officially
marked the QDG presence in this wonderful county.
BW
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State Opening of Welsh Assembly
In early February 2016, an email was sent
to the Regiment from a little know area of
the Ministry of Defence. This email asked
the Commanding Officer, how many
soldiers could we muster in Ceremonial
No 1 Uniform (commonly known as
Blues). The Regimental Sergeant Major
at the time (Warrant Officer Class 1 Russ
Gallacher) had to double take the request
and knew it was a sizeable request. He
feared that this request may lead to a
requirement to conduct drill, something
which neither he, the Adjutant or the
majority of the Regiment are particularly
adept in.
After a few more similarly mysterious
emails, it transpired that the request
was linked to the opening of the Welsh
National Assembly, where 1st The
Queen’s Dragoon Guards were to provide the Guard of Honour to Her Majesty
The Queen. With great excitement,
the opportunity was accepted and the
Quartermaster and the RSM began the
sizeable project and began to size the
Regiment for Blues.
As the months progressed, the
Regimental seamstress was put to task
and gradually more and more QDG soldiers found themselves in Regimental
Blues. By May, the now new RSM (WO1
Daniel Brown), stood in front of an ever
increasing number of soldiers in their new
uniform. It was at this stage that it was
decided the focus should switch from the
uniforms to the drill itself and so began a
weeklong drill course for the Regiment.
Without official support from the Guards

Even horses look small next to Chunk

It was very impressive to see
the Royal Party, yet again,
meticulously plan every
component.

Division, the RSM asked for help from the
trustee Late Entry Officers who cannot
resist the opportunity to return to their
days of drill. Captain Russell Gallacher
and Captain Paul Jones both broke out

their drill voices and put the Regiment
through its paces – literally.
Concurrently to the drill and uniform
fitting, the Adjutant and Regimental
Sergeant Major had to attend numerous
rehearsals and reconnaissance viewings
of the National Assembly. These rehearsals, which included members of the
Royal Party and the National Assembly,
ensured that every element was considered from the height of the parking bollards to the handrails to be used on the
stairs. It was very impressive to see the

Remember the green cross code
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I hope they are still behind me

Royal Party, yet again, meticulously plan
every component.
As the weeks and days passed and
the day became closer, the excitement
increased albeit with the trepidation for
the drill required. With a few days to go,
the Regiment deployed down to Maindy
Barracks in Cardiff to meet up with
the remainder of the marching contingent. Elements from the Welsh Guards,
The Royal Welsh and numerous other
Regiments aligned to Wales would be
present on the day to facilitate the opening of the Welsh Assembly. The weekend
prior involved a combination of ‘recruiting
runs,’ walk through and talk through and
rehearsals. A few nights out in Cardiff
also allowed the message to spread
that the Welsh Cavalry were in town.
It was at this stage that the Regiment
was accompanied by Colour Sergeant
Holland, informally known as ‘Dutch.’
CSgt Holland from the Coldstream
Guards turned up and dreaded the
prospect of having to teach the Cavalry
drill. However, as soon as he realised
that what we lacked in drill prowess we
made up for in enthusiasm for a night out
and rugby versus football banter, Dutch
quickly warmed to the Regiment. CSgt
Holland took great delight in ensuring
the downfall of Captain Duncan Wiggins
and the Adjutant, Captain Bryn Williams.
This made for the following mornings drill
rehearsal a real struggle for the two in
question.
The day before the official opening, 160
Brigade who were running the event,
conducted a full rehearsal for the opening. It was during this rehearsal that it
was realised another marching contingent was required in order to line the avenue for His Royal Highness The Prince
of Wales. With great haste, the original
100 strong Guard of Honour was split
down in half and diverted towards the
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This made for the following
mornings drill rehearsal a
real struggle for the two
in question.
route-lining task. With the aid of a few
typically drill friendly Colour Sergeants
from the Guards Division it was only a
few moments before the QDG were well
drilled with the new element and ready.
Just before the final rehearsal was given
the rubber stamp of approval, it was realised that this new route lining required an
Officer of the Guard. Despite looking left
and right for another option, this duty
fell into the lap of the Adjutant. Shortly
afterwards the Adjutant was receiving
last minute drill rehearsals behind a lorry
in the Maindy Barracks car park from
Colour Sergeant Holland. The drinks
during the previous evening were really
taking their toll at this stage.
The QDG woke on the morning of 7th
June 2016 and went for a gentle jog
around Bute Park in order to shake off
the last minute nerves. Boots were given
a final polish, Ceremonial Blues were
brushed down and medals mounted
before getting onto three buses, which
headed to a nearby car park. Here in
the car park the tension and excitement
mounted, especially as it was at this time
that the majority realised that they were
about to meet Her Majesty The Queen.
At 1030hrs, the columns started to form
together. It was at this stage the Adjutant
decided to use the portaloo for one last
time prior to the parade. The months
behind a desk had taken their toll on
the usually fighting fit Captain Williams,
which meant that the tension on the trousers was greater than usual. One thing
led to another, and without going into too

much detail, it wasn’t long before Captain
Williams’ pink boxers were on display to
all as his trousers broke. With the mounting realisation that he was about to meet
The Queen, Captain Williams ran around
trying to collect safety pins to pin his
trousers together and hide his boxers.
With seconds to spare, Captain Williams
entered the column and marched off to
the Welsh Assembly in a fairly risky position. The safety pins would hold or, not
only would the world see his pink boxers
but also he would succumb to the safety
pins in a fairly compromising position.
The parade commenced at 1030hrs
sharp and soon the extremely well versed
military and Royal machine rolled into
action. With a 21-gun salute at precisely
1100hrs as Her Majesty The Queen
arrived at Cardiff Station, the event began
with a crescendo of noise over South
Wales. The parade went without a hitch,
even the Adjutant’s trousers, and both
The Queen and Prince Charles were ushered through the various openings of the
Welsh Assembly. At around 1240hrs, the
Divisions turned to the right and marched
back to the assembly areas where celebrations could begin.
After the parade, everyone mounted the
coaches and headed to the Lord Mayors
House in central Cardiff. It was here that
the new Regimental Mascot, Trooper
Emrys Jones, was presented officially for
the first time. The newly elected Farrier
Major, Corporal Miles Davies, joined
Trooper Jones on Parade accompanied by his new uniform and beard. At
the Lord Mayor’s house, the Regiment
hosted the distinguished guests for a
buffet lunch and celebrated this fine
occasion for 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards, The Welsh Cavalry.
BW
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Exercise Cambrian Patrol
Ex CAMBRIAN PATOL 2016 is a worldclass event that is both physically and
mentally demanding, it is a highlight in
the British Army’s training calendar. This
year A Squadron was chosen to field
the team along with a brand new, freshfaced troop leader. The team consisted
of volunteers, keen to do well and successfully complete the exercise.
Immediately after summer leave the team
deployed on exercise to Barnham training area to conduct low-level training in
preparation for the competition. Each
member of the team was assigned an
area to research and produce lessons to
present to the other members in order to
improve the skills required for the hills in
October. In addition, the team had a full
day of lessons from the medics on first
aid and conducted a number of serials testing these skills. The team was
confident and professional throughout,
capping off a good weeks training with
a CTR serial and a black light raid in a
mock village on the training area.
After some time in camp honing in on the
stands expected on the patrol, the team
deployed to Slovenia for Ex TRIGLAV
STAR alongside the Royal Yeomanry. An
RSOI phase took place in the first week
where we were joined by the Slovenian
Army’s 132 Mountain Warfare Regiment
in the mountainous country boarded by
Italy, Hungary, Austria and Croatia. The
1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards patrol
team led and demonstrated the skills
to our paired reserve unit, who found
the level of training to be of a very high
standard and extremely useful, which
was noticed by all involved. The second
phase saw the combined force carry out
a five-day exercise on extremely challenging terrain at heights taller than Ben
Nevis, Britain’s Tallest Mountain.
On returning to Swanton Morley we
continued improving on the skills we
had learnt in Slovenia and Thetford,
ensuring every member was a subject
matter expert in the areas required for
the patrol. This year we were fortunate
to host the Indian Army’s Patrol team
who were made up of the 5th Gurkha
Rifles. Internationally, Cambrain Patrol is
regarded as one of the toughest tests the
modern-day soldier can face and some
foreign entrants have to claim the right
to take part through their own domestic
competition. The 5th Gurkha Rifles patrols
team had come first out of 400 other battalions through a number of competitions
held in India. We trained together in the
days leading up to our move to Dempsey
Barracks, Cardiff, where we compared
SOPs. Some downtime between the
training allowed the teams to experience
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Next year they will train with real guns

Even Maj Jones could hide his head under this

Just a great photo

each other’s cultures with the Indian team
making a traditional curry. This was to the
Indian team’s relief as the cook house did
not provide the same spice and flavor
they were used to.

set off. The exercise is split into eight
phases with each member of the team
marching a mind-and-muscle sapping
55 kilometres. 55 kilometres would have
been hard enough without kit, however
each individual carried 30kg of personal
kit and equipment, for the entirety of the
two-day patrolling mission.

Both teams set off for Dempsey Barracks
on 16th October from Swanton Morley
to make ready for deployment onto the
area on the 19th October. This allowed
us to conduct our final preparations for
the completion and visit the regimental
museum as Cardiff Castle. After an early
night both teams set off in the early hours
of the morning to arrive at our prospective
RVs and collect the initial brief. We then
moved off to our start locations and on
arriving at the assembly area the teams
were subjected to a thorough check to
ensure that they were in possession of
the correct kit, equipment and clothing.
Once the initial checks were completed
we moved up to the briefing area where
the patrol commanders were given a set
of orders based on a specific scenario,
for onward briefing to the members of
their respective patrols. After this the
team was taken to a drop of point and

The patrol faced many testing and specialist challenges but the preparation
leading up to the competition meant we
were able to complete these successfully. Some of the challenges set at check
points consisted of; a target reconnaissance, a mass casualty scenario, a captured personnel situation and a deliberate
attack on an enemy compound. At the
end of the patrol after navigating by day
and night through all of the stands the
patrol faced a comprehensive debriefing
session on the mission. Military skills,
stamina and dedication are constantly
evaluated during the patrol and marked
with a system of points. The team finished very strongly and were awarded a
certificate of merit after gallantly soldiering on with two men down from injuries.
HPR
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Operational Shooting
Winners of the 7th Infantry Brigade
Championships and 6th place at the
Divisional Championships; this past year
has been an extremely successful season for the QDG Operation Shooting
Team, which started life as the Easter
holiday came to an end and the names
of 10 shots from the last Regimental
ACMTs were selected.
The team consisted of Cpl Evans 880, Cpl
Warner, LCpls Casey, Grove, Lond and
Thapa, Tprs Brewster, Horn and Limbu
and myself as captain. In addition, we
were incredibly fortunate to have RAWO,
Mr Pears to help coach us and after his
incredible record, captaining the AGC
(SPS) Corps team to multiple Army level
victories, we knew we were in safe hands!
Mr Pear’s first act as coach was to
get us an invite to the week-long AGC
training camp in Pirbright. This offered
a phenomenal opportunity and gave us
the chance to properly zero our rifles,
find our points of aim and practice the
shoots. The boys, took to it like ducks to
water and we went to the Brigade competition at Thetford, the following week,
well drilled and in an extremely confident
frame of mind.
Ironically, QDG had also been selected to
run the competition – although I would

The Shooting Team

like to stress at the point that it had nothing to do with the eventual result! Then
RSM, Mr Gallagher did a great job of putting the whole thing together and with the
support of Mr Riley, Lt Owen and numerous other safety staff and enablers, they
organised a slick competition.
Our time spent training was plain to see
and by the final day we knew we had a
convincing lead. Cpl ‘Sniper Ev’ Evans
880 in particular lived up to his name
and across the board, all team members
grew in ability and confidence.
By the end of the three days, QDG
had the huge honour of being crowned

…across the board, all team
members grew in ability and
confidence.
Tpr Brewster on the point

LCpl “Rafiki” Williams, Cpl Warner,
LCpls Grove and Casey 572

‘7 Brigade and HQ East Operational
Shooting Competition, Major Unit
Winners 2016’.
The 1 Division competition then became
our next focus. Unfortunately, due to
other commitments our time to train was
limited. We headed to Catterick confident however and met 20 teams from
across the Division; including a menacing
Serbian team (unsurprisingly they were
phenomenal pistol shots).
Once again the QDG team dug in.
Lacking the time to properly zero, our
success was down to technique and
training. LCpl Grove, the self-styled
‘Swansea Sniper’, proved to be a crack
shot with an LSW and we finished the
three day competition in a very respectable 6th place; qualifying for the Army’s,
although we were unable to attend.

LCpl Grove takes aim
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Overall therefore it has been a strong season for the QDG. It has proven to the
team what we can achieve as a small unit,
by competing against much larger Infantry
units and beating them at their own game!
Our huge thanks go to Mr Pears for all of
his hard work in laying the foundations for
our success and we hope that next year
we can look to maintain our record; taking
it one step further to the Army’s!
MJC
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Exercise Italian Eagle
Much has changed in Venice. The
cacophony of car horns that greets travellers arriving at the city’s Treviso Airport
would be utterly foreign to those who
trod this land a century ago. The scorching Italian sun, however, was the same
that beat down on the troops who fought
on the Italian border in the First World
War. French and British forces arrived
here in 1917, and with their Italian allies
over the course of the following months
pushed towards the frontier with Austria
through forests and mountains, encountering some of the harshest physical
terrain of any soldiers in the Great War.
Over the coming four days, those of us
on the Regimental Battlefield Study were
to walk in their footsteps. Maj (Retd.)
Rob Deere was our guide for the week,
which began at the Commonwealth
War Graves Cemetery at Montecchio
Precalcino.
The following morning, we set off from
the town of Asiago to the Asiago Plateau
that is 1,000 metres above sea level,
to visit the site of the Solstice Battle of
15-16 June 1918, shrouded in mist and
cloud. Here we studied the complexities
of fighting in woods and forests, as well
as leadership, command and control,
logistics and medical considerations of
such terrain, and visited the Museo de
la Grande Guerra at Canove di Roana,
which is filled with everything from the
snow boots to the barrel bombs used in
this campaign.
At nearby Monte Zovetto and Val
Magnaboschi we looked at Op Radetsky,
the Austrian Offensive that cut off the
defending forces by exploiting depth,
punching through the lower ground to
leave the defending forces stranded.
Evacuating casualties was impossible.

Rule Britannia

The battle to maintain the will to fight in
a combat of such high attrition would
have been immense. Casualties were
huge on both sides, from the allied raid
on the Austrian strongpoint of Ave to the
case of the 11th Sherwood Foresters,
who survived five hours of intense artillery fire on the San Sisto Ridge with no
communications.
The following day we travelled up
towards the Alps. The nature of fighting in the mountains means that certain
areas become vital terrain, crucial to the
effort. Such a spot is the Monte Grappa,
a critical juncture between the Piave and
Asiago Fronts. The Sacrario itself is an
awe-inspiring sight, the base of which is
one single 1,600-ton stone. The sheer
scale of the Italian engineering effort and
casualties suffered here was awesome. It
was here that 10 out of every 12 soldiers
buried are unknown, and the difficulties
of the mountainous terrain meant that a

Cpl Simpson reads FHM

I think it’s that way
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Maj Garland’s perspiration ends the drought

SNCOs make use of the family pass

third of the Italian forces died from natural
causes. We were more fortunate.
The River Piave, which we discussed
the complications of crossing with a light
cavalry regiment, was refreshingly cool in
the gloriously warm Italian afternoon, and
while many of the officers soaked their
feet the CO went for a full-on swim.
The final day, Thursday, saw a visit to
the Edelweiss Stellung at Lagazuoi and
the Tre Sassi Fort, an Austrian mountain
defence, as well as a chance to reflect on
the things that we had seen and consider
leadership in such unforgiving environments. The terrain was incredibly challenging, especially in the movement of
heavy machine guns, which were moved
by the Alpini – Italian mountain warfare

Basher in his retirement home

troops – onto the ridge by foot, up the
cliffs. Because the firing positions were
so exposed, it was only possible to move
on forward slopes in fog or at night.
Yet almost a century later, there are lessons from the battles for the troops of
today. Keeping logistics chains in such
an environment, Capt Woolland said,
is key – using modern technology and
training to use terrain to our advantage
and how resupply for reconnaissance
units depends on the enemy force laydown. The modern-day importance of
FACs and engineers for battle demolitions was noted by Maj Garland. The CO
talked about commander-placement on
the battlefield. He stressed the balance
between having effect and influencing
and inspiring soldiers and went on to

state that leadership development should
begin when a trooper joins the Regiment.
Morale, especially in such harsh conditions,
is important, and Capt Hockley brought up
how rotation of troops can be used. The
differences in the way the troops treat their
dead is stark, we saw in the memorial at
the Sacrario at Pocol. HQ Sqn SQMS
mentioned how the Germans mourn,
the British honour and the US glorify the
dead. Col Basher mentioned the change
of respect we have seen in a generation.
Maybe the most profound change is the
treatment of wounded. As unimaginable as
it may seem today, casualties on the Italian
front were left in the knowledge that the
enemy would look after them. A sobering
thought to end an enlightening trip.
AC

The defensive position of Tre Sassi Fort
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Exercise Somme Dragon
The start of Ex Somme Dragon saw Sgt
Adam Jones and I re-enact the march to
the sunken road, after being dropped off
at Membury services on the M4 I quickly
realised we were on the wrong side of
the motorway to meet the coach. We
gathered our suitcases and embarked
on a one mile trek up and down embankments and through forests that resembled the Amazon much to the amusement of the 160X party waiting on the
coach. They soon realised the Lt Cav
were here and we were more than capable of marching into battle albeit with a
suitcase rather than a bergan.
Ex Somme Dragon consisted of members of all the Welsh regiments and
attached arms both Regular and Reserve
take part in a Battlefield Study in the
Somme area of France over the period of
05 – 10 Jul 16. We looked at the battles
from the perspective of the different arms
and services and their part in the battle,
it was conducted in the form of a guided
study led by an SME and the designated
stand lead unit on the terrain over which
the action took place. This was interjected with discussions of each arm and
the part they played in the respective
battles, QDG was to explain the Cavalry
charge at High wood on 14 July 1916.
It was composed of one British (7th
(Princess Royal’s) Dragoon Guards) and
two Indian (20th Deccan Horse and 34th
Prince Albert Victor’s Own Poona Horse)
Cavalry regiments, this is how events
unfolded:
On the evening of 14th July 1916, the 1st
South Staffs and the 2nd Bn The Queen’s

of any chance of success that a cavalry
attack might have.

The 20th Deccan Horse, Indian Army, formed
up waiting for the attack, 14 July 1916

set off from the vicinity of Bazentin le Petit
to take High Wood. At the same time the
7th Dragoon Guards, 20th Deccan Horse
and the Machine Gun Squadron (9th
Secunderabad Cavalry Bde. 2nd Indian
Cav. Div.) formed up in low open ground
near to the Crucifix (on main road near
Bazentin le Grand) and charged towards
the open ground to the right hand side of
High Wood.
It was one of the last cavalry charges of
the war on July 14th at High Wood – a
German strongpoint that was holding up
the British advance. Men from the 20th
Deccan Horse, an Indian cavalry unit,
attacked the German positions. Armed
with lances and despite going uphill which
slowed down the charging horses, some
of the men reached the woods. Some
Germans surrendered when confronted
by cavalry in woodland – something they
could not have expected. However, the
attack, while brave, was very costly with
102 men killed along with 130 horses.
Just two months later the tank was used
in the battle effectively signalling the end

Whilst it was Bde (160X) Comd’s intent to
enhance the professional development of
160 Inf Bde & HQ Wales’ young officers
and more junior SNCOs into the leaders
of tomorrow by conducting a Battlefield
Study, it also allowed the participants to
provide an appropriate contingent for
the Welsh Commemoration of Somme
100. The whole event was in support of
the ceremony to mark the Centenary of
the beginning of the assault at Mametz
Wood by the 38th (Welsh) Division, which
took place at the Memorial on 7 Jul. This
Service of Commemoration was coordinated by the Welsh Branch of the
Western Front Association supported by
the Welsh Government and Royal British
Legion in Wales.
The occasion was well supported and
an absolute pleasure to be part of, it was
conducted with respect and light hearted
humour that only a bunch of squaddies
could endeavour to achieve. We met
some wonderful people especially the
families of Mametz wood who hosted
a fantastic reception with stories of old
family members during the times who
hold these events dear to their hearts.
The attack at Mametz Wood cost a lot
of lives as did the rest of the campaign
during WWI, we discussed lessons learnt
and decision making policy around at the
time, who knows if we have changed our
methods over the years but we all agreed
on one thing, they were as tough as it
comes.
DJ

The Charge at High Wood 2016
The 14th July 1916 saw the only Cavalry
action of the entire Battle of the Somme.
Both the 7th Dragoon Guards and the
20th Deccan Horse of the 2nd Indian
Cavalry Division charged at High Wood.
It would take just over a month to eventually take High Wood and cost thousands of lives and casualties.
LCpl French and I rode with a group of
15 Servicemen, Veterans and Civilian
Historian Riders through the areas of the
Somme battlefields and the routes taken
by the Cavalry on the 14th July ending
at the location of High Wood itself. The
riders and horses wore period kit, whilst
we wore the modern day equivalent.
Once we had organised horses, clothing
and swords we set off to meet the other
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The riders and horses
wore period kit, whilst we
wore the modern day
equivalent.
UK based riders and horses, meeting very
early on Tuesday 12 July at Brompton
Barracks, Chatham. We then travelled
to Dover and on to Englebelmer Stables,
which would be our base for the duration
of the ride. When all the riders had arrived,
some had come from as far as Australia
representing The Barossa Light Horse
Historical Association; we set up camp
and settled in the French hire horses into

their stables when they arrived. The final
task was to match horses to riders and to
fit all the period tack to each horse.
On Wednesday we were awoken by
the yard’s cockerel and it was into the
stables for 0515 hrs, the horse’s admin
coming before the rider’s as it was back
in the day, so was mucking out, grooming and feeding, all before breakfast.
After our mounts were all tacked and we
were kitted up the first challenge of the
day was to learn the correct horse and
mounted sword drill, as we would be
conducting mounted salutes to military
cemeteries and memorials on the route
to the Theipval Memorial.
The route from the stables took us down
to the Sunken Lane and Hawthorn Ridge
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LCpl French and Mac
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The High Wood Remembrance route

area, then up to the Ulster Tower receiving great interest from locals and visitors
alike. We arrived at Thiepval for the daily
Royal British Legion service at Memorial
were our bugler performed the Last Post
and a wreath was laid with the rest of the
ride remained in a mounted salute.
From there we went on towards Pozieres
to the Australian Memorial where our
Australian counterparts laid a wreath. We
then went cross country to Lochnagar
Crater where we encountered a group
of children on a school visit. They were
filled with questions about what we were
doing; it was great to see our troop striking such interest with the school children.
The last leg back to the stables was not
uneventful, the weather had decided it’s
kindness would not last and we were
caught in nothing short of a monsoon. To
my riding partner and my amusement all
that could be heard were the Australians
cursing from the back of the troop at the
sudden heavy downpour. Arriving back at
Englebelmer we dismounted and walked
the horses in allowing them a cool down
after 8 hours of us in the saddle and for
our legs to also loosen off, we squelched
our way back in our waterlogged boots.
The second morning undeterred by the
soggy end to the previous day, spirits

The High Wood Military Cemetery
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Crossing the River Somme

by the Mayor of Chipilly and the troop
laid a wreath.

…spirits where high as we
were now familiar with both
horses and kit…

where high as we were now familiar with
both horses and kit, and today was 14th
July both the anniversary of the Charge
and also Bastille Day. We were on the
road early in horse wagons to the village
of Chipilly were we would commence
the day’s ride which would end at High
Wood itself. The significance of starting
at Chipilly was due to a Headquarters
based here connected to the charge
so there was a direct connection to
the day’s events. There is memorial at
Chipilly is dedicated to those who died
while fighting with the 58th (London)
Division including during the Battle of
Amiens in August 1918. The monument
depicts an artilleryman cradling the head
of his wounded horse. This divisional
memorial is unusual because it includes
the figure of an animal, most specifically
a war horse. The inclusion of the horse
pays tribute to the millions of horses who
served alongside the military in the 19141918 war. We were greeted personally

The main bodies of Cavalry in 1916 actually formed up and left from three areas,
From around Méricourt, an area south of
Morlancourt, and the main Indian body
from the area of Méaulte. Most of these
bodies headed towards Bray sur Somme
and this is the route we followed to High
Wood. On the way we stopped to water
the horses at a small ford of the River
Somme and in a valley next to Carnoy
we found the location where the Deccan
Horse formed up at Bazentin Ridge and
recreated a famous photo of them waiting
to move forward on to High Wood. Once
at High Wood we rode around the woods
at attention in an act of remembrance. We
laid our wreaths on behalf of our various
units and cap badges and the last post
was sounded. We were greeted by civilians
who were aware of our ride in the area.
Before we departed Friday we paid a visit
to the Newfoundland Memorial Park a
site still bearing the scars of the Somme
battlefield. The visit was very moving and
brought the trip to a close with a final
wreath laying by myself on behalf of the
QDG & AGC at Theipval to the last post
a very humbling and proud experience.
SK

LCpl Kolvik & Fou
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BATUK Force Protection 22 Feb – 6 Apr 16
Towards the end of February 2016 B
Sqn deployed a platoon plus to British
Army Training Unit Kenya (BATUK) for 6
weeks to provide a force protection for
three camps. These included Nanyuki
Show Ground (NSG) – the central HQ
for BATUK and British military presence in the area; Laikipia Air Base (LAB)
– the much more rudimentary transit
camp used by all exercising troops; and
Nanyuki Civilian Airfield (NCA) – the local
airport often frequented by civilians flying
into the area.
On arrival at LAB we were met by our predecessors who would spend the following couple of days orientating our troops
to the ground and the duties required
of them in the following 6 weeks. This
was accompanied in the evening by an
Intelligence brief on the local area, the current situation and what the troops might
expect to deal with. The main priority was
of course to ensure that all troops understood, to the letter, the details of Card A
(their rules of engagement) and how to
deal with any unexpected scenarios.
The task ahead of them was by no means
a glamorous one and would test them all
mentally more than physically through
long hours of guard duty and more than
once dealing with a complex situation.

Force Protection zeroing their riﬂes

The task ahead of them was
by no means a glamorous
one…

troops were well versed in their roles for
any scenario.

We quickly settled into routine, those at
NSG would double as a guard force and
a Quick Reaction Force for BATUK. They
therefore needed to practice every day
the various emergency crash-out procedures on NSG both day and night. These
scenarios included contacts/break-ins at
the entrances and also CASEVACs to
a nominated helicopter pick up point.
Section Commanders had to deal with a
regularly changing ORBAT and ensure all

Whilst the troops diligently manned the
guard positions under the untiring watch
of their section commanders Sgt Hill, Cpl
Abbey, Cpl Morgan and their 2ics. The
coordination of CASEVACs, security for
BATUK and the exercising troops were
the priorities for the Force Protection
HQ. The direct security of the camps
and ensuring all troops signing in and
out were accounted for properly in their
varying degrees of sensibility at any time
of night or day were the difficulties for
the guard force. Whilst also working
alongside G4S security that provided a
24 hour “front line” security detail, the
majority of whom were local to the area;
this also had its difficulties. Sgt Hamilton
soon gained a reputation for being more
ghost than human catching a lot of the
G4S team in various states of alertness
during the night to highlight the issue and
after then providing the G4S HQ with a

The QRF on St David’s Day

Local advertising

Sgt Hamilton quickly came up with a very
workable rotation despite our lack of numbers that meant troops weren’t always
with the same commanders and peers
whilst also changing location every couple
of days. The HQ elements were to remain
on a permanent basis at NSG manning the
Ops Room on a consistent 12 hours on/24
hour off rotation for the following 6 weeks.
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much more workable rotation/ timetable
and with a stern word from higher command, this issue was quickly resolved.
Despite the long hours of guard duty,
the troops were all able to get away for
a weekend to one of two Adventurous
Training Camps in the area. Here they
could relax and enjoy some more enjoyable activities including rock climbing,
white water rafting, kayaking and canyon
jumping, forgetting for a short while their
Force Protection responsibilities.
It is difficult to dress up this tasking as an
exciting one however it is an incredibly
important duty, providing essential security for all the BATUK staff, their dependents and the exercising troops on the
ground. We were informed on arrival that
a Force Protection Platoon is not remembered for doing a good job or even a
great job; that is what is expected. They
will however live on in infamy if they fail to
do their duty to the required standard as
has happened in the past at BATUK. It is
a pleasure to report that, despite having
far fewer men than was required, every
man worked incredibly hard and was
thanked by Colonel of BATUK and his
RSM for going above and beyond what
was asked of them whilst also maintaining, if not improving, the already very high
reputation the QDG holds in Kenya.
GJ

A Welshman, an Englishman and an Irishman…
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Troopers Spurs Course
Having spent the previous couple of
months preparing for California, a week
was put aside to get away and do
something different before we departed.
Horse riding was one of these activities
and so it was that myself and five other
Troopers: Brewster, Ford, Jones 192,
Lever and Young, found ourselves travelling to the RAC Saddle Club, Bovington
for a week’s intensive training!
Riding and horse husbandry were the
two main focuses of the week. Days
began by collecting our horses from the
fields and walking them to the stables.
We would collect their food and water,
brush them down and de-muck their
hooves. We would then tack the horses

Riding and horse husbandry
were the two main focuses
of the week.

up and mount their saddles before riding.
We started by learning the very basics
but by the end of the week we could
canter and trot comfortably, jump and go
out hacking.
Highlights included, Tpr Lever’s demonic
horse Drummond, which kept trying

Tpr Horn, Ford, Brewster, Young and Lever in a River

to bite him, Tpr Brewster’s horse Billie,
which was as dopey as its rider and my
horse Harry Potter, which tried to throw
me into a river. It was the slowest horse
of the group until it came to hacking,
when it broke into a sudden gallop and
jumped everything it could; scaring the
hell out of me in the process!
Overall a week learning to ride was an
excellent experience. This is perhaps
something we all should at least try once
as Cavalry soldiers. I now feel a much
more confident rider and have been
hacking every other weekend since. It
is a great skill to have learnt and a great
experience.
KJH

Swapping hats

Alpine Skiing
On the 5 December, a team of nine
embarked upon the annual pilgrimage to
Verbier for Ex WHITE KNIGHT, the Royal
Armoured Corps and Army Air Corps ski
championships. After a solid season last
year, the Alpine team was in good shape.
Several members of were repeat offenders and a good amount of experience
was therefore held, both on the piste and
off. In addition, there were four first timers and with a novice and a junior in the
team, we held a good chance of some
additional medals.
In well-tested Verbier fashion, the first
three weeks involved long days training
on the piste. Our instruction came from
the long suffering Ecole Suisse de Ski,
some of whom have instructed on Ex
WHITE KNIGHT for the past 20-25 years.
They are undoubtedly some of, if not the
best instructors in Switzerland and we
are incredibly lucky to have them teach
us.
Skiers are split into 11 groups based on
ability. These are mixed in cap badge and
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Alpine Ski Team

it is one of the few chances per year that
the RAC has to mix together; across all
ranks. As a pretty likeminded bunch, this
results in Verbier being taken by storm.
Highlights this year, included LCpl Casey
113 becoming a VIP of the old seasonnaire’s favourite lunch haunt, Offshore

before spending the night cuddling a
feline friend and Tpr ‘Ruba Joe’ Brewster
(e)raising a few eyebrows whilst reciting
the alphabet backwards.
As Christmas stand down came and
went, the focus moved to race training
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LCpl Peel Giant
Slalom

and the racing period itself. QDG were
able to field a strong team. Tpr May, as a
complete novice moved into the top half
of the seeding, LCpls Grove and Peel
were solid top 20 skiers and Lt Hugo
Fraser, when not entertaining himself
with freestyle tricks, frequently found
himself in the top 5. Unfortunately, none
of the major trophies were won, despite
some close calls in the novice, junior and
B team field. Lt Fraser and Tpr May however received best in-group.
From Verbier, five members of the
team were able to go to the Divisional
ski championships in Serre Chevallier,
France; in effect the Army semi-finals.
Ex SPARTAN HIKE is hugely competitive
and is dominated by some highly trained
Corps teams. Unfortunately, due to injury
and the impending Ex WESSEX STORM,
some of the best QDG skiers were unable to attend but we still put in a stoic
performance. The highlight of the event,
was of course the 2.5km downhill race
at speeds of 70mph plus. This saw suc-

The remainder of the team
did extremely well…
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Tpr Brewster , 2nd quickest junior downhill race

cess for QDG, with Tpr Brewster winning
a medal for second quickest junior. The
remainder of the team did extremely well
and LCpl Grove excelled, being on the
verge of breaking into the top 15 throughout. He in turn qualified for his third trip
to the Army Championships, but unfortunately fell fowl of injury in the downhill;
hurtling down the piste, he hit the vast
jump known as ‘popeye’, in the manner
of a Hapsburg eagle taking flight in all of
its resplendent glory. Unfortunately, his

landing was less graceful and he had to
sit out the last few days of racing injured.
Overall, it has been a good year for QDG
skiing. New talent is slowly being fed
through and the more experienced skiers are starting to mature as racers. With
good investment, and commitment from
team members old and new, 2017/18
will be an excellent season!
MJC
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Exercise Supreme Glacier
There cannot be a better way to end a
year than getting paid to snowboard
in Austria. The Regiment had worked
hard throughout the year and some
Adventurous Training would allow the
participants to relax and regroup just in
time for the Christmas stand down. It
was quickly realised however, that the
Regiment’s snowboarding equipment
had not seen the light of day since it was
last used on Ex SUPREME GLACIER
2014. This issue was quickly resolved
thanks to a very generous donation
from the Regimental trustees, allowing
a large amount of equipment to be purchased which can now be used for future
expeditions.
After arriving safely and getting registered, we made our way to the apartment
which was in the centre of Fulpmes. The
drive had taken its toll on some members
of the exercise who quickly found a bed,
whilst other members decided to conduct some sightseeing.
The first week of snowboarding was
extremely successful with the more

SSgt Forster

First Day of Training

Snowball Fight

Scenic View

experienced snowboarders getting back
in to the swing of things and the beginners getting to grips with linking turns
and staying the correct way up, some of
the time. Week two quickly arrived and
the snowboarding was starting to really
take its toll on the beginners of the group,
Sgt Pollard was constantly complaining
about his sore knees and elbows, whilst
Cpl Cook (RM) and Cfn Bellis needing
to take a day off for sickness/ injuries/
weakness. The week culminated in a

Sgt Pollard

friendly slalom competition which was a
good experience for the beginners and a
chance for the more experienced riders
to have a race. The fastest in the team
was LCpl Walton beating Cfn Davies and
Cpl Cook (TSS) by around half a second.
Eventually it was time for the dreaded
25 hour journey back to the real world,
although we would have done it in 23
hours but we ended up with a flat tyre
somewhere in Luxembourg. Normally
with a minibus full of REME this wouldn’t
have been an issue, except Cfn Davies
couldn’t find the jack he’d signed for 2
weeks previously which turned the job
into some kind of Tiffy task. Thankfully
with the tyre changed the rest of the journey to Calais passed without incident.
Supreme Glacier 16 was a brilliant success and I sincerely hope we can make it
happen again in 2017.
MF

Up the Hill Again
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Rugby
The Army Rugby season seems to
be repeating itself year on year for the
Regiment. The season starts with a couple of games followed by a gap from
about November to January, due to
either our commitments or commitments
of those we are hoping to play. Needless
to say it can be somewhat frustrating
when we can play and an opposition
can’t but sadly that is a theme of sport
across the Army these days. As much
as we would like to return to the 80’s, for
the sport not the massive moustaches,
sadly we can’t (Yes Clegger we have left
the 80’s).
So with the Regiment firmly back in the
UK rugby scene and due to our time
spent in Germany we entered the Army
Rugby Championship quite close to
the bottom. In essence the Army now
has two Premiership Leagues and three
Championship Leagues with us entering
the scene in Championship 2, which is
clearly better than being in Championship
3! As stated in last year’s journal we
had a very slow start to the season, no
games prior to Christmas which took us
by surprise and at least in the New Year
we actually got to play some Rugby.
Our first league game was against 2 Royal
Anglian, at home, QDG secured a convincing win even after some minor issues
squeezing into the new strip. The visitors came to Robertson Bks expecting a
win and thankfully the team showed true
grit in sending them away with their tail
between their legs. The next fixture was
due to be against 22 Signal Regiment
but sadly they withdrew from the fixture
meaning another game we wouldn’t get
to play. Thankfully our game against the
Pilgrims in Hereford went ahead even
though we had lost a significant number
of the squad to commitments we still
managed to hold our own and a very
tough game all round was reflected in a
very tight score line of 5-0 to the Pilgrims.
The diehards of Rugby were still getting
the chance to get their boots on playing
for the local side in Dereham. This was
not only a chance to actually get some
game time but also a good opportunity
to meet people who live on our doorstep
and occasionally dump them on their
arses in a tackle. WO2 Leon Pears, our
RAWO, had filled the gap left by WO1
Rob Jones and was now the lead coach
for Dereham proving without QDG the
team would not have been able to compete let alone promote at the end of the
season.
Alongside the Championship Rugby we
were so desperately trying to play the
Regiment were still holding their own at
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The game was certainly
physical one with the ref
reaching for his cards…

the higher levels. With numerous guys
being regulars at Corps Rugby and Cpl
Lee Grey and Cpl ‘Chunk’ Davies, to
name but a few, being awarded Corps
Colours. 2Lt Will Simpson and LCpl Isaia
Bobo also represented the Army Senior
15 against Oxford with Will missing out
on further fixtures due to being on his Tp
Ldrs cse. Tpr Lewis and Tpr Rees have
also been capped at Army U23s.
Despite only playing a small number of fixtures QDG had done enough to promote
into Championship 1 for the 2016/17
season. So with everything to play for
in the new league QDG decided to play
a warm up match against Norwich, it
was a great spectacle of Rugby and the
Norwich team and supporters left somewhat surprised by the 32-10 loss to a
small team like ours. Our first league
game saw us pitched against a confident
team from 4 Scots who travelled to us.
The game was certainly a physical one
with the ref reaching for his cards more
times than expected, thankfully we were
only on the receiving end of a couple of
yellow, unlike the opposition. The game
was too close for comfort but we saw off
the opposition 32-31 in the end.
Thanks must go to the dedication of the
squad and the coaches, and for all the
effort they continue to put in, with some
returning from exercise and playing rugby
the same day. We remain confident that
we will continue to be a Rugby Regiment
despite the efforts of the kiss ballers trying to raise their profile by having a few

wins of their own. We have made a good
start to the season and the team remains
active in wider Rugby so fingers crossed
for the post Christmas fixtures and lest
hope we can spring a win against the
Pilgrims this season!
TRJ
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QDG Golf 2016
2016 was the first year in recent memory
that a Regimental Golf Team had competed at any level of event and so with
little hope of success a four man team of
Capt Jones (Jugs), SSgt Hughes(Tom),
Sgt Hinton(John) and Sgt Taylor(Tails)
were entered in to the 2 day RAC
Championship at Weymouth Golf Club.
With superb weather for the event the
team set out to enjoy the fabulous conditions and fabulous course which was
new to them all. Day one started with a
ten hole fun competition followed by the
first of 18 holes, this went towards the
main individual and team events final
scoring. With mixed performances from
the team, day two began again with
8 fun holes, not much fun for some of
us, and the final 18 holes followed by
the prize giving. With not many people
saying a lot on how the day had gone,
the RTR collected first place in the team
event, with QDG finishing a respectable
close second place. It was now on to the
RAC individual championship which was
taken, unsurprisingly to some of us, by
Capt Jones(Jugs), now fondly known as
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El Bandito. Overall the RAC competition
was run extremely well and it was well
supported by the other RAC regiments
in attendance.
Later in the year over the spring and
summer months the team gradually grew
with some new additions including SSgt
Stevenson, Sgt Young and Tpr Lewis
who all fared well at Ely Golf Club in a
regional event with all taking a prize of
some description. The Team is enjoying
the wide variety of courses in the surrounding areas of Swanton Morley and
we are quickly building a rapport with
the locals. Sgt Hinton John has recently
achieved 4th position at Barnham Broom
for the year whilst also making significant
strides in Pro-am competitions achieving
a 1st place finish on one.
The golf season for QDG finished off with
a regimental golf day held at Barnham
Broom Golf Club, 28 soldiers and officers,
from QDG and attached arms, took part
in what turned out to be a fantastic day
enjoyed by all. Thankfully we did not have

to fill in any holes after we finished from
any players taking chunks out of the golf
course, although Sgt “Kev” Young took
some cracking divots. The competition
finished at the clubhouse with some
respectable scores being published, the
top three finishing;
1st) SSgt Stevenson
2nd) Sgt Taylor
3rd) Capt Gallacher
Once the winter months have passed,
QDG will endeavour to represent in the
upcoming fixtures across the Eastern
division whilst looking forward to the RAC
championship in May 17. This summer
we have already scoped an overseas
sports tour with either France or Spain
being the strongest contenders; this will
make the team stronger and build on an
already thriving team ethos and enjoyable environment.
SJ
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Obstacle Course Racing World
Championship 2016
The Obstacle Course Racing World
Championship (OCRWC) 2016 was
hosted at the Blue Mountains, Canada
in October.
To compete in the OCRWC there are
several races each year that are qualifying events. You need to place within the
top 10 of your age category. I qualified
at the Spartan Sprint held at the London
Olympic Park. I placed 208/2601 men
and women, 13/868 women and 8/292
in the age category 25-29. I, with an
additional twelve members of the British
Army Obstacle Course Racing Team
(BAOCR), had qualified. Training prior
to the OCRWC consisted of Obstacle
Course Races (OCR), varying in distance
up to 26k. I also did a lot of tabbing,
boot runs and circuit work including
monkey bars, rope climbs and heaves.
The BAOCR also held a technical training
day at The PT Barn, Essex.
On 11 Oct 16 I met with the BAOCR team
to fly out to Canada along with other athletes representing Team UK, which we as
the BAOCR were also doing. The main
event was 15k scattered across the ski
resort. The race set off in age categories. In the warm up area is where nerves
and adrenaline kicked in. We set off and
I took the front holding the position until
we reached the top of the hill. The course
itself was the hardest course I have ever
completed. The terrain is indescribable;
practically vertical that on some parts
you physically could not run. Obstacles
had been flown from all over the world,
which meant they were extremely varied
and bigger than most I had experienced.

Once I crossed the finish
line I felt every emotion
possible…

At the start line with the QDG Flag

Pte Cronin warms up

On the Warped Wall Obstacle

I did not let this stop me and completed
the course in 3 hours and 7 minutes.
Once I crossed the finish line I felt every
emotion possible, I instantly wanted to
cry as it was all over, but also because
I had finished and that’s what all the
hard work leading up to it was for. I was
happy with my timing but couldn’t wait

to find out my placing. I placed 129/767
men and women, 15/398 women and
4/48 in my age category. Since returning from Canada, I competed in the elite
wave of a 13 mile OCR where I came
1st in my age category, this has qualified
me for the OCRWC 2017 and the OCR
European Championships 2017.
CC

7X Sports Day
After the great success of last year, the
pressure was on for QDG to retain its title
as champions of the 7th Infantry and HQ
East ‘Festival of Sport’.
Training for the competition started to
take place the fortnight before. Teams
were selected and the gym became a
hub of activity; with Cpl Savarin’s basketball, Cpl Gurung 378’s Volleyball and
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Tpr Critchlow’s ‘Throwdown’ (aka cross
fit) teams all vying for space. The football
team took up residence on their pitch,
whilst the cross country runners tried
to find what Norfolk hills they could, to
practice on.
On the 25 May that the team left early in
the morning en route for the show down

Tpr Critchlow
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in Grantham, high spirited and relatively
confident.
The day started off with ‘cross fitters’ in
the gym. Shortly afterwards, the footballers took to the pitch, with the basketball
and volleyball teams quickly behind. As
the day wore on, the tug of war team
limbered itself up and the cross country
team set off. News of success from all
corners kept flooding in and it became
apparent we were in a good place.
The competition itself comprised of 23
other unit teams, all from within the HQ

News of success from all
corners kept flooding in and
it became apparent we
were in a good place.

East area. This included several other
major units including both Royal Anglian
battalions and 3 PARA.
As the day drew to an end we were
confident with what we achieved. All
that was left, was the final competition:
the Wattbike Challenge. The guys put in
a huge effort and we recorded a good
time.
As all the teams congregated back in the
Gym for the final parade the atmosphere
was palpable! Could we return our title
for the second year in a row?
After a nervous X Factor like pause,
1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards were
announced as victors!!
Undoubtedly this is a great success and
a great test of QDG ability; competing
against much bigger units to ourselves.
Time for prior training was critical to our

LCpl Anderton the Triangle

success, whilst entering a team in each
sport certainty played to our advantage.
QDG once again proved they can punch
well above their weight and we now look
forward to 2017 for round 3!
MJC

Exercise Diamond Drop
Following the completion of the exercise
phase of DIAMONDBACK ten members
of C Sqn travelled to the world renown
‘Skydive Perris’ drop zone in order to
complete an Advanced Free Fall level 1
course. Upon arrival the group booked
into the skydiving school annex, known
as the International House of Parachutists
(Not to be confused with the International
House of Pancakes, IHOP). The group
was delighted to discover a fully furnished house with good quality sleeping
quarters and a garden BBQ.

The group was taught the
dynamics of parachuting and
how to break down the
different phases…

The skydiving itself began in earnest on
the 19th with 8 members of the group
attending the basic ground school where
they were taught the ins-and-outs of the
kit they would be using along with some
basic body positioning techniques. Tpr
Eedy and LCpl Grove, having already
achieved their A and B licences respec-

tively, took that day to get back into
the swing of skydiving and successfully
completed a couple of jumps each. The
following couple of days involved further
ground school training for those on the
AFF level 1 course. The group was taught
the dynamics of parachuting and how to
break down the different phases of the
jump. Much of the work focused on the
exit from the plane and then how to prevent oneself from going into a flat spin
when falling. Notable events included

Lt Owen buzzing

Freefall Heroes
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the group rolling around on body skateboards which are supposed to allow the
trainers to assess body position but that
we quickly discovered hold much potential as bumper car equivalents.
Those attending the school also had the
opportunity to use the indoor wind tunnel
at Skydive Perris. This allowed individuals to practice their freefall positioning
and control in a safe environment with
the coach giving face-to-face instruction.
The culmination of the skydiving school
was the final freefall jump completed solo
by each individual. Luckily all those that
attended the school successfully passed
this final test with flying colours! Tpr Eedy
and LCpl Grove were able to join the
group on the flight up and jump alongside.
It was a fantastic experience, marred only
by the brevity of the time we had.

Looking Nervous
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Exercise Diamonddome: Adventure Training
in Yosemite National Park, California, USA
Having successfully completed Ex
DIAMONDBACK, C Sqn was in need
of some time off! Adventure training,
prior to some Rand R, was the best way
to achieve this and on the 19 October
the majority of the Squadron found
itself motoring five hours up the road to
Yosemite National Park.
Yosemite, a UNESCO World Heritage
Site nestled in the Sierra Nevada mountain range of central eastern California,
is renowned for its unrivalled views and
plentiful wildlife. It is most importantly a
place people go to seek peace and quiet.
A pack of 78 Troopers and soldiers of the
QDG is therefore not its usual clientele,
but just what it needed to shake it up …!
There were two main AT activities planned
for Ex DIAMONDDOME: Summer mountaineering (hiking in normal speak) and
mountain biking. Instructors were found
largely from within the Sqn and they were
tasked to plan routes and keep the guys
busy. We were extremely fortunate to
find some excellent accommodation in
the centrally located Half Dome Village
and the guys found themselves comfortably housed in the unheated, very cold
tented village. The only safety warning,
was to lock your food up in the boxes
outside; if not, you stood a very good
chance of waking up to a bear snooping
around the inside of your tent, searching
for a midnight snack.
During the three days several excellent walking trips were planned and led
by 2Lt Campbell, Sgt Subba and Cpl
Gurung 378 (cheesy smile type). Groups
rotated through morning and afternoon sessions, which most notably led
to Vernal & Nevada Falls and the summit of Sentinel Dome. These provided
some amazing views down the valley
and across the park; even the most at

It is most importantly a place
people go to seek peace and
quiet.

first reluctant Tprs, had to be pulled away
after taking hundreds of photographs
(mostly selfies). In the valley floor, the
mountain bikers raced around causing
chaos and Lt Fraser and Sgt ‘Ginge’
Lowden (our Scots DG observer mentor
at NTC) did a tremendous job of keeping them in check. C Sqn SSM and Sgt
Hughes 696 (grumpy type), in particular,
cut an incredibly dashing figure on their
Chopper bikes.
We were very lucky with the weather.
Having arrived straight from the Mojave
Desert, Yosemite was a tad cold.
However when the sun eventually came
out, it rose to t-shirt and shorts weather
and this enabled our band of pirates to be
incredibly well fed with a Squadron BBQ
each night. Special thanks must go to
the self styled ‘Wolf Pack’ for this. Whilst

Cpls Welfoot and Petrie – Chefs par excellence

the sight of Cpls Welfoot, Chater, Warner,
Petrie 280 (older type), Panks and their
‘attachment’ Lt Cowen (desperately trying to feel included) undoubtedly had
many shop owners reaching under the
counter for their shotgun, they turned on
the charm and made some great deals
… an incredibly resourceful bunch.
Overall Ex DIAMONDDOME proved itself
to be a success. Feedback suggested
that they really enjoyed the chance to
experience a pocket of natural America
they would otherwise bypass. Some
good AT was conducted but most
importantly it hopefully gave the guys the
opportunity to unwind and relax after a
month stuck in the desert!
MJC

The Camino de Santiago de Compostela
The Way of St James leads to the end of
the world. The 775km trail that begins in
the French Pyrenees runs across Spain
to a rock-bound peninsula on the west
coast. Its finish mark, Cape Finisterre,
was believed in Roman times to be the
end of the known world. This is the
Camino de Santiago de Compostela,
a popular pilgrimage route since the
ninth century. According to tradition,
the remains of St James, the brother of
Jesus, were carried by devoted followers to their final resting place in Santiago,
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where they are interred in the cathedral.
It is walked by thousands every year for a
plethora of reasons.
I led a group of six Officer Cadets from
Cambridge University Officers Training
Corps as a Summer Mountain Leader.
The Officers Training Corps is a subset of
the Army Reserve for those at University.
Fewer than 10% of those in the OTC will
go on to pursue a military career or join
the reserves but it serves to spread positive vibes about the Army if nothing else.

Starting before sunrise in Saint-JeanPied-de-Port on 14 July, the group set
off on the first of what would be a 29-day
trek following the yellow arrows and

It is walked by thousands
every year for a plethora of
reasons.
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…carrying a Lidl carrier bag
with his Camera and iPad in
it. I soon put an end to
that.
shells which mark the way. Despite kit
lists and stipulations concerning rucksacks, people had brought all manner of
items for this long-distance trek and one
member even insisted on carrying a Lidl
carrier bag with his Camera and iPad in
it. I soon put an end to that.
The Camino took us over the Pyrenees
and through the Basque country,
through Pamplona, missing the running
of the bulls by two days, through León,
across the Meseta plains and into the
green hills of Galicia before finally arriving at the ancient city of Santiago de
Compostela. We started walking soon
after 0600 every day to make the most of
the light before the 40°C afternoon sun
reminded us why everyone else in Spain
was on siesta. Every day clothes were
hand-washed and we cooked together,
eating our bodyweights in chorizo-based
stews. With diligent sock washing, the
regular application of zinc oxide tape
and numerous swims in rivers, everyone
managed to sustain themselves.

physical challenge or merely to escape
from the stresses of everyday life for a few
weeks. We met a variety of pilgrims from
Turkish political prisoners to American
seminaries, South African nomads and
even the daughter of a Light Dragoons
Colonel, who seemed pleasant enough,
despite her breeding.

Pilgrims or Peregrinos, as walkers of the
Camino are termed, embark on the journey for many reasons. Some will see it
as a religious pilgrimage, others simply a

On arrival in Santiago, pilgrims present
their logbook to the pilgrims’ office, now
full of stamps from the dozens of villages
and churches visited along the way. After

503km later Lt Campbell and his charges

attending mass in the ancient cathedral,
we journeyed to Cape Finisterre, the
rocky outcrop marking the final point of
the journey. Tradition has it that pilgrims
carry a rock on the Camino, into which
they pour all their burdens, which they
carry until they reach a cross, two thirds
of the way along. We clearly had more
burdens than most so carried them all
the way and threw ours into the sea at
the end of the world, thus concluding our
Camino.
ADC

Crossing the Meseta Plains
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Robinson To Roxburgh
It started as a gentle suggestion in an
email between Col (now Brigadier) Alan
Richmond and the Commanding Officer
and ended up in one very early start
and a significant amount of blisters. The
suggestion being that the regiment help
raise some money for the ‘Roxburgh
Children’s Centre’ in King’s Lynn hospital. Those with a reasonable memory
will remember Alistair Roxburgh from
the 80s-90s as a QDG officer. Alistair’s
father a paediatrician in King’s Lynn had
originally raised funds to build a day
centre in a hospital to allow poorly children to received routine treatment and
appointments in a more child friendly
environment. Unfortunately due to funds
being limited across the NHS and the
day centre needing some much-needed
improvements the staff had resorted to
charitable events to assist them. With
the idea now planted in the minds of
QDG Sqn Ldrs the only way forward was
to pass this out and see what ideas people had. Within less than an hour of HQ
Sqn conference Sgt Lacy and Sgt Owen
had approached HQ Sqn Ldr and suggested that they could do a charity walk
from Robertson Barracks to the hospital
carrying a stretcher full of Easter eggs,
oh and to make it a nice round number
they also suggested that a direct route of
around 32 miles was not feasible. With a
route planned to follow the Wensum Way
and the Nar Valley Way the walk had now
been nicely rounded off to 40 miles.
Credit to Sgt Lacy and Sgt Owen for
coming up with the plan and the route
and more credit to Sgt Owen for physically walking the route in the weekends
leading up to the event to ensure that he

…to actually see the
children it meant a 0400hrs
start time, oh the joy.

knew every turn and stile on the route.
Notably Sgt Lacy managed to get himself trawled to provide medical support
to another unit on the planned walk day
and therefore no longer able to join in,
genius work. Though undeterred Sgt
Owen continued with the planning, this
involved coercing people to join the walk
a key facet when a stretcher was to be
carried. Critical to the point of the walk
was to raise money and thus the advertising campaign began on Twitter and
Facebook. How much money did we
need to raise? Well anything above the
£1485.22 that had been highlighted to
HQ Sqn Ldr as the sum raised by RAF
Marham. Naturally QDG weren’t going to
come second behind our RAF ‘friends’,
Sgt Owen was given the benchmark and
allowed to run with it.
So admin all in place and enough people
convinced there is nothing better to do
on a cold March morning than walk 40
miles in boots, carrying a stretcher full of
Easter Eggs for the children in the centre, off we went. To arrive at a sensible
time for the hospital to actually see the
children it meant a 0400hrs start time, oh
the joy. The first few miles were slightly
demoralising, mainly due to the route
seeming to never actually get that far

The final team

Halfway QDG group

from camp and the gloomy red lights of
the mast seeming to be always in view.
What the walk needed from the outset
was a good pace setter, Maj Tim Jones
gladly took on that challenge and was
completely undeterred by the protestations by SSgt (SQMS) Andrew Smith.
The first eight miles took us through
some beautiful countryside, or so we are
led to believe by Sgt Steven Owen clearly
it was still pitch black so we can neither
confirm nor deny this. The route took use
via various conurbations such as Beetley,
Gressenhall, Bittering, Mileham, Litcham,
East Lexham, Castle Acre, West Acre,
Narborough, Setchey, West Winch and
on to King’s Lynn. At the halfway point

Early Start
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…it was abundantly clear
that nothing was going to
stop him completing it.

we were joined by Col Alan Richmond
and Alistair Nelson a good friend of Col
Al’s and a member of the team from
King’s Lynn Hospital not to mention a
notable carrier of the stretcher.
At other various stages along the route
we were joined by personnel from the
hospital, which was good for our morale
because as you can imagine having to
listen to the author of this article for forty
miles was even more painful than the
blisters that were clearly forming on the
teams feet. The latter stages of the walk
were almost all on hard surfaces which is
the last thing any of those who set off at
0400hrs in boots wanted although credit
to all those concerned for gritting their
teeth and ignoring the pain to get to the
end. Cpl ‘Budgie’ Burgess showed great
focus of mind to keep going despite the
obvious pain he was in, it was abundantly
clear that nothing was going to stop him
completing it.

SSgt Chant, Cpl Burgess, Col Alan
Richmond and Cpl Jones 470

On arrival at Roxburgh Children’s Centre
it was a pleasure to be greeted by smiling
nurses, happy children and most of all cake.
Cake and plenty of it was certainly called
for, the temptation of the stretcher laden
chocolate was huge be we had all resisted.
The venture had been worth it, the final total
of the monies raised was a little over £4000
so way over our intended target and thanks
goes to everyone who donated.
Naturally there were some minor low
points during the walk as fatigue set in

SSgt Smith and Sgt Bell

but SSgt Dai Chant and Cpl ‘Handsome’
Jones 470 kept us smiling with their zest
and energy. Tpr Morris must be congratulated for offering to wear the Easter
Bunny suit for the last five miles, the only
other person it would have fitted was
SSgt Smith it was clear nobody wanted
to tell him to put it on. A huge well done
to everyone that took part in the walk,
whether that was the full forty or just the
last few miles, every bit counted, who
knows we might even do it again!
TRJ

Exercise Eagle Rally
Exercise Eagle Rally was a competition
from the 11-17 July that saw twelve
personnel from the regiment and the
REME attachment travel from Robertson
Barracks to Nice on a route spanning
across six different countries; France,
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Austria, Italy
and Monaco. Whilst the QDG was the
only team entered from the army, it was
clear that the competition encompassed

all aspects involved in being a Recce
soldier, due to the nature of operating at
reach and requiring every soldier to be
intuitive and resourceful – this was put
to the test more times than perhaps we
anticipated for.
The route was approximately 1200 miles
and all had to be completed in vehicles
purchased for £500 or less. The three

fine vehicles that were decided upon
was an ancient VW Golf estate, a Volvo
V70 estate and a Mazda Tribute – hands
down the most problematic car in the
competition. Not only did the teams have
to make it to each checkpoint, but also
complete challenges set by the organisers along the route; these were designed
to test teamwork, driving and navigation
and other skills.
The rally got off to a stunning start with all
three vehicles managing to reach Dover,
board the Ferry in order to get onto mainland Europe. This is where our good fortune ended. The star purchase – Mazda
Tribute with all the mod cons – electric
windows, sunroof and air conditioning
needed a new break drum (amongst
other things) replacing. We later found
out that this model was discontinued
in 2004 – I can’t think why. Whilst the
Mazda crew remained in Dunkirk and
waited for the parts, it was decided that
the other two vehicles progressed on to
Reims to meet the organisers of the Rally.

Lake Como
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LCpl Jones and Cfn Mattison enjoy
and ice cream in Como

After a quick rendezvous with the rest of
the team the leg from Reims to Interlaken
passed with no dramas; it was the second leg to Bormio which included the
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famous 48 hairpin bend, Stelvio Pass that
really tested all the cars. Most notably the
Madza’s power decided to cut out, but
as if by divine intervention at the very
highest point of the mountain, meaning
freewheeling the 1532 m vertical decent
to Bormio. Despite this all three cars
made it to the checkpoint and after some
mechanical wizardry we had three working vehicles ready for the next leg.
Val-d’Isere was then the next destination,
a route that took us passed the infamous
Strada della Fora and the picturesque
Lake Como. Unfortunately arriving on at
Val-d’Isere the Rally was cut short due
to the Nice attacks, meaning we headed
north to Chalons en Champagne (the
Mazda being towed by the VW the final
7 miles) before catching the ferry back to
the UK.
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Exercise Eagle Rally
was by all accounts
an overwhelming
success…

Exercise Eagle Rally was by all accounts
an overwhelming success, exposing soldiers to mechanical problems and other
difficulties that they otherwise wouldn’t
have practice at fixing. Perhaps just as
significant was that the rally allowed
those that participated a chance to see
some spectacular areas of Europe making memories that will last for a long time.
WS

The Mazda Team – Cpl Savarin, LCpl
Jones, Cfn Mattison, Lt Simpson

Field Sports
With regard to Field sports, the move
from Germany to Norfolk has proven
quite the blessing. No longer does one
need to complete a 2 week course to
establish the names of badgers, stoats
and deer species, in German, to be able
to pop outdoors for a bit of shooting.
With the airfield within our grounds, a
number of individuals have taken to the
sport with relish, establishing a considerable membership in both the shotgun
and air rifle clubs.
The year started with the end of a season, as is usual when shooting pheasants. The Officers’ Mess was kindly
offered the opportunity for a day’s shooting on James Keith’s land, bordering
RBSM. Despite this invitation coinciding
with Norfolk’s wettest day of the year,
the day proved a great success. Large
numbers of partridge and pheasants flew
over the guns, (the vast majority continued to fly straight passed and on to
safety) though the bag slowly mounted.
The day was punctuated by quick sloe
gin breaks and then the Guns returned

to the Mess to dry, thaw and generally
berate the misses of anyone they had
seen. The final bag for the day was 127.
As the game season came to a close,
attention turned to less blood-thirsty targets. WO2 Bell developed a strong contingent of air rifle shooters and cleared
an excellent target range in wood block
4. This continues to be developed and
improved by those in the club and is a
great opportunity for those interested in
improving some marksmanship without
the usual joys of waiting in the cold and
eating ‘range stew.’
The clay pigeon enthusiasts set about
clearing an area in the woodblock too,
preparing for the Army Clay Target
Championships in May. Ten competitors
ranging from Sgt to Major competed in the
two day event at Bisley, putting in a strong
performance with a couple of individuals
qualifying for the Army development team.
By the skin of our teeth, the QDG was
once again allocated a few days grouse

Major Garland Smashing clays at distance

Officers Pheasant Shoot
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Capt Wiggins at the ATSC

shooting over Warcop this year. 5 hours
away in the depths of Cumbria, this is not
a trip for the faint hearted. The heather
strewn moors and hills are staggeringly
beautiful, though deceptively difficult.
Most who ventured up had not done
so before and on occasion this inexperience showed. It’s very difficult to keep a
straight line of 18 guns (especially when
they are predominantly Officers) , walking
3 miles over undulated moorland, looking forward to see birds, left and right to
check the line and occasionally forgetting
to look down and see 6ft deep bogs of
eternal stench.

Warcop Hillside

Open to all those with a
desire to try fly fishing this
proved a considerable
success…
Fly fishing permits were purchased from
the Norfolk Fly Fishing Club just to the
North of the airfield. Open to all those
with a desire to try fly fishing this proved
a considerable success, however it
appears even trout understand matters
of rank, the largest fish caught by any
QDG this season was 5 ¾ lbs caught by
The Commanding Officer.
As we reached the end of the year it was
once again time to start another season.
In November a mixture of SSgts, WOs
and OFs had a day of Pheasant shooting
on STANTA. Slow to start, the beginning
of the day produced a dire bag of 10,
however a bit of trusty slow gin and a few
good drives towards the end of the day
saw a slightly more respectable day of 41.

Mr O’Connor

Getting them from Tesco to the river
was difficult but not impossible
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RAF Section Attack disturbing a good day out

The interest and uptake in field sports
at the QDG has been both surprising and encouraging in this short year.
As we continue to foster relations with
those around us in Swanton Morley and
develop those interested in Field Sports, I
believe the club will only go from strength
to strength in the years to come.

Lt Jackson blooded after his first Grouse

Eyes closed, just like his shooting style

Capt Carter with all his mates
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7X Sierra Leone Liaison Officer
With the position of the 7X Sierra Leone
Liaison Officer finally authorised, after
much on the bus, off the bus activity, I parted ways with the A Squadron
STTT and headed to the British High
Commission, where I would be working to the Defence Advisor, within the
Defence Section. My first weekend,
much like the remainder, was spent on
one of the picturesque beaches of the
Freetown Peninsula, eating local seafood
and surfing. In an effort to be sociable
and build a network in Freetown, I joined
the Freetown Hash House Harriers on
the first Sunday as LO. With no previous
experience of this phenomenon, I soon
realised that it was more akin to a drinking club than a running one!
The first week as the Sierra Leone LO
was actually spent in Liberia where I
joined the DA and ADA on a visit to meet
ministers and senior military officials. The
meetings were a useful insight into the
more strategic work undertaken by a DA,
whilst also developing an understanding
of Liberia’s future defence requirements.
After the visit to Liberia, I settled into
the position of 7X LO, dividing my time
between developing future training
opportunities for the Republic of Sierra
Leone Armed Forces (RSLAF) and
LEOBATT 2 (the battalion trained by A
Sqn), and also building 7X’s footprint on

…I soon realised that it was
more akin to a drinking club
than a running one!

the ground. I was able to develop the
latter due to the strong relationships
that A Sqn had developed during the
STTT. When I visited the Peace Mission
Training Centre (PMTC) for the first time
since starting as LO, I was amazed by
the sheer excitement and surprise of the
soldiers and officers who we had worked
with. A similar reaction greeted me at the
battalions where LEOBATT 2 personnel
were based. Bizarrely, wherever I went,
the conversation would eventually lead to
one of the soldiers asking if I wanted a
bush wife; an offer that I always politely
declined.
Halfway through my tenure, the QDG
sent 5 soldiers to take part in the Makeni
Marathon, which is organised annually
by Street Child of Sierra Leone. Having
not run a marathon before, nor undertaken any training whatsoever for the
event, I was somewhat anxious about
the impending 26.2 miles. Could it be
that bad I thought?

Sierra Leone – Experiences may vary

With the marathon completed, I returned
to the Freetown Peninsula and started
to conduct recces into the Guma Dam
Training Area ahead of Ex Guma Sun,
B Squadron’s jungle exercise. With
PMTC’s jungle warfare instructors firmly
taking the lead, they highlighted the locations previously used during their jungle
training exercises, leading me further into
the jungle of the Peninsula Mountains.
Being a B Sqn troop leader, it quickly
dawned on me that I would be back here
a few months later, sweating profusely
and smelling of urine.
I look back fondly at the time spent in
Sierra Leone and hope to visit again in
the future. It is a culturally rich and diverse
country, whose people are friendly and
incredibly generous, yet also a country
that embodies the African Paradox.
HB

The Armour Centre
As I write this article and reflect on my
14 months at Bovington the continuous
theme which resonates is one of change.
Some of this change is about new capabilities and the other regarding restructure and transformation.
The ARMCEN Training Transformation
(ATT) Programme has been initiated by
GOC Recruiting and Training Division

(RTD) to assist ARMCEN in becoming the
Defence Reference Point for Mounted
Close Combat (MCC). The programme
seeks to assess how training is delivered,
and understand how it is supported, as
well as examining new ways to deliver or
refine the training by using new training
techniques, methodologies and technologies. The programme is currently
in the early stages where the ATT team

is working closely with the schools to
understand what works well and what
can be improved and recommendations
(after a design phase) will be made in
2017 to both ARMCEN and ARTD which
may or may not be taken forward. The
programme is scheduled to go through
its implementation phase in 2019.

Armour Centre
QDG personnel
past and present
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It is widely known that
ARMCEN has not changed
significantly for some
years…
Within transformation sits the ARMCEN
Command & Control Structural Review
(AC2SR).
It is widely known that
ARMCEN has not changed significantly
for some years, and the HQ in particular is not structured to meet the existing
and growing demands on Bovington. A
small team visited other similar training
organisations and held working groups to
assess the way forward. The future will
see a much larger ARMCEN HQ housing
an Executive HQ, a Training Development
Support Group implementing training policy, design and assessment to support the
schools, and an Establishment Support
Group supporting personnel, equipment
and Garrison functions. Outside the
HQ the Gunnery and D&M schools will
become one school and RATD based in
Warminster will come under command of
the RAC Training Regiment.
Outside ATT but a consideration is the
merging with the Infantry CIS School
currently at Warminster and the on-going
move to Bovington to form one Combat
CIS School. Minor construction work
begins in Jan 2017. Personnel have
started to arrive at Bovington and the first
course has been delivered. The amalgamation of the two schools will be complete by 1 Apr 2018.
The next 10 years will see a number of vehicle programmes coming to
ARMCEN. The first is already upon us
which are the AJAX family of vehicles
replacing CVR(T). ATDU have their first
vehicle and the first members of the trials
team arrive in Jan 2017. One area crucial to the future training delivery model

A reunion of Col Deacon (Col RAC), Lt Col Alford DCOS (ARMCEN) and Lt Col Corfield SO1 Plans
ARMCEN. Last seen together in 1987 in 1st Tp B Sqn as 2Lt Deacon, LCpl Alford and Tpr Corfield

is the new capability of ‘sensors’ such is
the advanced capability of the platform.
Warrior 2 is following closely behind with
industry staff arriving in early 2017 and
their trials troops arriving a few months
later. A vehicle programme slightly further out is the new Mechanised Infantry
Vehicle, known as MIV, which will be an
8 wheeled platform and the Challenger
2 Life Extension Programme (LEP) is on
the horizon as is a programme to replace
the fleet of protected mobility vehicles.

ARMCEN also continues to support
Defence Engagement activity and many
foreign students attend courses in
Bovington, and increased opportunities
have seen ARMCEN personnel deployed
to USA, France, Oman and the Baltic
countries on Defence Engagement tasks
in the past year.
PC

77X
The Regiment has been maintaining a
good presence at 77X over the last couple of years. As an Information Activity
and Outreach brigade, 77X is very different from a normal brigade HQ with
unique challenges and opportunities.
Unfortunately, there are not beanbags
and sleep pods lying around the place,
but the working environment is different,
mainly due to the wide variety of people.
While the core regular staff are mainly
staff officers and Intelligence Corps, the
reserve cohort are a much more interesting bunch, mostly experts in civilian life in
their field, be it media, communications,
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fessors or Russian power station inspectors so it is a broad church!

Unfortunately, there are not
beanbags and sleep pods
lying around the place…

post-conflict reconstruction or a number
of others. Furthermore, we often have
civilian experts happy to give up some of
their time to work with us – they could be
Google executives, anthropological pro-

Maj David Hoey is currently the SO2 Plans
for 77X. Initially he took charge of a small
team of analysts and planners working in support of coalition forces in Iraq.
The sheer scale of the US effort there is
impressive, and the UK contingent brings
a few niche capabilities to the team to
have an impact out of proportion to their
tiny relative size. After a couple of months,
he moved to a more recognisable Plans
role as the brigade restructured to meet
the needs of supporting the enhanced
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Forward Presence in Estonia and Poland.
This is a much busier role as it requires
working with other headquarters across
Whitehall and Defence as well as conducting our own long term planning.
Capt Eddy Wilks is also posted to 77X,
where he has enjoyed a varied couple of years. The first four months of
2016 involved an unusual placement
at Vodafone, working in the Vodafone
Group offices in Paddington and covering their 77 global markets. I worked primarily for the Strategic Intelligence team,
who conduct market and risk analysis for
Vodafone in emerging and existing markets, to inform the chain of command
about world affairs and their possible
impact on Vodafone markets and share
price. This has clear and tangible parallels with the activity that elements of UK
Defence in general, and 77X in particular, conduct. Less immediately clear and
tangible was the work for the Vodafone
Foundation, Vodafone’s charitable arm.
The primary thrust of this was organising a charity marathon across the South
Downs for a few hundred Vodafone
employees. Once the Vodafone placement ended he returned to 77X for about
twenty minutes, before being sent to the
Permanent Joint Headquarters (PJHQ) as

The ‘Special’ Warfare Team with Maj Pilcher

the Liaison Officer to 77X. Whilst a fascinating place to be based, with great oversight of UK operational activity, being the
only Captain in J3 or J5 (indeed the most
junior officer in the headquarters) meant
that when tasks roll downhill there’s
only one place they’re going to stop.
Nonetheless it has been an interesting
eight months in a headquarters that he
would recommend to all QDG officers.

The parallels between the Light Cavalry
and 77X activity are clear to see and
there will be a symbiotic relationship
between the two on future operations.
All members of the Regiment should be
encouraged to explore opportunities to
work in this environment.
DH

160X – The View from Brecon
At last the QDG has command of Wales,
which is a real opportunity to firmly
cement the Regiment in Welsh consciousness. Judging by the photographs
in the corridors of the headquarters there
was a clear need to remind everyone that
there are three Welsh regiments and they
quickly got the point. QDG images are
appearing all over the place including
the HQ Wales Officers’ Mess, which now
proudly displays a few items from our
regimental collection. I am particularly
pleased with the print of the KDG escorting the Zulu King Cetshwayo into captivity above the fireplace of what was originally the mess from which the officers of
the 24th Foot departed for South Africa
to face the Zulu’s at Isandlwana and
Rorke’s Drift. It was also pleasing to find
that I was not alone as Majors Howard
Smith and Sion James as well as WO2
‘Para’ Evans are in and around the HQ
proudly sporting the Hapsburg Eagle.
So what is the job of Commander 160th
Infantry Brigade and HQ Wales all about?
It is very much two jobs. Command of
an operationally focussed light infantry
brigade of four battalions, two regular and two reserve, none of which are
based in Wales! As I write 1 RIFLES is
just returning from an 8 month operational tour in Iraq training up Kurdish
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…1 R IRISH has just
deployed out to Afghanistan
to provide the Kabul
Protection Force.

the Kabul Protection Force. So, with
100% of our regular battalions deployed
on operations, and both battalions supported by their respective paired reserve
battalions, 6 RIFLES and 2 R IRISH, we
must be the most operational brigade in
the Army right now.

Peshmerga and Iraqi Army for the
assault on Mosul and 1 R IRISH has just
deployed out to Afghanistan to provide

The brigade has the Army’s lead for
Defence Engagement in Eastern Europe,
the Balkans, the Caucuses and Central
Asia – all Russia’s ‘near-abroad’ requiring
careful handling. This gets me and other

QDG Honour Guard State Opening
of the Welsh Assembly
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Armed Forces in Wales Award Receptions

members of the brigade out and about
with liaison visits, short term training
teams that help build the military capacity
of partner nations. On my recent travels I have been particularly pleased to
meet up with Her Majesty’s Ambassador
to Bosnia and Herzegovina (Mr Edward
Ferguson, son and brother of QDG
officers) and the Defence Attaché in
Skopje, Lt Col Richard Parry.
The brigade runs the world’s most
high-profile
patrol
exercise,
Ex
CAMBRIAN PATROL, every year. This
year over 120 teams from 20 nations
participated and I sense that it will
become increasingly significant as the
British Army’s hierarchy recognise its utility as a barometer of the state of our junior leadership and basic soldiering skills
in relation to our international peers.
The second part of the job is as
Commander Wales, acting as the military commander for UK Operations and

Brigadier Richmond – Commander 160X

Yes, I get to live in the old
GOC Wales’s house…

providing Firm Base support (real life support, infrastructure, medical, discipline,
recruiting, civil and employer engagement
and youth/cadets) across Wales. This
includes an increasing number of Welsh
national public duties and high profile
events, such as the UEFA Champions’
League Finals due to held in Cardiff in
May/June 2017. I also keep an eye on
all three Welsh regiments, ensuring that
we maximise their profile and share the
spoils as equitably as possible. It is particularly exciting that QDG, the Royal
Welsh and the Welsh Guards will all be
battle-grouped together on an exercise
on Salisbury Plain in February 2017.

Those familiar with the old 160 (Wales)
Brigade will see what a very different job
it has become. Yes, I get to live in the old
GOC Wales’s house but with no staff or
official funds for entertaining it is probably
a blessing that I am on the road so much
that I am rarely in residence!
There are three things I am looking forward to next year. Firstly, welcoming
more QDGs onto the headquarters staff
– it used to be a well-trodden path for
young officers, Brecon is a fantastic location and it is a fun and interesting HQ to
work in and how better to look after the
Regiment’s profile than having someone
here to keep an eye out for opportunities, monitor recruiting and fly the flag?
Secondly, the regiment nominating its
deserving people for the Armed Forces in
Wales Awards 2017 and, of course, presenting a QDG patrol with a Gold medal
on Ex CAMBRIAN PATROL.
ASR

QDG in Army HQ
For many at Regimental Duty the sleepy
hollow of the Army Headquarters in
Andover is somewhere seen and heard
of only fleetingly when travelling past
on the A303 on the way to Salisbury
Plain. For most that would probably be
the closest they ever wanted to get to
it. Others drop in and get out as quickly
as possible when summoned to hear in
person from those in the twin ivory towers of the 4* Army and neighbouring 3*
Field Army Headquarters. These are
two organisations linked by geographical
proximity yet separated by locked gates
and the quality of coffee available.
Despite being far from the wild plains
of Norfolk a few QDGs are busy in both
locations ensuring that the Army runs
as smoothly as it does. From carrying
a range of Generals’ bags, to marshalling troops who can react to incidents on
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For most that would
probably be the closest they
ever wanted to get to it.

the UK mainland, to keeping a very close
hold on the purse strings of the Field
Army readers will no doubt be reassured
to hear that they have friends in such
auspicious places. The list of Officers at
ERE at the rear of this journal will show
you who is doing what and you can
make your own judgement as to where
you might be feeling the effect.
Over the last 12 months both organisations have been living and breathing a

continuous programme of change and
adaptation. For many the language
used would be more recognisable in
the offices of a large corporation than a
headquarters of an expeditionary force.
It is fair to say that the dust is beginning
to settle, the beating heart of the Army
Headquarters is firmly in Andover and
is intentionally designed to be run as
a large corporation with a multi-billion
pound budget.
Many readers will already be crying into
their coffee at the prospect of such a
posting, others will relish it. It is true that
the closest we get to the excitement of
an exercise or deployment is some overseas travel, for many even that would be
a dream. Thankfully the routine media
updates and QDG publicity machine
serve to remind us of the other opportunities out there. That said, for under-
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Abandon hope all ye who enter

standing (or at least having a grasp on)
the ‘bigger picture’ and seeing what
the future might hold there are few better places. The headquarters is awash
with those staying in, those getting out,
those recently left and those who left a
considerable time ago now selling themselves back to the organisation. Many
of the same issues pervade here as at
Regimental Duty; not enough people to
complete the myriad of specified tasks,
everything changing at the last minute
and baked beans being served for lunch
in the Officers’ Mess. Despite there only
being a small network of QDGs on site
the wider RAC family has permeated
throughout and there a few places where
you cannot find a friendly face to tease
through an issue with.
Some glimpses into the future give one
cause for hope and optimism. Perhaps
the new kit in the pipeline will dramatically
improve the lot of those at Regimental
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Duty and maybe small regiments such as
QDG will continue to punch well above
their weight with high profile deployments and training events. The huge
array of change programmes in progress
highlight just how fluid the Army is at
present, this can only benefit those who
can turn their hand to any task and come
out fighting at the other end.
Andover also acts as home to some of
the more unusual elements of Defence,
not least Headquarters Standing Joint
Commander, the universally loved HQ
that brings you Op TEMPERER, the UK
Standby Battalion tasks and all deployments of Defence personnel within the
UK. It is an area that has seen significant growth in the last few years as the
will to deploy the military to solve problems at home continues to grow. The
military support to the flooding response
in Cumbria last Christmas was hailed
by Politicians as a huge success and

it certainly is something that they will
be prepared to turn to again. There is
a healthy awareness of the burden that
these tasks place on Regiments, especially when they are our own. The recent
experiences of the French and Belgians
and the very real threat mean that these
tasks are certainly here to stay and the
headquarters dedicates a large amount
of its effort to alleviating the burden that
is placed on Regiments and enhancing
the preparation that they are given.
In sum, this collection of headquarters
might be somewhere that most readers
would blame for some of the more difficult decisions that have affected them
personally. For many it is a world best
avoided but, like all difficult things, only
a fool would avoid it and the small contingent of QDGs based here are always
available to decode, discuss and debate
as required.
C E R-B
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Family Memorial at the Royal
Armoured Corp Memorial Wall Lance
Corporal Richard (Shag) Scanlon
It was on a fresh Thursday morning in the
County of Dorset at the home of the Royal
Armoured Corps Tank Museum, where
family and friends gathered to mark the
passing of LCpl Richard Scanlon who
was killed in action alongside Lt David
Boyce on the 17th November 2011 in
Afghanistan.
This small but very pertinent gathering
was organised by the Regimental secretary Lieutenant Colonel (Ret’d) ‘Basher’
Brace along with Lieutenant Colonel
(Ret’d) Stewart Burman the GSO here in
Bovington. Those members of the regiment serving at ERE in Bovington gathered with the family at the RAC Memorial
wall. The service was conducted by
Padre Tony Dalton the resident Padre
here at the Armour Centre. His kind and
thoughtful words were said along with
prays to remember our fellow comrades
who paid the ultimate sacrifice for their
Queen and Country and not forgetting
the huge void left with Richard’s family
and also the Regimental family.
Lieutenant Colonel Paddy Bond read out
the Regimental Collect prior to Cherry,
Richard’s mother laying a wreath in

remembrance for him at the memorial
wall, where Richard’s name is immortalised along with many more RAC officers
and soldiers, who have also paid the ultimate sacrifice.
After the service we gathered for refreshments in the Tank Museum and reminisced
about the good times from Richard’s life.
Colonel Stewart had also arranged for
the family to have a guided tour of the
Tank Museum where some of the boys
escorted the family along on their visit.
On a personal note I would like to
thank Colonels Basher and Stewart for
the organisation and most importantly
Robert, Cherry, Lisa, Emma and Thomas
for allowing us, their QDG family to share

PRICE

this moment in time to remember Lance
Corporal Richard ‘Shag’ Scanlon. ‘Pro
Rege et Patria’
1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards
Regimental Collect
O Lord God, whose throne is in heaven
and whose eyes behold the children of
men, grant that as thy prophet saw the
valiant horse eager to go forth through
the earth on thy service, so may the
Queen’s Dragoon Guards, united in
keeping thy Royal Law and thinking no
evil in their hearts, ever seek to serve
their Sovereign and their native land
in thee and for thee, who art one God,
world without end. Amen.
TM
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1 Special Service Battalion
Article by Officer Commanding 1 Special Service Battalion, Lt Col Fanus Buys
Concise History
The Special Service Battalion (SSB) was
established on 01 May 1933, in Roberts
Heights (currently Thaba Tswane), as a
socio-economic solution to accommodate the youth, suffering from economic,
social and moral degeneration, caused
by massive unemployment during the
Great Depression. The SSB was to
teach the young men military discipline,
fitness and various trades, to enable
them to be employed by the Department
of Labour and Welfare.
With the outbreak of WWII the SSB was
transformed into an armour unit. In April
1942 the SSB’s long and illustrious history with the Armoured Corps started
when it was converted to an Armoured
Regiment. On 18 April 1943 the SSB set
sail for Egypt as part of the 11th Armour
Bde under command of the 6th SA Div,
where they prepared and trained for the
Italian Campaign, with the Sherman Tank
as main equipment. On 24 April 1944,
the SSB entered Italy. Under the command of the legendary Lt Col Pappa Brits
the SSB earned their Battle Honours of
WWII, namely Italy 1944-1945, Celleno,
Florence, Gothic Line, the Greve and
Po Valley. (Pappa Brits was the only
SA soldier ever to be the RSM, Adjutant
and OC of the same unit, probably even
internationally).
Since WWII the name of the Regiment
changed to 1 SSB and the Regiment
was responsible for the training of
armour soldiers. The unit played a major
role in the Angolan/South West Africa
conflict, as well as internal operations in
the Republic of South Africa in support

The Rooikat

of the police, specifically during the political transitionary period in South Africa. In
1989, 1 SSB received the new Rooikat
8x8 Armoured Fighting Vehicle that
now, together with the Ratel ZT3 Missile
System, serve as the Regiments’ main
equipment. In 1995 and 1996 D and E
Squadrons were extensively deployed
in Kwa-Zulu-Natal with Eland and Ratel
90mm Armoured Fighting Vehicles. They
were extremely successful in stabilising
their respective areas of responsibility.
On 22 September 1998, B Squadron
crossed the Caledon River into Lesotho
with the Ratel 90mm for Operation
BOLEAS. The squadron played a major
role in the initial skirmishes at one of the
basis around the capital, Maseru. The

next evening at 23:50, A Squadron, with
Rooikat Armoured Fighting Vehicles,
strengthened the South African forces
in Lesotho. This was the first time that
the Rooikat Armoured Fighting Vehicle
was deployed outside the borders of the
country.
In recent history, the Regiment has
concentrated on armour force preparation and today plays an important
role during force preparation exercises
at the Combat Training Centre as well
as in course support. The Regiment is
also setting the pace in secondary role
operations, with outstanding results
during internal operations, like border
safeguarding.

Pappa Britz OC WWII
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Today the regiment is noted as being the
oldest regular force unit in the SANDF,
with a proud history, which started in the
Union Defence Force, carried forth into
the SADF and now continues further in
the SANDF. 1 SSB is a unit that delivered
professional military service and excelled
through the two major political transformations of our country.
The Last Year
Another year of glorious service is about to
come to an end. We have accomplished
and excelled at most of our missions. 1
Special Service Battalion managed to
remain one of the pillars of strength of the
South African Army Armour Formation.
This was made easier by the fact that
no major short term changes happened
at unit level, while our strategic environment was in constant flux. Even though
resources became more desperate, we
still made it happen. It must be noted that
resources did not necessarily become
less in absolute terms. Several compliance interventions, as well as austerity
measures, were implemented to restrict
wasteful expenditures and inefficient
use of resources. The bright side of this
is that we learned a lot of lessons. We
learned how to prioritise and what we
can do without; We learned to do things
in the least expensive way.
This year we succeeded in accomplishing the following missions:
• We prepared and exercised one
Armoured Car Squadron in our primary
role. This squadron participated in several exercises, including EX YOUNG
EAGLE, as part of the South African

Cdr A Sqn Maj JC Bekker with the Unit Colours

Contingency Force, which began
as part of the African Capability for
Immediate Response to Crisis (ACIRC)
initiative. This sub-unit will henceforth
be maintained to a high combat readiness state to satisfy SA Army force
requirements for deployment in line
with regional obligations.
• In September, we again deployed
a Battalion Headquarters with two
squadrons (converted to light infantry
companies) in border safeguarding
operations as part of OP CORONA.
This time around we deployed to the
South African-Swaziland-Mozambique
border area. These members are currently on operation and will only return
in April 2017.

• We trained a number of drivers
throughout the year.
• The unit presented and hosted the
C SA Army Combat Rifle Shooting
Competition in March 2016.
• The unit presented and hosted the C
SA Army Capability Demonstration in
May 2016.
• The unit was an integral part of the OP
THUSANO pilot project, an initiative
to redress technical maintenance and
management in the SA Army.
• The unit assisted the School of Armour
to exercise their freedom of entry to the

Stable Parade
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Mangaung Metropolitan Municipality in
April 2016.
• The unit performed a retreat parade at
the Bloemfontein Show in May 2016.
• The unit performed a retreat parade
together with Umvoti Mounted Rifles
and Natal Mounted Rifles at the
Pietermaritzburg Show in June 2016.
• Our Military Skills Development System
(MSDS) Intake of 2015 completed
training in primary and secondary role
operations and are completing their
initial service in December 2016.
• The unit supported various course
support exercises as well as
demonstrations.
• The unit supported and participated
in the 70th anniversary of the South
African Armoured Corps.

In the coming year, we
expect much more of the
same business.

• All salient instructions and guidelines
were completed in good order. These
include fitness and shooting exercises
and evaluations, as well as participation in sport and continuation training.
In the coming year, we expect much
more of the same business. 1 Special
Service Battalion will again receive a
MSDS intake. We will complete our border area deployment and continue to
maintain the armoured car capability, to
the highest combat readiness possible.

Another of our recent remarkable
achievements is the vast number of members in the unit that is currently engaged
in post matric studies, to include tertiary
education at all kinds of higher educational institutions. At their own time and
despite their busy schedules, members
are developing themselves educationally.
I strongly believe that this should be a priority to all South Africans.
Once again, our unique regimental culture and heritage is a driving force that
has kept us going. 1 Special Service
Battalion is more than the individuals
that make up the sum of our personnel.
This unit has a personality and dynamics that is hard to match. We are blessed
with the best men and women available.
I am truly proud to be part of this proud
regiment. Every person is a part of this
machine that is 1SSB. Every part plays
a role. Without these parts, we will grind
to a halt.

The Royal Yeomanry
It has been an extraordinary and an
extraordinarily busy year for the Royal
Yeomanry. After the normal start to the
year with a very enjoyable and very
successful Exercise Snow Fox in Val
d’Isere there was the normal Squadron
‘shake-out’ in the field to blow away the
Christmas vapours. But soon preparations began in earnest for the first ever
Guidon to be presented to the Regiment
since its formation from a number of old
Yeomanry regiments, who of course did
have Guidons and had hung on to them

But soon preparations began
in earnest for the first ever
Guidon to be presented
to the Regiment…

and continued to parade them locally in
the new Squadrons.
Looking back on it now to have only
two weekends of rehearsals to prepare
for such an important event seems
almost foolhardy, but that was just putting together the working parts which
were already well oiled. From the initial
warning order at the end of 2015 the
Squadrons had got on with more than
the usual amount of drill and had begun
to think about what would be needed by
way of dress and accoutrements. The
Commanding Officer had, rather rashly,
ordered that all on parade would be in

blues. The lack of blues available through
the QM ‘system’ soon became clear
as did the complication and expense
involved in sourcing badges, buckles
and, by far the most expensive items,
solid silver cross belts. The collective
knowledge of the ‘peacocks’ across the
Yeomanry Regiments was pooled to find
silversmiths both at home and abroad,
and should now been recorded as it will
certainly be needed again more than
once as the other Yeomanry Regiments
receive their new guidons.
The day itself was remarkable in many
ways. After a number of other options

The Guidon Parade at
Buckingham Palace
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The Guidon Parade at
Buckingham Palace

This was both a remarkable
privilege and a blessing…

were mooted and even booked, in March
it was confirmed that Her Majesty The
Queen in the very busy year of her 90th
birthday celebrations had granted the
Regiment permission to use the lawns
at Buckingham Palace. This was both
a remarkable privilege and a blessing as
the organisation became just another
event for the amazingly slick team at the
Palace and their normal garden party
caterers. All the Regiment really had to
do was turn up! Our concerns about
being drowned by rain that seemed
relentless in the Spring turned to fears
of fainting soldiers as Saturday 7th May
approached and was forecast to be the
hottest day of the year so far, as it turned
out to be. As if the gods were watching
over us as we marched in through the
palace gates a dark cloud hovered over
the gardens which kept the sun in check,
and prevented us from being cooked as
we stood to attention in our shiny new
uniforms. After the ceremony itself and
as we relaxed over a delicious tea the

The Guidon Parade at Buckingham Palace

cloud went just as swiftly as the cucumber sandwiches. All in all, a memorable
day and a most important one in the 49
year history of the Regiment.
Some had suggested at the beginning
of the year that it would be necessary to
have our two week annual training leading up to the Guidon Parade but as I told
them at the time this simply was not pos-

Soldiers from The Royal Yeomanry and 132 Mounted Regiment
from the Slovenian Army training together on Ex Triglav Star
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sible in today’s Army Reserve. We have
a job to do and being fully operationally
capable means training, training, training. We are in a three year cycle with the
other Light Cavalry Yeomanry regiments
to each host the driver, gunner and other
courses at a 2 week training camp. This
year it was the turn of the SNIY who
held the camp at Barry Buddon which
all those who attended from the RY

The Royal Yeomanry receive the new
Guidon from HRH Princess Alexandria
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thought was well organised, friendly and
extremely enjoyable.
We also took the opportunity this year
to undertake another overseas training
exercise, this time near Lake Bled in
Slovenia. Few of us had ventured this far
east of Venice before and were amazed
and impressed at the beauty of the
scenery and friendliness of the people.
We were visited by HM Ambassador to
Slovenia, our new Brigade Commander
Brigadier Charlie Collins, Col Yeomanry
and our own Honorary Colonel Lt Gen
Barney White-Spunner. Training with
132 Mountaineering Regiment of the
Slovenian Army and soldiers from our
paired Regiment, 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards, was tough but fun
in the glorious sunshine, although the
exercise phase was, of course, wet and

These are opportunities we
never would have had in the
days before pairing.

foggy. But there was time to visit the
beautiful lakeside resort of Bled and the
capital Lubiajana and some have already
been back on holiday there so taken
were they by the place.
Our pairing with the QDG has provided
so many more opportunities for training
and exercising. This year alone in addition to holding our CPX at their base at
Swanton Morley and exercising with

them in Slovenia we have also sent soldiers to California, Malaysia and even
Sierra Leone with them. These are opportunities we never would have had in the
days before pairing. They also helped our
Cambrian Patrol Team prepare for this
gruelling test which our team got through
in commendably good shape in October.
Our focus for 2017 s Ex Wessex Storm
where we will be providing a full Squadron
to the QDG as well as additional individual augmentees. This will be an important
test for the Regiment in its 50th year and
in its new role. With recruiting going well
to fill over 600 PIDs within the Regiment
(including our wonderful band) all is set
for another busy and successful year.
SM

The Leathersellers’ Company
This year has been a milestone for the
Leathersellers’ Company, with the completion of the fit-out works to the new Hall
premises on 7 April and the return of the
Company Offices to St Helen’s Place on
the 18 April after more than five years in
temporary accommodation at Garlick Hill.
The shell of the new Hall building
was completed in July 2015, with the
Portland stone façade from the 1920s
being retained and an entirely new building constructed behind it, providing an
additional 20 feet in depth of basement
space plus a sixth floor added on top.
Eric Parry designed the new building and
his selection of high quality materials and
appointment of the best craftsmen has
made the new Hall a very special place.
Externally, the entrance is located
beneath an elegant new canopy complete with flambeaux, and is flanked by
the heraldic beasts which were, like many
of other key elements, retained from the
old Hall. Inside, the Henry VI stained glass
window is prominently placed at the top
of the new spiral staircase, with the 1994
stained glass window directly ahead as
one reaches the bottom of the staircase.
Other features retained from the old Hall
include the green and red leather panelling (between the top of the stairs and the
Library) and the Past Masters’ boards
outside the new Dining Hall. The pictures
which accompany this article will hopefully show off the hall in all its splendour.
If any Members of the Regiment should
find themselves in London and would like
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“This ghastly affair” is how
one of the men in question
describes the war…

a guided tour, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
Once again the huge range and variety
of charities supported by the Company
over the past year is impossible to cover
in this Review; however, as this year is
the centenary of the Battle of the Somme
the following is of interest:
Never Such Innocence
As we continue to commemorate the
centenary of the First World War the
Charities Grants Committee considered
how to mark the centenary through funding. Never Such Innocence is an annual
poetry and art competition that invites all
9-16 year olds to create poems or artwork inspired by the events of the First
World War. The competition is backed
up with a comprehensive teacher and
student resource pack to inform and
inspire entries which each year focuses
on different events during the war. The
quality of the work submitted is quite
remarkable as the winning entry in the
9 – 11-year-old category demonstrates.
On the 11th of November, the company
held a small service which coincided the

launch of “This Ghastly Affair’ Great War
letters from the Leathersellers’ archives,
a book written by our archivist Jerome
Farrell
“This ghastly affair” is how one of the
men in question describes the war, in a
letter sent to Leathersellers’ Hall from the
Western Front. Throughout the war the
three men wrote regularly to the Clerk,
grateful for the moral and financial support the Company gave them and their
families while they were away in the
Army. Their stories make compelling
reading and offer a rare insight into lives
turned upside down by world events.
Colfe’s and the Leathersellers’ Federation
of Schools is still the company’s focus in
grass roots education.
Sport also plays a big part in the
Leathersellers’ Calendar participating
in three major sporting activities, which
included the Annual Inter-Livery Clay
Shoot, the Prince Arthur Golf Trophy and
we sent a team to Morzine, Portes du
Soleil, France for the inter-livery ski-ing,
where we achieved a modicum of success wining the Actuaries Cup and the
Carpenters Trophy.
We are very proud of our affiliation with
the 1st The Queens’ Dragoon Guards,
which was further enhanced, when the
Regiment recently organised an action
packed 2 day visit for 10 members of the
Company.
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Clwyd and Gwynedd ACF
During the last year Clwyd and Gwynedd
ACF cadets from the QDG badged
detachments in Mold and Porthmadog
have been extremely busy both with
detachment training and activities but
also with company and regional training. The highlight of the year was annual
camp which took place in Penally in
South Wales. Whilst at camp cadets
from across North Wales enjoyed a wide
range of activities including numerous AT
activities, fieldcraft, first aid, signals and
expeditions. There was also the annual

inter-company sports competitions and
a social day out. In 2017 the cadets are
looking forward to visiting Oakhampton
camp and Dartmoor.
During the year several detachments
across North Wales were visited by the
regimental team where cadets were
able to hear about the role of the regiment and get some hands on experience
with some of the vehicles used by the
regiment.

RSM visits the Mold Detachment

E (QDG) Squadron,
Dyfed and Glamorgan ACF
E (QDG) Squadron comprises of some 11
Detachments stretching from Fishguard
in the north of Pembrokeshire, to Llanelli
in the east of Carmarthenshire with 180
Cadets and 30 adult instructors within
our strength.
The past year has been a busy one for
us, with camps taking place almost
every month at either Penally Camp
in Tenby, Templeton Airfield or Llanelli.
These camps have been varied and are
focused on the Cadet Proficiency or Star
Badge training which enables Cadets to
progress from Basic up to 4 Star in military subjects such as Field craft, shooting, skill-at-arms, navigation, first aid, drill
and turn out, military knowledge, physical training and expedition training.
Apart from the weekend camps, the
Squadron has also been busy with the
160 Brigade First Aid competition, in
which the E Squadron team won and
went forward to the National First Aid
competition to represent Dyfed and
Glamorgan.
This year after a gap of 2 years, Milford
Haven Detachment re-opened after a
successful recruitment drive at the local
School. On the first night, they had 20
Cadets turn up and now have a total of
22 Cadets parading regularly.

Last year also saw Pembroke Dock
Detachment go to Castle Martin ranges
to observe a night shoot of Challenger
Mark 2 MBTs.
Remembrance is also a busy and important time for the Cadets and Fishguard
and Pembroke Dock Detachments were
invited to participate in a Remembrance
service on the Stena Sea link from
Fishguard to Rosslaire, which is done
every year on the Saturday before
Remembrance Sunday to commemorate the sinking of the SS St Patrick by a
German Bomber on Friday 13 June 1941

with the loss of 12 passengers and 18
crew.
The next year promises to be a busy
one again with some 8 weekend camps
to organise and a 2 week Annual Camp
at Longmoore Camp, which will focus
on Field craft and shooting. The Annual
Camp is the highlight of the calendar
and the Cadets are kept busy and its
known that when they return home, the
first 2 days are usually catching up on
their sleep as the camp is well organised with training from 0800 until 1800
every day with social functions organised
in the evenings for the Cadets to enjoy.
This year, there is also a 2 day trip to the
Menin Gate which incorporates taking
part in the last post parade and visits
to War Cemeteries with detailed history
talks from local guides.
E Squadron is going from strength to
strength and our numbers are continually
growing. The Cadets are proud to wear
the QDG cap badge and are proud of the
link they have to the Regiment.
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Regimental Comrades Association
Regimental Home Headquarters
Lt Col (Retd) WR Brace MBE BEM
Mark Hawtin
Catherine
Sophie
Kate
Clive Morris
Mark Evans
Well, they say that every good thing must eventually come to
an end and so here I am writing my last ever journal notes as
Regimental Secretary. The past year has been steady but productive, with a number of different projects being completed
and the Cardiff Reunion coming full circle. One project I am
particularly pleased with was the updating of our plot at the
Westminster Abbey Field of Remembrance. I had for some
time been contemplating updating the regimental plot and having discussed the idea with the Assistant Regimental Secretary
he generously said he would like to take on the project. His
idea was to list all of our fallen from both World Wars and conflicts post 1945 on memorial plaques. Using sources such as
our regimental archives and the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission, he produced an electronic mock-up of what each
plaque would look like. Using the star and garter cap badge
worn by the KDG in WW1, also the rank of Private and the old
spelling of Serjeant used during this period showed his attention
to detail. We have had 2 sets of the memorial plaques made,
one for our plot at Westminster Abbey and the other for the
Welsh Field of Remembrance at Cardiff Castle. This has been a
very worthwhile endeavour that is a fitting tribute to all our fallen
comrades.
Another project that the Association became involved in this
year was helping to dress the new Regimental Mascot, Tpr
Emrys Jones 959. We were able to recover the VAT from the
Llandaff Cathedral project thus enabling us to fund the mascot’s shabraque. Many of you will no doubt have seen Tpr
Jones wearing the said shabraque at this year’s Cardiff Reunion
Dinner. I was a little nervous when the hotel agreed to allow
the new Regimental Mascot into the foyer but despite two little mishaps he behaved himself impeccably. For those of you
who have visited the National Memorial Arboretum this year you
will I am sure have seen the Regimental Eagle on the Walk of
Heroes, this was again something that was completed this year
and funded by the donations that were kindly given by members of the Association and the families of our comrades whose
names are carved into the Llandaff memorial.
With the drastic cuts in military bands since the mid-1990s it
has proved more and more difficult to get a trumpeter to play
the Last Post at the funerals of our old comrades who have
gone to that great tank park in the sky; that is of course unless
the SO1 Bands happens to be one SAB Ward. During my time
as Regimental Secretary Simon has pulled out all the stops for
his regiment and it was very rare for us not to get a trumpeter
to play the Cavalry Last Post. It did not matter what the rank or
status the chap was, if he was one of ours Simon would work
his magic to ensure that the chap was properly sent on his way.
I am indebted to Simon for his help and wish the very best in his
retirement. Without an inside man anymore I am also grateful to
Kelvyn Jenkins who has agreed that, where he can, he will blow
the Last Post for us at regimental funerals; which he has done
already on a couple of occasions.
This year’s Cardiff Reunion Dinner was held at the Park Inn
Hotel on Mary Ann Street; I suspect people who attended got a
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Regimental Secretary
Assistant Regimental Secretary
Subscriptions/General Enquiries
Shop/General Enquiries
Lottery/General Enquiries
Museum Curator
Assistant Museum Curator

Mr and Mrs Johnson meet the Colonel in
Chief at a reception at Highgrove House

Kelvyn Jenkins blows the Last
Post at a regimental funeral

Scottie takes up this year’s Goat
Major Challenge by drinking a pint
through Alan Yoxall’s boxer shorts

sense of déjá vu as it was of course the old Jury’s Hotel we had
used for many years but was now under a new name and run by
a different company. I have been very conscious of the fact that
over the past few years we have been somewhat like a band
of wandering gypsies moving from one venue to another; this,
I promise, was done with the very best of intentions to try and
find a place that could tick every box that Association members
feel are important when it comes to the Cardiff Reunion. That
said I was very pleased with the way the dinner went, the menu
seems to have been acceptable to most of those who sat down
however, the beer prices I am afraid are beyond my control,
but after all we are in a hotel in the middle of Cardiff. We had
a number of people who either attended the dinner for the first
time or had not sat down for a number of years; the feedback I
got from both parties was positive so I am pleased about that.
Now that we have come almost full circle maybe we have found
the right place for us after all.
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It seems as though it was just yesterday that I moved to Cardiff
from Salisbury to take over from Alfie Corfield as Regimental
Secretary and now 10 years later I too am moving on and handing over to Mark Hawtin. When I told Freda that I had been
offered the job of Regimental Secretary her response was that
I should do it “because you are past your sell buy date to be a
civilian”; how well she knows me. I have been most fortunate
to have had such a great set of colleagues to work with in HHQ,
Catherine, Kate, Angela and latterly Sophie have been so supportive throughout these past 10 years. Shortly after Cavalry
Memorial Weekend in May I will hand over the reins to Mark,
who I know will do a first class job. Mark is a 22 year QDG who
has the same passion for his regiment as we all do so I would
ask you to give him the same support that you have given me
over the years. I would also like to thank John Pragnell for his
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sterling work on the CCOCA Committee, who like me will be
handing in his kit for demob after the next Cavalry Memorial
Parade. Finally, I would like to thank Jeff Crane for the unstinting loyalty he has given me in his role as Chairman of the RCA.
Throughout my time as Secretary Jeff has always been 100%
behind any project that I have taken on and I could not have
asked for better support from a chairman. He too will also be
handing in his 1157 kit after Cavalry Memorial weekend, having
been chairman for 10 years and carrying the Association banner for well over 20 years. When I retire in May 2017 I will have
been connected to the Regiment in one form or another for the
past 50 years, it has been a long old haul, and sometimes I ask
myself if I would do it all over again – most definitely I would; but
I think it is now time to let someone else have a go.
WRB

Combined Cavalry Weekend 2016
Officers’ Regimental Dinner
The annual Officers’ Regimental Dinner was held as usual in
the Cavalry and Guards Club on the evening of Friday 6th May
before the Cavalry Memorial Parade on the 8th. 82 officers both
past and present sat down once again to enjoy an excellent dinner in in excellent company. The Regimental Secretary only had
to leave his seat once this time to admonish a number of young
subalterns who thought they were still at boarding school. As is
our custom, the officers sent their loyal greetings to our Colonelin-Chief and his reply as usual was sent to HHQ, unfortunately
the Regimental Secretary, in his haste to get to London, left that
reply on his desk. To cover his embarrassment the Colonel of
the Regiment was asked to “wing it” and make up the reply, but
the temptation to wind up the Secretary proved just too good an
opportunity to miss. Once the toasts had been made there was
a presentation of a piece of silver commissioned by the Late
Entry officers both past and serving to the Mess. The idea came
from Howard Smith who thought that as LE officers are never
asked to give a joining present when they are commissioned,
that as a group we should present something that would not
only enhance the Mess but also reflect the Regiment’s links to
Wales. The choice therefore was obvious, the national symbol
of Wales, a dragon, should be commissioned. The resulting fine

Everyone seems pleased with the Dragon. L to R: Commanding Officer,
Regimental Secretary, Maj Howard Smith and the Colonel of the Regiment

piece of silver was then duly handed over to the Col of the Regt
by Howard on behalf of the LE officers.
Those who attended are listed below:

Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

Table 4

Table 5

Mayall
Johnston
Ward
Howard
Bond
O’Brien, EJK
MacKenzie-Beevor
Barclay, CDS
Grounds

Thompson
De Candole
Pocock
Montgomery
Moreton
Nicholson
Stenhouse, E

Roe
Larminie
Beatson-Hird
Brooke
Rosier
Hacker-Hughes
Wisher
Stewart
Roberts
Coleman

Sugden
Warner
Wilson
Brace
Duff
Davies
Richmond
Smith
Deacon
Pittman

Stenhouse J
McGinnity
Carroll
Jones, T
Garland
Ferguson
Gallacher

Table 6

Table 7

Table 8

Table 9

Table 10

Chambers
Hoenich
Mildinhall
Pilcher
Ruggles-Brise
Russell
Hoey

Cowen
Paine
Lough
Dumont
Williams
Dunne
Machale
Wiggins
Martel

Farebrother
Lloyd
Parkyn
Jones, P
Moore
Corfield P
Wheelan
Jones (Jugs)

Fraser
Carter (Lt)
Carter (2lt)
Carter Capt
Owen
Mansel
Thomas
Wilks

McKellar
Simpson
Campbell
Hind
Russell (2lt)
Layzell-Payne
Pollock
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Memorial Parade and Service
The 93rd Combined Cavalry Old Comrades Parade was held
on Sunday 8th May in Hyde Park. We seem to be blessed
each year with good weather for the parade and this year was
no exception. We were once again able to use the Regiment’s
minibus to take people from the Cavalry Club across to the
parade and back afterwards; it was certainly less scary being
able to stand on the pavement to load the bus now that they
are right hand drive rather than taking your life in your hands
having to stand in the middle of Piccadilly! On the return journey
Liz Pocock and I were frantically searching for John who had
gone AWOL from the pickup point, we searched the seating
area and up and down the road in front of the memorial to no
avail. Eventually, an exasperated Liz said well he will just have
to find his own way back, which of course he did; in fact he
was on his second gin and tonic by the time we tracked him
down back in the Club. Once again thanks must go to the two
stalwarts of the parade, Jeff Crane, for carrying the banner and
John Pragnell for representing us on the CCOCA committee.
The 2017 parade will be their last one and their duties will then
be taken up by David Way and Rob Chubb respectively.
WRB

Mr Bradford meets Mr Bingley!

Field of Remembrance Westminster Abbey
This year’s Field of Remembrance at Westminster Abbey saw
the unveiling of the updated Regimental plot, as described
earlier in these notes. The field was opened at 11 o’clock on
Thursday 7th November by their HRH’s The Duke of Edinburgh
and his grandson Prince Harry. It was good to see a couple of
new faces at the service with Rob Chubb and Duncan Wiggins
attending for the first time; as always though one regular who
is there most years was David Rosier. After the service and the
tour of the plots by the royal party a group of us retired to the
Sanctuary for pie mash and a couple of pints of London Pride; a
pleasant afternoon of war stories and comradeship which was
followed by a long journey home to Wales.
WRB

Those who attended this year’s Field of Remembrance at
Westminster Abbey. L to R: Basher Brace, Mark Hawtin,
Rob Chubb, David Rosier and Duncan Wiggins
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The updated Regimental Plot at the
Westminster Abbey Field of Remembrance
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Cardiff Reunion Weekend
The Cardiff Reunion weekend seems to be getting longer as
each year passes; I was attending a Regimental Finance meeting in the Cavalry Club on the Thursday afternoon before the
weekend when I received a text saying “Basher where are you,
you are absent from the Goat Major”. It seems that people
now arrive in Cardiff in the middle of the week for the Saturday!
There was a very good gathering at the Goat Major on the
Friday evening, some fun and games took place in the form
of a challenge for Steve Scott that involved some radioactive
underpants, but sadly I arrived a little too late to witness the
The following members of the RCA attended the dinner:
Mr N Davies
Mrs Smith
Mrs Davies
Mr D Watson
Mr D Rash
Mr M A Stafford
Mr D Babb
Mr CJ Morris
Mrs Babb
Ms K Swallow
Mr R P Doe
Lt Col RJ Thayer
Mrs P Doe
Mrs Thayer
Mr R P Doe
Mr P Morris
Mr A Wildsmith
Mrs Morris
Mr C Teesdale
Mr RJ Gwynne
Ms Issac
Mrs M Gwynne
Mr D Way
Brig As Richmond
Lt Col C J Ions
WO1 (RSM) D Brown
Mrs Ions
Mr ML Hawtin
Mr A Harrison
Col CD MacKenzie-Beevor
Mrs I Harrison
Col EJK O’Brien
Capt J Davies
Mrs O’Brien
Mrs Davies
Lt Col BW Bell
Mr S Apps
Mrs C Bell
Mrs S Apps
Maj Mcilwaine
Maj A D Corfield
Capt Williams
Lt Col JK Smith
Capt Woolland

event I am pleased to say. I think the evening in the Goat Major
has now become an integral part of the whole weekend, the
landlord I am sure is very pleased about that! On the Saturday
evening the dinner was held in the Park Inn, it was attended by
86 members of the RCA and their wives who sat down to enjoy
a three course meal. Loyal greetings were sent to our Colonelin-Chief and the Colonel of the Regiment read out the Prince of
Wales’s response. The Commanding Officer, Lt Col Dan Duff,
then gave the diners a résumé of what the regiment had been
doing over the past 12 months
Lt Barcroft
2Lt Russell
Maj J Tyson
Maj Jones
Capt Dunne
Capt Thomas
Capt Mansel
WO2 Watson
SSgt Chant
SSgt Cubitt
SSgt Smith
2Lt Layzell-Payne
2Lt Hind
Mr G Darcey
Brig CH Bond
Mrs Bond
Brig GN Powell
Mrs Powell
Col JI Pocock
Mrs Pocock
Maj JA Moreton
Mrs Moreton

The Berlin Twins – Dav and Maggot!

Sully – QDG’s very own William
Wallace look alike (“Freeeeedom”)

When Harry met Emrys and Chunk. The
Chairman looks very pleased to meet them both
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Mr T Fegan
Mr C Jones
Lt Col Burman
Mrs Burman
2Lt Simpson
Mr T Evans
Mrs D Evans
Mr Griffiths
Mrs Griffiths
Mr J Newnes
Mrs L Newnes
Mr J Crane
Lt Col WR Brace
Mrs FJA Brace
Lt Gen Sir Simon Mayall
Lt Col DB Duff
Mr C Gibbons
Mrs Gibbons
Mr D Jones
Mr S Sullivan

WRB

What no Jacket Mr Fegan? Tim
goes all casual at the Reunion

Three Swiss Tony’s with less hair! L to R:
George Clegg, Dai Kear and Phil Smith

The Regimental Breastrokers who are also
swimmers: 293 Jones (Chris), 119 Morris
(Yoko) and his brother 778 Morris (Phil)

Geordie Fleck tells Brig and Mrs Bond that
he feels far more QDG than he does REME
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QDG Heritage Trust
The highlight of the year was the unbelievably kind donation of a
historically important silver cup by the descendants of Sergeant
Herdsman. Mr and Mrs Harrison presented this cup to the
Heritage Trust in August when they came down from Newcastle
for the occasion.
Richard Herdsman was born in Lisburn, Antrim, Ireland circa
1797 and enlisted into the British Army in Dublin, 8th January
1812, aged 15 years. This was an interesting year! The
Peninsular War was in full swing, the Luddites were burning factories, and the only Prime Minister of Britain ever to be assassinated, Spencer Perceval, was shot dead. This no doubt heralded the adventures that Herdsman was about to face.
It was also an interesting time for the Regiment. There was a
reorganization of the establishment of the KDG. For example, the 12 Troop Quartermasters were replaced by a single Regimental Quartermaster and in their place, there were
appointed 12 Troop Sergeant Majors. To put this in perspective, the total strength of the Regiment in 1812 was 47 officers
and 1,037 rank and file. There was also the introduction of the
new uniform which subsequently was worn at Waterloo.
Within three years of joining up, Herdsman was on the field of
Waterloo where he reportedly showed undaunted courage. He
fought in 1st Troop (Captain William Elton.) It was lucky that
Herdsman was in Elton’s Troop as this was the squadron we
know most about at Waterloo. The reason is that Elton left
probably the best account of the KDG’s actions in that battle as
contained in a letter he wrote to General Sir Henry Fane straight
after the battle. In this letter he described his squadron, and
hence Herdsman’s, actions. He was in the right hand element
of the central two squadron block. On his right or west was
Major Graham’s squadron that charged too far and suffered

KDG Trooper 1815

grievous casualties. And on his left was Captain Naylor’s centre
left squadron.
Herdsman took part in the first charge to the north and the east
of La Haye Sainte. Elton’s account of the events described a
route to the south-east, across the Chemin d’Ohain to an area
directly north of La Haye Sainte’s garden that was north-west of
the sandpit or ravine, formerly occupied by the 95th Rifles. On
the initial contact with the French cuirassiers, Herdsman and his
fellow troopers ‘bettered’ their opponents and, ‘Those [French]
who could escape lost no time; the others were blocked up in a
corner, a large fence on one side & a broad ravine on the other,
these were all killed by our people….’
Herdsman would have been involved in
the KDG’s successful destruction of
many of the cream of the French cavalry, the 1st Cuirassiers, in the melee
around La Haye Sainte. The individual
duels between cavalrymen were brutal.
To survive, Herdsman must have been a
powerful swordsman and a strong rider.
He was also incredibly lucky. Because
his squadron was caught up in the fighting around La Haye Sainte, he survived. Many others from the Regiment
charged on, unimpeded, until they either
attempted the almost suicidal charges at
the French infantry squares to the north of La
Belle Alliance ridge, or they had charged behind
the French lines with disastrous results.

Mr and Mrs Harrison presenting the cup awarded to the
ancestor of Mrs Harrison, Richard Herdsman, to the Chairman
of the Heritage Trust, Jonathan Beatson-Hird
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The Silver cup presented to Sgt Richard
Herdsman of the 1st King’s Dragoon Guards
on his retirement from the regiment
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Herdsman would have been recovered with the rest of his troop
back to their original assembly area after this charge. They were
not to play another major part in the Battle of Waterloo. During
the rest of the day, the remaining troops were deployed on an
as needed basis and by the close of play Herdsman was one of
the few left standing.
Post Waterloo, Herdsman was singled out to specialize as a
saddler, retiring after 29 years’ service as a Saddler Sergeant.
At the time, a Cavalry Regiment had a number of specialist roles
including Farrier Quarter Master Sergeant, Sergeant Trumpeter,
Armourer Sergeant, and Saddler Sergeant. Herdsman was
promoted into the position in 1821 and since he never strayed
from the role, he was obviously competent. He saw service
with the Regiment in the UK against the rioting weavers in
Lancashire, and civil disobedience in Scotland, Yorkshire and
even near Swanton Morley! In 1829, Herdsman was back in his
home country when the Regiment was posted to Ireland to try
to maintain the peace. He finally ended his career in Canada in
1842 when he was discharged for health reasons:
Surgeons Report: ‘I certify from my knowledge of Sergeant
Richard Herdsman constitution and ailments he is unfit for further military service in consequence of hernia of the left side
impaired health contracted by his long and faithful service to the
regiment. Service: France and Flanders: British North America.
His papers state that he wishes to reside and receive his pension in St Catherine’s, Western Canada 10th Jan 1843.’
His Regimental report stated: ‘during the whole of his long service his character and conduct has been exemplary not having
in any instance been guilty of any irregularity or neglect in his
duty.’
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He was discharged in St Catherine, Western Canada, on the
1st August 1842, aged 46 years. He was recommended for a
gratuity and a medal awarded to soldiers who have performed
good and faithful service. He was also given, by the Regiment,
the silver cup now in our possession.
At 5ft 10 inches, Richard Herdsman was quite tall for the age.
He always seems to have been described as grey haired, but
fresh faced. However little we know about him, one thing is
certain. He was obviously a major character in the Regiment
at the time. No better way is this demonstrated than by the
presentation of such a cup to him by the Regiment as this was
extremely rare. The inscription is as follows:
‘To Richard Herdsman, 1st or Kings Dragoon Guards on
his retirement from that corps after a service of 30 years
having fought with the regiment in the glorious battle of
Waterloo, where he displayed undaunted courage and
bravery. This goblet is presented by his loyal non-commissioned officers as a tribute of respect and as a testimony of sincere regard for the high character he so
long and nobly sustained as a man and a soldier. 1st
November 1842’
The Herdsman Waterloo Cup is on display in the Waterloo room
at the Regimental Museum in Cardiff.
JBH would like to thank Richard Goldsborough and Clive Morris
for their help in providing some of the detail.
JB-H

QDG charities and legacies
During the year the structure of the QDG charities was
improved to make them more efficient and to ensure the governance aspects were brought up to date with best practise.
The three main activities of supporting the serving Regiment,
benevolence and the RCA have been merged into one charity rather than the two that we had previously. However, the
activities will be managed separately and broadly as before,
with the same bank accounts being used. They will however
all be under the umbrella of the 1st The Queen’s Dragoon
Guards Regimental Trust (The QDG Trust – Charity Number
274689). The QDG Heritage Trust continues as before and
has responsibility for the Museum, research and conservation.
We would also like to take this opportunity to remind members of the RCA that bequests and legacies would be gratefully received. They can either be left to the QDG Trust for the
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Trustees to use at their discretion or directed towards benevolence. For anyone who has kindly already made provision for
legacies or bequests to the Benevolent Fund (Charity Number
262628), under the Charity Commission vesting rules for charities they should automatically be transferred to the QDG Trust,
unless the phrasing of the will makes specific reference to the
Benevolent Fund still being in existence. In those cases, the
bequest or legacy would fail unless the will is altered.
We would also like to take this opportunity to remind people
that it is always sensible to make a will, which can be done
without much expense. During 2015 a member of the RCA
sadly died intestate, that is without a will, and with no heirs.
The Regiment helped organise the funeral and, although the
expenses were recovered by the Regiment, the rest of his
estate was paid to HMRC.
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Regimental Trust
2015 and 16 can be described as years of practical consolidation together with Strategic Change.
With the Regiment moving from Germany, to Swanton Morley
and a changeover of Commanding Officer from Will Davies to
Dan Duff, The Trust was braced for a container load of artefacts
and paintings to go crashing off the road on the way to the new
home of the regiment and for the request for funds to increase
significantly. In fact neither happened and the request by the
Regiment for funding has remained at similar levels.
I think that everyone both serving and retired earnestly hoped
that the Regiment would have some time for some wellearned sporting and social activity and a chance to meet the
locals in Norfolk. However recent correspondence from the
Commanding Officer indicates that spotting elements of the
Regiment is entirely time zone dependent and totally global.
Consequently we are expecting that some of the sporting and
adventurous training aspects that were bid for will now not
happen.
On the specifics of the finances, the fund stood at £1.1million
in October 2016 and the Regimental bid was for £39k net of
the under spend from the previous year. The key projects for
the year were Winter sports and Adventurous Training (£9k),
improvements to the barracks (£14k) and marquee chairs and
tables (£8k). The Trust also funds the Christmas lunch and
will continue to do so whilst the MOD continues its Scrooge
approach to the festive season. The aim is to continue to build
the Trust to be able to fund the Regimental requirements as they
will almost inevitably increase in the future. To do this, we have
kept a close eye on the performance of our investment advisers
and have now moved from Cazenove to Blackrock where the
performance is expected to outpace that of Cazenove with a
better fee structure.
The Regimental property in the Officers and the Sergeants
Messes has now been audited. The Corporals mess is yet to

be completed. This should be done by the end of the calendar year. In addition, the Heritage Trust is lending out property
from Maindy to the Regiment to make the messes more like
home; although the recent announcement from MOD seems to
make Swanton Morley more of a short term home. Needless to
say, the audit revealed a number of missing items that will need
to be found or written off. Some of those relate to the fire in
the Sergeants mess in Osnabruck on the evening of 26th June
2005. Conservation and insurance remain a requirement for the
Regimental Trust. Progress has been made on conservation
and we are hoping to have a fully-fledged plan in place for 2017.
Meanwhile, the Trustees of all three Trusts have got together to
bring process, procedure and governance to the highest standard required for at least the next 10 years. As a result of this
exercise, led by Ollie Larminie, it has been agreed and approved
by the Charities commission that the Benevolent fund, the
Regimental Comrades Association and the Regimental Trust
have merged in to one Regimental trust with the Benevolent
fund and the RCA becoming Committees of the expanded
Regimental Trust. It was intended that the Heritage Trust should
also join in this but the complicated two fund structure of the
Heritage Trust prevented this, so it will remain independent
for the time being. Externally, it will be no different to anyone
looking in. There will still be a separate fund for benevolence
but internally it allows for a more constructive forum and easier
practical management. Now that this structure is in place, the
Trustees will be seeking new blood to join the team.
With The Regiment back in England, the Trustees have been
invited to social events in Norfolk and the opening of The Welsh
Parliament where our new Mascot was on duty.
We are looking forward to supporting the Serving Regiment in
the coming years in a stronger and more organised way.
PSW

The Grave of the Unknown Warrior
Have you ever wondered who thought up
the idea of the Unknown Warrior? The
answer is a little known former Captain of
the Chaplin Generals Corps, Captain (Rev)
David Railton MC.
In the October of 1920 David was contacted by the Government of the day
informing him that the idea he put forward
for their consideration had been approved
and would shortly be acted upon.

with “An unknown British soldier of the
Black Watch.” This grave caused him to
think, who was he and did he have family? He had no answers to the questions
he posed to himself. What can I do to
ease the pain of father, mother, sister, wife,
sweetheart, and friend? Gradually there
came out of the mist of thought clear and
strong, let this body – or the symbol of him
be carried reverently across the sea to his
native land.

His idea was to have a body recovered
from France/Belgium and be laid in state
at Westminster Abbey where the nation
could pay its respects.

During the last years of the Great War,
David wrote to Lord Douglas Haigh outMaj (Rev) David Railton MC MA
lining his idea, he received no response.
After the war over he wrote to the Dean of
Westminster Herbert Ryle who in turn elicDuring the Great War David served in France often holding serited the support of Government and King George V, this action
vices on a makeshift altar close to the front line of the Western
set the wheels in motion. In 1920 a number of officials toured
Front for servicemen who had been killed or succumbed to
the battlefields of France and Belgium; each party exhumed an
their wounds. In 1916 David came across a grave near to
unidentified body of a soldier. After they confirmed that it was
Armentieres marked by a simple wooden cross and inscribed
the body of a British soldier it was placed into a plain wooden
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L to R: Martin Thompson, Graham Humphreys,
Reg Bond, and Scouse Johnson

coffin. These coffins (6) were laid out together and one was chosen from their number by Brigadier General L.J Wyatt, General
Officer Commanding troops in France and Flanders. Once
chosen this soul was then transferred to a new coffin which
was inscribed “A British Soldier who fell in the Great war 191418 for King and Country.” He was then buried at Westminster
Abbey on the 11th November 1920, at the same time a similar service was conducted in Paris. Here a French soldier was
interred under L’arc de Triomphe, these were the first examples
of their kind. More were to follow in Canada, Australia and New
Zealand amongst other countries around the World.
David retired to Onich in Scotland. Sadly, he died after he fell
from a moving train in Fort William, in June 1955. The man who
through his determination gave to us “The Unknown Warrior” is
buried at St. Bride’s, North Ballahulish Scotland just yards from
the shores of Loch Linnhe. He has a simple cross marking his
final resting place.
RCA member Martin Thompson read about David, which in turn
sparked off his own investigation into him; thus came about an
itch that needed to be scratched so to speak. Martin set about
having a spear made of ash, with bronze tip and finial, and an
inscription commemorating Major David Railton MC upon it. He
had the flag commissioned which is a Union Flag at the top, The
Chaplin General’s Corps badge in the centre and a poppy.
Once he had completed this Martin then approached a number
of certain former members of his Regiment to help in honouring
David by way of a vigil and Remembrance Day church service
at St. Bride’s.
The following RCA members also committed themselves to
attend; Reg Bond, Paul (Mazo) Thomas, Scouse Johnson and
Graham Humphreys along with their wives and in Grahams
case his girlfriend.
We all met up at The Ballahulish Hotel on the shores of Loch
Linnhe on Friday 19th November 2016. That evening we had
the pleasure of the company of Mr Jim Railton, the grandson of
David Railton, and his girlfriend Allison for dinner, where small
speeches were made and appropriate toasts given.
On Saturday we met with the elders of St. Bride’s church,
explaining to them what we were about to do, amazingly they
knew very little about David and what he did. At 16:16hrs we
had a small service of Remembrance to David himself, held at
his grave side. Martin explained to those gathered what these
strange Welshmen were doing in their midst being there to honour and set a night vigil to a very special man.
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Martin Thompson, whose was the force behind the
project, at the grave of Maj David Railton

The spear was laid atop of the cross which marked David’s
grave by Martin, followed by the laying of a wreath by Scouse
Johnson who also said the prayer of Remembrance; this was
followed by a piper playing a wonderful lament. After this we
posted the first vigil, which was carried out by Reg Bond; each
member’s vigil lasted 2 hours 30 minutes as follows:
Bond, Thomas, Thompson, Humphreys and Liz Lloyd, Johnson
and his wife Jaci, Jim Railton and Allison, and finally Bond one
again.
The final act was the laying up of the spear inside St. Bride’s
church. A Remembrance Service was held and the spear
handed into the safekeeping of the church, which will be there
in perpetuity. A promise was made by St Bride’s that each year
Major (Rev) David Railton MC will be remembered by the congregation. Martin has also made the promise that he will endeavour
to have the spear laid over the grave of the “Unknown Warrior”
for Remembrance for one night.
An inscription upon the shaft of the spear reads: In memory of
Reverend David Railton MC, MA for remembering the Unknown
Fallen of WW1. Through his actions one of their number was
brought home and buried at Westminster Abbey among the
illustrious of the land. Doich yn Fawr
The inscription was inscribed on part of a WW1 shell fired at the
battle of the Passchendaele.
JJ
After Note:
There is a Regimental connection to the above article, as the
Rev David Railton is the uncle of Lt Col Jeremy Railton who,
having joined the Bays in 1953, went on to serve with QDG until
his retirement in 1976. Jeremy was a Skeeter pilot in 22 Recce
Flight, the first of the integrated regimental flights in the 60’s; he
later went on to command both the flight and 633 Squadron,
Army Air Corps. He sadly died of cancer in January 2006.
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Obituaries
Captain Alan Clough, CBE, MC

engine deck.

Alan Clough died in February 2016, aged
91. On leaving Marlborough he enlisted
and joined The Queen’s Bays in North
Africa. Throughout the Italian campaign
he served in 4th Troop, B Squadron, and
was wounded at San Martino in Venti. He
continued to command his troop in the
Autumn River Battles of 1944 and in the
final battle at the Argenta Gap he was
awarded an MC for his gallantry. At one
stage he kept chickens caged on his

During the winter months of 44/45 intensive training on tank/
infantry cooperation was undertaken – this being a decisive factor in subsequent successes. In April 1945, Alan’s troop was
in support of D Coy, Inniskilling Fusiliers advancing to cut Route
16 NW of Argenta where the enemy were bitterly contesting the
ground with tanks and SP guns. His citation reads: “it was only
by superlative handling of his tanks and great personal daring
that Lt Clough was able to support the Inniskillings throughout
their brilliant advance. He produced excellent fire support”. The
advance continued and “Lt Clough again manoeuvred his troop
with such skill that he was able to give devastating support to
the Inniskillings.” In both actions over 90 prisoners were taken
and many more killed. The citation continues: “throughout this
long and arduous day Lt Clough showed a complete disregard
for his personal safety. His determination to help the infantry in
gaining their objectives was mainly responsible for the Battalion’s

success in maintaining the speed of advance and preventing
the enemy staging a come-back in the Argenta Gap”.
The most satisfying feature of the day’s fighting had been the
smooth and effective cooperation between the different arms
so that the advance had gone forward with almost automatic
and inevitable precision as each enemy position was found, battered, and overcome. Indeed the CO of The Inniskillings paid a
special tribute to Major Rich, B Squadron Leader for “the terrific
show put up by all members of B Squadron. Their example was
a great morale rouser to the Battalion”. The squadron earned
six bravery awards during this action.
On a lighter note Alan was instructed by his Commanding
Officer to collect a consignment of Christmas puddings sent by
our Colonel-in-Chief from the port of Bari. At the same time he
was to get the water truck filled with Bari gin.
Alan retired in 1947 whereupon he served as a Major with the
Yorkshire Hussars. He spent his civilian career with the wool
and textile industry rising to some key and prestigious appointments. He was President British Textile Confederation 197477, President COMITEXTIL Brussels (co-ordinating committee
for Textile Industries in EEC) 75-77, President Textile Industry
79-81, and of Confederation of British Wool Textiles 82-84. He
was made CBE in 1972. He was, in fact, the 6th generation and
last owner of the family wool mill in Yorkshire.
Alan is survived by his second wife, Mary, and family from both
marriages.
RWW

Sadly the following deaths were notified to the Regimental Secretary
throughout 2016.
Name

Regiment

Served

Dec’d

Age

PF Seaton

QDG

1965 – 1978

Feb

71

WG Northover

BAYS

1942 – 1946

May 15

94

A Benoit

BAYS

1946 – 1953

Aug 15

88

R Harward

BAYS

1955 – 1957

Sep 15

78

T Jones

QDG

1960 – 1972

Nov 15

71

W Weld

BAYS

1954 – 1958

Dec 15

81

J W Turner

QDG

1959 – 1979

2016

80

K Dakin

KDG/QDG

1953 – 1990

Jan 16

80

J A Clough CBE MC

BAYS

WW2

Feb 16

91

R Robinson

QDG

1999 – 2004

April 16

40

MG Anderson

QDG

1992 – 1996

April 16

S Evans

QDG

1973 – 1990

June 16

Hugh Boucher

QDG

1961 – 1962

July 16

D Hyett

QDG

1987 – 2011

July 16

62
52

P Gourley

KDG/QDG

1956 – 1959

Aug 16

78

RTA Cooper

KDG

1945 – 1947

Oct 16

90
84

R King

KDG

1950 – 1952

Oct 16

T Cunningham

KDG/QDG

1955 – 1963

Oct 16

G Glaze

QDG

1961 – 1970

Oct 16
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Historical Articles
A unique event in Army aviation?
During a recent weed out of some long-forgotten documents the
writer came across the photograph shown below that records
a rare, if not unique event. It was taken at Detmold (BAOR)
airfield during the summer of 1970 (QDG was also stationed
at Lothian Barracks, Detmold at the same time). This may well
have been the last occasion when five members of a single regiment of the army were current pilots. After the disbandment of
QDG air squadron following the regiment’s tour in Aden/South
Arabia (now Yemen) in 1966/67, the remaining pilots and some
support personnel were absorbed into 20 Armoured Brigade
Interim Aviation Squadron, later 661 Squadron Army Air Corps,
both in Detmold.
The writer blames an increasingly hazy memory of nearly fifty
years ago and apologises for any omissions or inaccuracies of
biographical details as a result. Those in the photograph are
from left to right:
Lt John Grandy – 3DG Air Sqn BAOR and Northern Ireland.
Later team leader “The Blue Eagles”, the army helicopter display
team (appropriately for the son of a distinguished Air Marshall)
Capt Mike Richards (with Zak) – QDG Air Sqn Northern Ireland
and Aden/South Arabia, 20 Armd Bde Int Van Sqn, 661 Sqn
AAC and later 654 or 659? Sqn AAC. Queen’s Commendation
for Valuable Service in the Air.
Sgt Barry Board – 661 Sqn ACC BAOR and later Capt AAC.
Lt Tim Holmes – 20 Armd Bde Int Avn Sqn, 661 Sqn, United
Nations (as CIP pilot with a wealth of blackmail material) and
Northern Ireland, 2 i/c 17/21 air sqn (wings well and truly clipped
by the IRA) and 16/5L.
On reflection it was realised that the event recorded here is but
a very brief episode of the KDG, Bays and QDG contribution to

Regimental Pilots 1970 L to R: John Grandy, Mike Richards
(with Zak), Sgt Barry Board and Lt Tim Holmes

army aviation that spans nearly all of the 20th century, perhaps
a little known fact even in today’s regiment. The writer lives in
rural France and thus does not have access to the regimental
archives and journals in particular, but that contribution includes
pilots of World Wars 1 & 2 and later 22 Recce Flight, QDG air
squadron, 20 Armoured Brigade Interim Aviation Squadron and
661 Squadron Army Air Corps, followed by individuals in various
aviation units. It should also be emphasised that from the formation of 22 Recce Flight onwards QDG has made a significant
contribution to ground crew and support staff for army aviation,
not lease former RSM and Chief Clerk of the regiment who were
commissioned in the Army Air Corps, both attaining the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel probably another QDG first.
The aim of this brief article is thus a suggestion that a member of
the regiment with an interest in this remarkable record of direct
involvement in army aviation may wish to assemble a short history together with the names of those involved, not least before
memories fade.
TJDH

Sir Francis Younghusband
Lieutenant Colonel Sir Francis Younghusband was
one of the Regiment’s most distinguished and most
unusual officers. Born in India in 1863 he had a long
and varied life as a soldier, explorer, mountaineer,
diplomat, journalist, author, mystic, guru and spy.
During his long career he was involved in many
notable events, starting when he crossed the Gobi
desert (1887) while on leave from the KDG and for
which he received the Royal Geographical Society’s
Gold medal. During his time in India he was a
major player in the Great Game and became expert
at spying on the Russians by “mistakenly” wandering into their
sphere of influence. In 1903 he led the invasion of Tibet, for
which he was both knighted and officially reprimanded!
After briefly working for The Times he joined the diplomatic service as British representative in Kashmir. In 1915 he arranged
for Blake’s poem “Jerusalem” to be set to music, as an anthem
for his Fight For Right campaign. As President of the Royal
Geographical Society he was the force behind three attempts
to climb Everest – including the one on which Mallory died.
During this time he developed a mystical idealism which, in part,
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stemmed from the deep religious feelings he had
experienced during his time in the mountains of
Kashmir.
Younghusband was highly regarded in India and
receiving the Lion of India award from the College of
Pundits meant a lot to him. He had a serious heart
attack in 1937 but lived a further five years during
which he wrote his most amusing book (Wedding);
founded his most enduring Society (the World
Congress of Faiths) and engaged in a passionate
and startling love affair with Madeline Lady Lees.
All in all Younghusband wrote twenty-six books and founded
numerous Societies. He had a strong sense of duty as well as
an appetite for risk and adventure and was a passionate supporter of the British Empire. In addition he could endure hardship; had unlimited stamina and was not afraid of change.
In 1942 this true cavalryman died aged seventy-nine and is buried in Lychett Minster, Dorset where his headstone depicts a
silhouette of Everest.
AW
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Valetes
Lt Col John Smith
At the ripe old age of 12 a young RRW
Army Cadet from Cardiff by the name of
John Smith wanted to join the Army and
become a soldier, although not sure he
ever achieved that status! Well he joined
JLR RAC Bovington in September 1978
and on arrival was met by two of his
Troop Sgts, namely Sgt Scouse Maltby
and Sgt John Roberts. John then joined
the Regiment along with 5 others in
January 1980.
On a cold snowy evening the bus pulled
up in an empty car park in Hohne
Garrison, the only life for miles was
around a Fish & Chip wagon serving
multi-nationals in various states of drunkenness……”what have we done”, came
the cry! Following a long wait in the car park the group were
taken shivering to the guardroom where they dropped their
bags and frogmarched to one of the Squadron bars. What a
welcome, a pint of the top shelf and the first few days were history. The group of 6 were sized off and the young John Smith
was told by the Adjutant, one Jeremy Langlands, that he was
too small to make it on the Tank Park and a life in the Orderly
Room awaited him, although there was a sweetener of a CVR(T)
driving course! Having quickly found his feet behind a desk
where the staff and wider education proved invaluable, as you
quickly find out about everyone and everything in the Regiment,
he hatched an escape plan, although this was the start of the
Combat Clerks career.
The Regiment moved to Omagh and the escape plan was
firmly in place and finally executed with a move to 2nd Troop B
Squadron, possibly the single most defining moment of his early
career. The stories are legendary, as were the characters in the
troop with the likes of Ginge Rash, Bob Demer, Steve “Scotty”
Scott and George Clegg, all managed by the young Troop
Leader, Patrick Andrews. The troop worked hard but had the
ability to play even harder and every time something happened
on the social front, you could guarantee 2nd Troop B Squadron
were either on the giving or receiving end! One story that does
spring to mind is on a fateful Waterloo evening when drink had
been flowing for several hours and a plan hatched to cause mischief with pheasants and a pony, all being placed in the Officers
Mess, carnage ensued but a good night was had my all, well
most! As if this wasn’t enough, step forward Smith and Jim
Crowley to match the high jinks that had obviously been going
on. Waterloo, alcohol, landrover, Tri-Colour and a UDR cannon
were not a good mix, what could go wrong! The night was
spent in jail but with quilts and a coffee maker which made the
experience more pleasurable, right up to being marched into
the SSM’s office the following morning……not sure you would
receive the same treatment today as the only punishment was
Extras, albeit thirty plus! The stories are endless, along with
every other troop at that time and best kept for a reunion or
quiet get together for fear of implicating someone else!
Following Omagh it was a move to Wimbish where sport, adventure training and the occasional bit of work were order of the
day. John had stints in 5th Troop B Squadron (Fox Troop), RHQ
Troop and 5th Troop C Squadron (Support Troop). Priorities
were set and Rugby along with more Rugby and the high life
in Saffron Walden were the order of the day however, it was at
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this point he met the one person that
would clearly influence his career and
future life and gave him that direction he
sorely needed. He met Trish in Caerphilly
following a Band Concert during a very
eventful KAPE Tour with Paddy Gaynor
leading the motley crew.
The Regiment sent a team to Colorado
Springs on an exchange visit with 4/40th
Armor (see the American spelling) which
was very eventful and another highlight of
his developing career. Gated in a military
block where the best block party ever
took place; a game of Rugby against a
US Army team which ended up in the
coaches’ house. A quick rendition of
Zulu Warrior where a solid silver tray was
brought down on the hosts head, not in anger but jest, although
he didn’t quite see it that way, nice shot Gary Lovegrove, the
party ended after that move! Following the game a few went on
R&R to Los Angeles and Santa Barbara where a midday siesta
following a night out which turned into a long sleep. Wake up a
very red Micky Hough looking remarkably like a lobster and feeling the pain for several weeks after. The Squadron also made a
name for themselves when interviewed on national TV. No talk of
integration of forces or shared experiences, all about socialising
and the poor strength of US beer!
John then decided to try his hand at langlaufing and joined the
team for 3 months on the circuit to Italy, Austria and Switzerland
eating rabbit food and training hard every day. The team of 6
enjoyed the hermit lifestyle and remained alcohol free for the
most part! The pictures don’t do them justice in their racing
suits which resemble leotards, not a pretty sight! Just prior
to departing Wimbish for Wolfenbuttel the Regiment decided
to start a team for the NATO Recce Competition, Boeselager.
John quickly joined and didn’t realise that your social life would
be consumed by early morning swimming and running followed
by late night orienteering, not to mention the endless classes of
AFV Recognition. That said, the team took the competition seriously and were quickly formed and a training plan put in place.
The team deployed on a week’s training with the Royal Marines
at Lympstone which was just enough time to realise that you
had to be committed to the team as it became very painful. The
results over the first two years were a real credit to both teams
and the grounding for future years, even though we were the
poor cousins with about £1000 for team equipment compared
to the US who has $250k!.
During his time in Wimbish John started wearing civilian clothes
whilst on exercise! Was this the start of other aspirations? 5th
Troop C Squadron were deployed on exercise in Southern
Germany where a bridge crossing required skulduggery and
something different if the other side of the bridge was to be
recce’d. It was standard practise to carry a small suitcase with
civilian clothes on exercise to cater for every eventuality, allegedly. Two pushbikes were liberated and a cycle over the bridge
for a recce was too good an opportunity to miss. Fortunately,
the master of doing very little on exercise was a first-class
teacher and happened to be the Troop Leader. Let’s go on a
recce, said Howard Smith and you can come too………recce
complete, eating in a nice bistro whilst sat next to an enemy
checkpoint was just what the Sqn Ldr needed. Several beers
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later and a not so steady cycle back provided sufficient feedback to win that phase of the battle!
The next chapter of John’s career is where he took on a challenge
that would define the rest of his professional military career. He
took the leap of faith and tried his hand specialising in N Ireland
where he completed the training and successfully deployed for
2 years. There are lots of stories from that tour but he’ll have to
shred you if he tells you, although a follow up to that tour saw
the Regiment deploy to NI for various tours of the Maze. There
was a Sqn recce that allowed for a night out with various agencies in Aldergrove, dress Black Tie. The party was another long
one with drinking finishing at 0700 and check in for the return
military flight at 0700. A quick dash across the airfield by the
men in black to drop off the very drunk recce party and check
in….what could go wrong! A quick change into uniform at the
airport ready for check-in and all looking good for the return
flight however, step forward Paul Downward. Unfortunately
he couldn’t stand let alone speak and was refused boarding.
How unfortunate that he had to pay for his own flight back to
Germany and received a further fine when he was charged on
his return, although I do believe John got the blame by the CO
(Hamish MacDonald) for not looking after the recce party!
With John missing a stable family life he decided to return to
Regimental Duty and knuckle down to life in the Real World. It
was following his return when he moved to A Sqn in Tidworth
and took on the role as Tp Sgt for the one-off Light Infantry
Recce Competition. This was akin to Boeselager but not as
detailed, more fitness than intelligence, well it was an Infantry
Competition! The team trained across Salisbury Plain and came
together with a mix of individuals. To everyone’s surprise, less
the team, they won and the most memorable moment was being
presented the Light Infantry Cup by the Brigade Commander,
who happened to be Light Infantry.
Following the move to Sennelager John became Troop Sergeant
in 3rd Troop C Squadron and later Troop Leader in the same
troop earning the Queen Elizabeth Trophy in the process. Sport
remained key to his lifestyle in Germany with rugby his main
passion and played for the Regimental 1st XV and captained
the 2nd XV. He also dabbled in Bobsleigh when asked to be
a Brakeman for Paul “Hog” Williams. Having never been near
a bobsleigh it was an experience that he will never forget for
several reasons. The newly recognised training regime that was
hastily brought in by the Army Bobsleigh Union was designed
to prevent teams entering at short notice, like this one! The
most memorable story comes when the competition was running on the final day following farewell drinks the night before.
The Regimental bobbers tipped up slightly worse for wear but
as prepared as they could be for the competition. Following
the first run down which caused severe pain to both driver
and brakeman, it was evident that something was wrong. On
being challenged by John, Hog turned around with his visor and
glasses on the back of his head and eyes slightly frozen as he
said “I forgot to put them down”! For those that know Hog he
is blind with his glasses, complete blackout without them! He
went down the mountain using the force! Regardless, John &
Hog were crowned the Army Junior Bobsleigh Champions.
John had spells as Recce Troop SSgt and SQMS B Sqn but his
time as Recce Troop Sgt Maj is where all his management and
leadership were put to the test as he was blessed with a social
mix that resembled the Dirty Dozen socially but professionally
they came up trumps, after much cattle prodding! There is the
story when John took a dismounted team of 4 into an oil well
in BATUS for 3 days with limited comms. It took some doing
though, as a young Marc “Sparky” Davies was not convinced
there were no spiders in the oil well and a gentle kick followed
by his screams were enough to warn the enemy. Capturing the
enemy OC HQ and reading the map marking symbols, courtesy
of Boeselager, followed by bringing Arty on the enemy FOO and
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CO saw the resident Battlegroup off. Tea and medals with the
CO were order of the day…. once again, he extricated himself
following a misunderstanding prior to the exercise!
Following BATUS John moved to SQMS B Sqn for 12 months
then moved to a holding post for the Bosnia tour as the Split LO
with George Clegg who was RSM (Des). What should they do
with their time in Split on the Adriatic in the summer………….
start a bar and call it “Fiddlers on the Roof” sounds like a plan!
For those who frequented the bar it must be one of the best
locations to experience pre-R&R drinks or just a few days down
time at the beach in Primosten. The networking with the RAF
and other agencies also proved priceless, as you will hear. The
bar was also used by the GOC to present medals to Brigade
staff, a small coups taking Brigade staff money across the bar.
After a gruelling 2 months as LO and barman John moved up to
Baraci as SSM D Sqn taking over from a tanned Martin Gardner
who move on promotion as RSM BATUS. With the Sqn well
established and little to do there was no appetite to change a
working system so John tried his hand at farming. He set up
Caerphilly Farm with 2 pigs and 20 chickens. The interpreters
were not amused when he called the pigs Adele and Alisa, just
happened to be their names and a pure coincidence! Following
the many high profile visits to Baraci the SSM decided it would
be a good idea to get the GOC – Maj Gen John Kiszeley into a
pair of wellies and help muck out during one of his visits. The
GOC was rewarded with fresh eggs for an egg banjo. Now
there was also the time when the Sqn 2IC (Rover) wanted
dearly to see his future wife on her birthday but couldn’t arrange
leave over that period. Bring on the RAF networking that was
well worked up in Split. A free flight back in the UK over the
weekend gave her a great surprise and worked without a hitch,
although it took several years before the OC found out! D Sqn
also became the social and sporting hub in the area with the
Infantry Battalions regularly coming up for sporting weekends
followed by the Toucan Rule, bar profits were healthy.
On return from Bosnia D Sqn folded and John moved to B Sqn
SSM where they were lucky enough to conduct Ex Lion Sun.
During the recce with the OC – Guy Deacon, John was left to
hold the fort and a 2-week exercise quickly became a 48-hour
exercise with many other activities thrown in. There was additional support and guidance readily available from the resident in
country RQMS. Step forward Alwyn Jones whose social training
and professionalism proved invaluable. John’s networking once
again paid off and during a visit to the Sqn by the CO – Lt Col
Mayall, John arranged for the RM Troop to provide a new Mk3
Rigid Rader which was undergoing a roll-out in Cyprus. The Sqn
were taken around the bay at Limassol for the day which looked
great fun. However, not part of the plan was a fast water entry
at 15 knots which apparently is like an enema! Bobbing up and
down in the Med next to the CO John saw his career flash by
very quickly but a few beers and tasty mezzie rectified that.
On Return from Cyprus John prepared to take over as RSM
which was another highlight of his career, or so he says. The
Regiment deployed to Kosovo for the 1999 millennium tour and
John had the dual appointment of RSM and Regimental Press
Officer……. I think it should read Military Tourist as he spent most
of his time visiting the Sqns and drinking cappuccino in Pristina
Press Centre. There is the story where he let the Colonel-in-Chief
use his room for an ablution stop on one of the very few occasions
when his room wasn’t flooded or when he was being interviewed
by ITV to discuss the illegal logging. At the end of the interview
the journalist – Mark Austin, asked for his views on homosexuals being allowed in the Army following a recent announcement.
Without wavering he stated that he saw no problems with this as
the Army is moving forward and further stated that “he hadn’t had
one come across his desk”!!! Oh how the team laughed.
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On return from Kosovo and following several exercises and
courses, John lined his successor up for a Drill Instructors
Course, one he didn’t attend himself! He went to visit RSM
(Des) during the ceremonial funeral phase which turned into a
monumental port drinking session but the drill was immaculate.
I Believe Alf Alford is still trying to get him back to this day!
During his tour as RSM John was selected for commission and
lined up for the appointment of Welfare Officer. Without fear
of contradiction he would have walked over hot coals before
taking that post and started to look further afield. Following a
selection process, he was appointed the Divisional Sergeant
Major of 3rd (UK) Division. Once again, he came up smelling
of roses as this turned into the best military tourist post in the
British Army, although he did the tourist bit very well with trips to
Turkey, Bosnia, Norway, Italy, Denmark, Canada, and a few others. This is where the whole LS&GC story gets a bit fuzzy. On
one of the many visits to various locations the GOC asked why
his DSM didn’t have an LS&GC, “all a misunderstanding” John
said. 3 months later the GOC presented him with one! It was
during this tour he was once again commissioned and invited
back as QM(T), to which he readily accepted. Fortunately, he
had an excellent team that very much run themselves leaving
John to concentrate on the preparation for TELIC 1 and the
many diverse and complex requests from the CO. Somehow
John also managed to squeeze in a 2 week attachment on HMS
Monmouth whilst QM(T) along with the OC but kept the stories
quiet, we’re not sure why?
Having been back at RD for 3 years John once again had itchy
feet and found a job a HQ 1 (UK) Armoured Division where he
took up the appointment of SO3 G7 Resources running the
ammunition for Germany. This post also had the additional role
of running the EXCON for training in Poland and his regular travels to Szczecin saw 4* accommodation and luxury, although
now he started to earn his keep and found out what staff work
really meant. After extending at 1st Division for a 3rd year he
then moved back to RD as OC HQ. It was during this appointment where the Regiment trained for and deployed on HERRICK
which included a Regimental Arms Plot move from Osnabruck
to Sennelager and a move of the Regimental fleet to UK for a
pre-deployment exercise on Salisbury Plain where his planning
and networking came into play. Following HERRICK John was
tasked with the organisation of 5 homecoming parades and

working with the Regimental Secretary (Basher Brace) for the
Regimental 50th Birthday, which went off with great success
and another highlight of his career.
2 years as OC HQ then off again to what he described as one of
the strangest places he has ever worked, HQ ARRC. Along with
the other 17 partner nations it is a mix of social and semi-professional soldiers with a number of less professional Army’s.
Organising the ARRC move from Germany to Gloucester kept
him busy for a large portion of the assignment but skiing and
partner nation parties were also high up there. John then
moved to the highlight of his professional career and took up
the appointment of QM(T) BATUS. He clearly wanted this post
above all others having lined it up for several years. He quickly
got into his stride and finally had to work long hours to support
the changes he instigated, namely the changing of 200+ vehicles and the backloading of a further 200 obsolete vehicles still
on the BATUS books after 15+ years. These changes, along
with changing the business management processes earned
him the AG Commendation in the 2015 New Year’s Honours list
where he saved more than £2m whilst increasing the efficiency
of the fleet and technical support. It was during their time in
BATUS where John and Trish completed the paperwork and
were planning to settle in Canada as they both fell in love with
the country and lifestyle – he was always on facebook jetting off
somewhere! Just as John and Trish were about to make the
transition and final planning for the move, John was selected
on the Pink List and duly promoted to Lt Col, another highlight.
John and Trish then moved to Bovington where he took up the
appointment of DCOS HQ ARMCEN & Bovington Garrison.
This was not part of his master plan but ended what turned out
to be a very full and rewarding career having gone full circle,
starting, and ending in Bovington, although the job wasn’t what
he was expecting. He handed over as SQMS, RSM and DCOS
to Alf Alford as part of the hand-me-downs process.
John decided to terminate his service early when he was offered
an opportunity too good to miss, finding civilian employment
with General Dynamics Land Systems UK as part of the trials
team on the new AJAX family of vehicles, just around the corner
from the family home. We bid John and Trish a fond farewell and
no doubt we will see him again at RCA gatherings.
JS

Major Andy ‘Suds’ Sudlow
Unbeknown to most people, Andy’s military career began with a brief encounter
with the Royal Navy. However, he soon
realised his true vocation in life and literally jumped ship to the benefit of QDG
and disbelief of the Chief Petty Officer in
Charge of Junior Seaman Sudlow at the
time. Giving up a life on the ocean waves
and opting for firmer ground that as we
know led him onto another adventurous
and successful career.
In January 1985 Andy arrived at Wimbish
after completing his recruit training at
Cambrai Bks with the Queen’s Own
Hussars. He was accompanied by a fellow training companion ‘Ginge’ Campbell
and together enrolled into 4th Guided
Weapons Troop, D Sqn.
Guided Weapons (GW) troop consisted of some formidable
mentors, the likes of SSgt Manny Burman, Sgt Reg Bond, Cpl
Nick Ruddy. Andy took advantage of working with such per-
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sonalities, using their guile and intellect
to shape him which stood him in good
stead for the years ahead. Testament to
the professionalism of the troop he had
joined they were the worthy recipients
of the Mullen’s Cup, even though they
were pitted against the likes of ‘Mazzo’
Thomas, Howard Smith, Phil Thomas,
Marty Gardner, George Clegg and John
Smith.
In 1987 with the Regiment now moved to
Wolfenbuttel and Andy a constant force
in GW troop he was deservedly promoted
to LCpl and he quickly cemented his reputation and expertise in the subject of
guided weapons. Wolfenbuttel was also
the arena for the regiment’s annual team
entry to compete in the coveted Multinational Reconnaissance
competition known as Boeselager. Andy was drafted into the
team as a reserve, trying to keep up with an extremely fit and
well drilled team who had already undergone 3 months intensive
training, and using the hand-me-down equipment that didn’t
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really fit. This alone would be a challenge for most but for Andy
who never fussed he just cracked on in true QDG fashion. The
days of Boeselager with likes of Marty Gardner, Scoffer Corfield,
Shaun Bannister, Jerome Tyson, Ian ‘Beaney’ Coles, Karl
Povey, Banger Bangsund, Rob “Blackeye” Jones, Reg Stevens
and not forgetting Andy’s brother Dave came and went. Most
of the team were then spread across A Sqn into key positions
for deployment to the Gulf on OP GRANBY, see much earlier
journals for details!
In 1992 under ‘’options for change’’ came a new challenge for
QDG in the guise of a conversion to Challenger tanks, Andy
soon found himself, along with many others, in Lulworth, converting to a Gunner Mech and later Crew Comd Conversion.
Almost continuous training in UK, Germany and in Canada on
BATUS MedMan Exercises ensued. In1996 the first operational
deployment on MBT took Andy to Bosnia as 2nd Troop Cpl.
Andy seemed to be a natural in a tank, the first to volunteer if a
patrol was needed to go out and he seemed almost constantly
on the ground. When made to remain in camp you would always
find him working on a project along with ‘Chunky’ Jones or Martin
Price although their improvement project outside the SQMS’ and
TV room in Bosanski Petrovak was later dwarfed by the Bavarian
style log cabin that took up so much of the Officers’ and WOs’ &
Sgts’ Mess members time! During a stint in an outstation Andy
was tasked to escort a posse of ‘Loaded’ magazine journalists
with his Scimitar, being ever the gentleman Andy saw fit to let
a young 2Lt Meehan take the helm and with the very inexperienced CVRT driver Tpr ‘Ski’ Slawinski at the controls it was
always destined to be eventful. On the second or third time the
vehicle rolled Andy probably regretted that decision, even more
so as they eventually stopped upside down with fully bombed up
turret and petrol cascading around them and over the batteries.
Once recovered in true Andy style he merely cross decked and
carried on with the task in hand. Only on return was it explained
that on closer inspection the area the vehicle had landed was
heavily mined, luck clearly being on Andy’s side that day.
The next excursion for Andy was to Northern Ireland in 1998
as a Tp Sgt with John Sharpe as his SSM. The tour wasn’t
the most eventful one in the Regiment’s history and for some it
was an opportunity to work on their golf handicap and as Andy
found not necessarily improving it.
The regiment then had a period of further NATO tours to the
Balkans, spending the turn of the millennium in Kosovo.
Unfortunately the local inhabitants and those over the Serbian
border don’t use fireworks to celebrate, why would you when
you have an AK to hand although what goes up must come
down. Suffice to say it was certainly not a night to be stood in the
open admiring the stars. Post Kosovo the Regiment returned to
Reconnaissance, which saw Andy say farewell to the tanks he
had enjoyed so much, although that blow was softened as Andy
found himself back in the GW role once again.
Now an instructor in GW as well as several other disciplines
Andy was tasked with converting almost the entire regiments
GW troop crews back to Striker alongside being a troop leader
and preparing to deploy back to Bosnia. The highlight of that
Bosnia tour was undoubtedly parking his Striker at the front
entrance of the bank in Mostar as part of a strike Op when an
SF team went in to relieve the bank of its safe and close it down.
Although his find of an anti-aircraft gun whilst out on patrol must
be pretty notable too, it still isn’t clear where that piece of equipment ended up hopefully in a military museum somewhere.
Following a successful period as Tp Ldr Andy was promoted to
WO2 and became SSM of the best Sqn in the Regiment at the
time, A Sqn. As an SSM Andy was certainly firm but extremely
fair, I know of at least one Tp Sgts that took a lot of lessons away
from that period and it helped them shape what they became.
He always maintained an open door policy and was there to give
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advice when it was asked for and sometimes when it wasn’t. A
Sqn were selected to deploy to Iraq in 2003 and Andy was the
perfect man to be SSM for this period. He had a Support Tp with
an overkill of SNCOs which as I am sure people would acknowledge was a challenge in itself. When you add to that a very very
close REME fitter section, an SHQ Tp Sgt who clearly struggled
with stairs and then there was the operational element of it all.
The full exploits of the operational side will have to wait until Andy
writes his memoirs, although the routine things that SSMs deal
with in camp pail in to insignificance when compared.
Andy’s next move was away from the QDG fold, on promotion to
WO1 Andy became RSM of the Royal Mercian and Lancastrian
Yeomanry. As RSM Andy quickly set about giving them a little
shake up, bringing his QDG culture to the fore. That ethos combined with Andy just getting himself out there and visiting the Sqns
made for a great environment to work. Although it was one such
visit to a Sqn in the Lake District that landed Andy in a spot of
trouble, when a pleasant game of Pool ended up in a cosh to the
back of the head from from a criminal gang attempting a robbery!
In March 2006 Andy commissioned and was almost instantly
sent to Iraq ahead of regiment as RSOI Liasion Officer. He then
switched to his normal role of MTO for duration of tour in Al
Muthanna. Working hand in hand with George Clegg as the Sqn
Ldr, Andy was pivotal with the closure of the base and subsequent move to Shaibah logistics base and airfield. Alongside
the operational output was the normal raft of inspections that
now seem to follow us wherever we deploy, but LSI and ECI all
completed to the satisfaction of the CO, Lt Col Spook Pittman,
which is no mean feat as I am sure people will agree.
As Trg Offr with a very small team Andy assisted in the preparation for the deployment of the Regiment on Op HERRICK 9
to Afghanistan. Andy then formed part of the very busy and
successful Rear Operations Group making sure the needs of
the wider regiment were met along the way. The next move saw
Andy move deep into G4 and an area many fear to tread, as
QM Tech he had the dubious honor of managing the behind
the scenes work that gives the tail to the dog and allows it to
be wagged!
After many successful years at Regimental Duty it was again
time for Andy to widen his sphere of influence and move away.
The position of SO3 G3/7 Trg in 143 West Midlands Brigade in
Shrewsbury called and Andy duly answered. He had the chance
to work alongside a fantastic team of people all working towards
the same goal. There were no hidden agendas as can sometimes be the case in these HQs, but everyone was more concerned with providing quality service in an excellent work hard,
play hard environment. Whilst away in Norway, playing hard,
Andy continued to follow his passion for white water kayaking
on a JS White Water Leader Cse unfortunately it was on this
course that Andy sustained an injury that was to later affect his
career and whole way of life.
With itchy feet in the UK Andy was to up sticks again and
head overseas, this saw him move to BATUS in Canada as
the Welfare Officer. This allowed him some respite to hopefully
recover from his injury and clearly gave him time to explore
North America. Andy took time to confirm he could still ski and
ice skate, although he opted to leave the ice hockey to those
less gentlemanly than himself.
The regiment found itself needing someone of Andy’s quality
back in the fold as QM and this saw his sucked back from
Canada to sunny Sennelager once again. Unfortunately as
Andy’s health took a dip from his injury some years earlier he
was forced to step aside from the role and move back to UK.
Andy joined as a sprightly teenager and finished at the half century mark, during a career that spanned over thirty two years he
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has no doubt seen some sights and has some amazing experiences to talk his grandchildren through. Trying to summarise
that here is almost impossible, I hope I have done his time wearing the double headed eagle justice. Although Andy may have
left now he leaves a legacy that will no doubt be remembered
for years to come.

On behalf of the whole QDG family I wish Andy and Lorraine all
the very best for the future and a gentle reminder that we in the
Combat Arm now take females in our ranks so I see no reason
why Danielle hasn’t joined her brothers Cpls James (599) and
Simon (603) to carry on the Sudlow good work.
TRJ

Captain Martin MacHale
Capt Martin MacHale or ‘Macca’ to the
Mess, should have been destined for
great things. His long family tree includes
many illustrious military men, including
Admirals and VC recipients. Alas, unfortunately for his family tree, Martin has
decided to leave the Army before being
given General rank or a gallantry award
settling instead for a permanently sore
back and two broken knees. An active
member of the Mess, he is unashamedly
partial to fizzy lager, hurting himself during mess games and by his own admission a snappy dresser, in his words ‘it
would be a cold day in hell when he wore
lace up shoes with black tie’. Form!
He spent his formative years in Yorkshire,
at the illustrious Ampleforth College, no doubt getting an early
pre-army taste, during bracing cross country runs and illicit cigarettes, for what it was like spending extended times on cold,
desolate moorland. Despite growing a mane of hair that left him
looking like a romantic renaissance poet, an Army career beckoned. He left school, spent his ‘Gap Yah’ contracting multiple
tropical diseases and growing his hair even longer before moving onto a ski season in North America, where he first met his
wife to be – Zinka. Next, that famous seat of learning, Brooks
College, Oxford. 3 years whizzed by, mainly owing to the lack of
attendance at any lectures. Following graduation, a short stint
in the City saw him pretending to know what he was talking
about and going out for lunches. Soon, however, Sandhurst
and a serious haircut called and in January 2011, Martin arrived
at RMAS.
He got on well with his fellow officer cadets and the directing staff, and showed an early aptitude for the more practical
aspects of soldiering. Drill however was not his strong point.
Failing the drill test in the junior term, Martin was forced to call
out the drill timings in an attempt to engender him with ‘the confidence to hold the timings down’. Alas, this never happened and
he was hidden away in the centre of the squad where hopefully
no one would see him. Martin is nothing if not determined and
fit, both of which attributes helped him excel at RMAS. Despite
his drill problems, he commissioned in the top end of his intake.
Now, with his Ampleforth background it seemed preordained
that Martin would end up in the Irish Guards, but following a
very successful PO visit to Germany, he plumped for the QDG,
a decision that I am sure he never regretted.
Just missing out on Herrick 15, Martin enjoyed his way through
the Recce Troop Leader’s course at Bovington, a course at that
time still relaxed with a capital R. Arriving at Regimental Duty
in May 2012, Martin immediately dislocated his shoulder on a
‘quiet’ evening in the Mess, and sensibly was immediately sent
off on a climbing expedition to Mont Blanc. The trip was most
notable for a terrible climbing accident that killed 16 climbers
on the mountain during the QDG’s summit attempt. As a result
Martin refuses to go anywhere near a mountain to this day,
unless wearing skis and within easy reach of a bar or pub.
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Unusually for a Cavalry officer, Martin along
with two others was selected to complete the Infantry Platoon Commanders
course at Brecon. Demonstrating his
usual fitness, skill in the field and confidence Martin performed very well on this
demanding course. He finished in the top
third of his peers, outperforming many
infantry officers who retain the out-dated
notions about Cavalry officers being useless on their feet. It was at Brecon that
Martin gained the grenade range qualification that would dog him for years.
Much to his disgust, his ‘mates’, when
organising every following range period,
would ensure that he would run the grenade range. The on-going gag meant
that thousands of grenades must have
exploded metres from his head, probably resulting in his now
fairly serious intermittent lack of hearing. Whoops.
Being an accomplished skier, Martin was selected on return
from sunny Wales, to join the Regimental ski team at the Cavalry
ski championships in Verbier. He performed well, crashing very
little and putting in some very respectable races for the team.
All of this skiing was enjoyed in-between the other activities on
such a trip, which mostly occurred in the Farm club, Le Farinet,
Pub Mont Fort and le Fer à Cheval. Martin retains the pink baseball cap from the latter establishment, awarded for a particularly
enticing tabletop striptease one afternoon.
On return from skiing, the ORBAT for the Regiments deployment to Afghanistan in 2014 was confirmed. Martin had been
selected to lead a troop in C Sqn, which was to act as the
Brigade Reconnaissance Force (BRF) and as such began the
cycle of training with his men. This started with a squadron
deployment to Kenya. His troop acted as the enemy force for
an infantry battle group exercise. After a couple of months in
the bush, stalking elephants in night vision goggles and running
rings around his adversaries, Martin returned to prepare for the
Regimental deployment to Canada. The exercise was a roaring
success, with C Sqn managing to break every Land Rover in
Canada and shoot one of their own men in the leg.
Martin by this time was forming a close bond with his troop
that would serve him well in Afghanistan. Through a grueling
pre-deployment training period, the squadron came together
as the efficient, well-trained fighting force required for its role.
Between May and November 2014, Martin deployed with C Sqn
to Afghanistan, conducting numerous operations in support of
the British withdrawal from Camp Bastion. Martin formed a key
part of this team, rapidly establishing himself as a highly capable
battlefield leader. Relied upon by his peers and deeply respected
by those under his command, his contribution to the squadron’s
success was profound. He will perhaps be best remembered
for his stoic refusal to take any form of R&R, much to the displeasure of his girlfriend (now wife) Zinka! In-between Ops the
C Squadron Officers were often to be found like a bunch of old
women on Brighton beach, sitting around outside their tents
sun bathing in camping chairs, sweating, applying oil to each
other’s backs and making jokes at each other’s expense.
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On return from tour, Martin sadly said goodbye to his troop and
took up the Sqn 2IC’s role, a job horrible enough to make anyone think about leaving the army. Martin, in this period made
the big decision to attempt SAS selection. This involved a
period of grueling personal training and eventual attendance
on the world-renowned course itself. Martin performed very
well throughout but unfortunately came off during the incredibly difficult ‘Officers Week’ section, an exceptionally credible
performance. Following this set back, Martin made the decision
to leave the Army. He remained in his post as 2IC for his last
year, and not once taking his foot off the gas was made senior subaltern in the Mess, was dispatched to run an particularly
complicated live range package in Kenya as well acting as second-in-command for a strategically important training mission
to Sierra Leone.
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Martin finally departed the Regiment and the Army in October
2016. His sense of humor, enthusiasm for Summer Ball preparation (particularly the building of pumpkins and crocodiles),
endless stream of film and TV quotes and friendly good nature
will be sorely missed by the Mess. The Regiment loses a consummately professional officer with a strong sense of duty and
love of the regimental family. Martin recently married long-term
girlfriend and fiancéé Zinka at a beautiful wedding only marred
by a hilariously mistimed rendition of the Regimental Quick
March administered by one Mr Charles Martel. We wish Martin
well in his so far very long and slow pursuit of a City job as in
the time-honoured fashion, he puts down the rifle and picks up
the pinstripe.
DMW

Captain Rupert Robinson
Arriving on his PO visit; short, a little
plump and ginger OCdt Rupert ‘Raoul’
Robinson knew that first impressions
would count. Whatever he did must have
been legendary but in a mess famous for
charades his ability to recreate a famous
Parisian landmark in a crucial moment
was surely the key moment. Rumours
that he allowed a local girl to come
between him and Roly “The Rat” Jackson
remain unconfirmed. Commissioning on
09 Dec 2009 Rupert soon reported for
duty in Germany. Moving to Germany
was sold as a great opportunity to meet
the Regt, experience the Continent and
have fun. In reality the most important
part was ensuring you didn’t miss out on
six months of LOA and LSA on Tp Ldrs.
The jaegerbombs in Weybiza and mess champagne won’t buy
themselves.
The cavalry was an easy fit for Rupert, every opportunity to have
fun was taken and he passed all elements of Tp Ldrs with ease.
Wanting to leave room for improvement he decided a middle
third finish would suffice, but he excelled in the years to come.
Tp Ldrs was an opportunity for Rupert to pioneer extra-curricular activities. He was the initiator of Tp Ldrs bath time (think 3
men in a tub, naked, together), and sampled the first QDG Red
as CROP member on a trip to the Mess in Germany. It was
never repeated.
The fun had to end and that point was day 1 at RD. Deploying
on a CT1 exercise was bad enough but having to complete the
infamous 2010 Mullens cup 5 days later was far worse. While
his team certainly didn’t win he knew it would be important to
keep his options open. For no man has ever come first and
gone on to command her Majesty’s finest regiment.
Next up for Raoul (suitably renamed following a summer of
questionable wardrobe choices and culinary experimentation in
Portugal) was a three month deployment to BATUS with B Sqn.
It was an odd period spent fixing vehicles that simply could not
be fixed. There’s simply no better way to spend 18hrs, 7 days
a week during the Calgary rodeo. It would not all be in vain,
legendary trips to the USA with Dickie ‘I’m awesome’ Chambers
awaited. However it will be forever known as the starting point
of the Classic Tank Club. Its origins and meaning can be found
in previous journals.
Returning to Germany the Mess discovered Raoul’s hidden talent; creative design for ball decorations. With Las Vegas as the
theme he set to work adding his self-described ‘know how and
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flair’. However by the time he had taken
himself down (at 10pm), it was harder to
know which he was more proud of; his
homemade suit made of playing cards or
the lovely lady he spent the night with.
He spent his winter with the Alpine ski
team in Verbier to cap off a busy year.
With QDG selected for deployment on
OP HERRICK 15 Raoul quickly found
himself on the MST conveyor belt in
preparation for operations.
Training
was relentless and busy. In May the
QDG was asked to send a Tp Ldr to
Bassingbourn. Raoul stepped up to the
mark on the promise of a deployment on
OP HERRICK 17 with the QRL. He was
definitely the best Tp Ldr without a medal
and was usually found in the mess orchestrating the next ball.
Lad! He did however manage to find time to run the London
Marathon completing it in a respectable 3.40 before being
assigned to Op Olympics.
Having saved the country from a security shortage and not content with a whole summer spent in London Raoul was attached
to the QRL on HERRICK 17. Deployed initially as the Formation
Reconnaissance OpsO he was quickly promoted to Ops Bravo
for the ISTAR Group following the infamous Battle of Bastion.
What a fleet of CVRT offered the RAF on an airfield is unknown
but maybe they wanted to shoot bigger holes into their body
armour. Raoul had a very successful MST and deployment,
enhancing the QDG image within the wider cavalry community.
It was during this tour that he earmarked himself as future QDG
IO. How could the Regt not employ a man who had planned
operations in Afghanistan using the exploits of Flashman as
inspiration?
As IO Raoul picked up numerous buckshee jobs; top of the
pile was media officer. Anyone will testify that this is a thankless task. In-between tasking the Cpl Warners of QDG for their
weekly interview he set the standard for media operations in
QDG. He did at least get to go back to BATUS. What his part
in it was no one really knows, but he had a bloody good time on
R&R despite some questionable community engagement on a
Battlefield Study and that’s what really mattered. In addition the
performance of QDG had secured an unexpected deployment
on OP HERRICK 20. Raoul deployed for five months with the
Brigade Advisory Team. It was a quieter tour than most but
he was one of the last to leave Camp Bastion, a memorable
position to be in.
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With a potential posting to Army HQ looming Raoul made the
honourable decision to attempt SRR selection in 2016. The
unit move provided the perfect opportunity to conduct gruelling training, which included scaling the Robertson Barracks
tower. He put in an exceptional performance passing aptitude
and Officers’ week only to come off during continuation training.
He is the only QDG Officer to make it that far. Unfortunately it
meant that it was goodbye UKSF and hello Army HQ (treat!) and
a job with SJC working in UK Ops. Suffice to say he chose to
leave the Army not long after. However he could have done
much worse and was luckily enough to sail the Atlantic in Aug
16.

Raoul finally left the Army in Dec 16, the Mess losing another
CROP board member. He will be sorely missed, his professionalism, dedication and sense of humour were always clear to
see. It will be a job well done for anyone to ever match his ball
decoration creations, culinary expertise or his ability to always
be the one most covered in cheesecake at Cav Mem. His sights
are now set on a new career in London and hopefully a new
girlfriend. As long as she’s not a vegetarian she should be ok.
We wish him all the best.
JL

WO1 (RSMI) Marc Davies
WO1 (RSMI) Marc “Sparky” Davies joined
the Army in August 1990, after a year of
Junior Leaders in Bovington he made his
way to the Regiment, joining 1st Troop B
Squadron in Tidworth as a CVR(T) driver.
Marc quickly settled in to Regimental life,
enjoying both work and play. He may
have enjoyed the play a bit too much as
he was promoted to Lance Corporal four
times in the next nine years. During this
time he acquired his taste of bow and
taxi drivers who really did not like sailing.
Spark was involved in most of the regiment’s major deployments over a twenty-three year period, including exercises
in Germany, Norway, Turkey and Canada.
He completed two tours of Northern Ireland before 1996, one in
HMP Maze and the other attached to the KOSB in Belfast. In
the summer of 1996 Marc participated in the Regimental deployment to Bosnia as part of IFOR, he was stationed in Bihac as a
gunner in Recce Troop where, in Benny’s eyes, he was clearly
the golden child. After Bosnia it was back to NI, deploying to
the Maze prison and then to Girwood in Belfast for the marching
season. A year later Marc found himself in Podujevo, Kosovo
employed as A Sqn OC’s operator, spending many a dull night
on radio stag in the Ops room. It was on one of these nights that
3rd Troop reported, over the net, that they had had a contact
at gate two on the border with Serbia, the shock of something
happening resulted in Marc dropping his Gameboy.
Marc then deployed on OP TELIC 1 as a Tp Cpl in GW Troop
before returning to NI for a fourth time as a Troop Sergeant in C
Sqn for the public order surge. He then successfully attended
the Signals Cadre at the CIS School in Bovington and stayed
there as a Schools Instructor between 2005 and 2007, this is
where is love affair with Bowman started.
Sparky then returned to regimental duty and soon deployed on
OP HERRICK 9 as the BSM before going back to Bovington
as the BSM ARMCEN. Marc short toured this posting by a
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few months to return to the regiment and
back to Afghanistan on OP HERRICK
15 as the RSWO to Bde Tps, Ech, the
Brigade Reconnaissance Force and
the Warthog Group, the regiment still
receives phone calls from certain Signals
units that Sparky borrowed kit off during
this tour.
Marc has represented the regiment at
Rugby on numerous occasions and is
a keen fisherman and cyclist, he was
also quite good at golf, when based in
Catterick you would find him constantly
on the course.
His time at regimental duty came to an
end when he was promoted to WO1 and
posted to the Armoured Trials and Development Unit, again in
Bovington, in November 2012. He was responsible for co-ordinating and conducting communication, vehicle and system trials, data gathering and reporting writing. Within this role he was
also the manager for cryptographic material, complex plans of
test and advised on communications infrastructure. He routinely
worked between Trials Officers, Army Headquarters staff, the
Project Teams of the Defence Equipment and Support organisation, the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory staff
and commercial industry to develop enhancements to armoured
vehicles and equipment to improve operational effectiveness.
During the course of his military career Marc completed extensive periods of further education and training.
Sparky’s career in the Army ended in December 2014 and
he is now a Trials Manager for General Dynamics. He was a
Regimental character in the true sense of the word who worked
hard and played hard, he wasn’t so good at following rule number one though, but will long be remembered by everyone that
served with him. Best of luck for the future to Marc, his wife
Angela and girls.
AC
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Regimental Gazette
As at December 2016

RHQ
CO
Regt 2IC
PLANS Offr
ADJT
OPSO
RCMO
IO
RSM
RCMO Asst

546287
548747
24773640
25234992
25199224
24889984
30166880
25061701
25121833

Lt Col
Maj
Maj
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
WO1
SSgt

Duff
Mcilwaine
Jones
Williams
Lough
Thomas
Woolland
Brown
Chant

HQ Sqn
HQ Sqn Ldr
RSO
QM(A)
TO
QM (T)
MTO
UWO
Waterloo Tp Ldr
MTWO
TWWO
RQMS(T)
HQ SSM
RQMS (A)
SQMS HQ
25068322
24879137
25080827
25127974
25122106
25071964
25201293
25042309
25122109
25049067
25172789
25209189
25051042
25142833
25105211
30068912
25189878
30064891
25191158
25192183
25182393
25183065
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SSgt Ananins
SSgt Bowden
SSgt Brisco
SSgt Cubitt
SSgt Davies
SSgt Thurston
Sgt Beal
Sgt Cartwright
Sgt Davies
Sgt Davies
Sgt Hinton
Sgt Jones
Sgt Speight
Sgt Taylor
Sgt Young
Cpl Beacock
Cpl Cope
Cpl Dallimore
Cpl Davies
Cpl Davies
Cpl Delana
Cpl Grylls

24710556
25232632
24862217
25037832
24829578
24835011
25041439
30169847
24888830
25036729
25065339
24827784
25053406
25129855
21170158
30065005
30037631
30077421
25202470
25148487
30086924
25233280
25145389
21169888
30049259
30067230
25135755
25202211
30131143
30140484
30144277
21171669
21171999
30135773
25177806
30022404

Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Maj
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSgt
Gurung
Halpin
Hulley
Isherwood
Jones
Laqere
Lardner
Petre
Powell
Rai
Savarin
Symons
Veasey
Watson
Evans
French
Gale
Gurung
Limbu
Pusey
Ratallack
Rees

Tyson
Dumont
Dunne
Gallacher
Jones
Jones
Mansel
Poppleton
Bell
Costello
O’Connor
Riley
Watson
Smith
30157810
25227637
30063173
25108889
30053694
30235520
30183018
30184852
30154936
30199799
30154231
30085627
30184515
30184489
30126414
30114791
30030687
30151180
30012273
30155499
30178056

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Ward
Wilkins
Williams
Yard
Al-Ameri
Bridport
Cairney
Davies
Farmer
Ford
Holland
Jones
Lancaster
Morgan
Morris
Murphy
Owen
Powell
Tucker
Williams
Wilmott
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A Sqn
A Sqn Ldr
A Sqn 2IC
A Sqn SSM
A Sqn SQMS
30137045
30106712
30131492
25136159
25107411
25144795
25137020
25134289
30045851
30060880
21170378
25189692
25227597
25222934
25139265
30044585
30105927
25210559
30105198
30130459
P064941T
30065234

Lt
Lt
Lt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Campbell
C E Carter
Fraser
Comley
Griffiths
Navunisaravi
Shortman
Walker
Edwards
Evans
Gurung
Hatton
Humphrey
Panks
Roberts
Smith
Sterry
Sudlow
Brindley-Robinson
Coles
Couch
Cripps

563651
30080767
25061962
25125282
30134192
30153183
30058312
30166188
30038049
25333529
30180488
30208941
30231336
30180828
30170980
30198395
30215238
30221731
30192176
30188878
30188557
30204764
30141039
30232385
30235967
30211486

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Maj
Capt
WO2
SSgt
Davies
Eedy
Gear
Jones
Tukana
Turner
Williams
Astbury
Bennett
Bradley
Bullock
Clark
Cosby
Cowell
Critchlow
Crowther
Davidson
Duthie-Thomas
Edmunds
Edwards
Flight
Foster

Nicholas
McKechnie
Davies
Hughes
30178041
30194445
30241416
30180304
30224408
30149349
30203828
30173606
30229792
30152662
30226043
30190303
30176523
30197333
30165696
30195701
30216311
30074561
30218729
30206768

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Frost
Greening
Hopkins
Johns
Jones
Kelly
Kniverton
Lynch
Moon
Morgan
Preston
Rabbitts
Rees
Rees
Rowlands
Rugen
Sarrionandia
Sims
Smith
Williams

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Harding
Hawkins
Hickmott
Kersey
Knuckey
Marais
Martin
Munt
Newman
Old
Parry
Parsons
Pritchard
Richards
Rogers
Rush
Whannell
Wildon
Wilkins
Winter
Zatac

B Sqn
B Sqn Ldr
B Sqn 2IC
B Sqn SSM
B Sqn SQMS
30168453
30142165
30132607
25210097
25200584
25151646
21169981
30053706
30068912
30089485
30042712
25182393
30070842
25225443
25221672
25232921
25116677
30046839
30059603
25182394
30199388
30092458

Lt
Lt
Lt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
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Barcroft
Jackson
Simpson
Bennett
Hill
Jones
Tamang (RE)
Abbey
Beacock
Canning
Casey
Delana
Doolan
Grey
Morgan
Pitt
Prior
Speed
Sudlow
Bobo
Bould
Campos

553186
30040410
25110733
25130398
30063645
30141356
30046784
30106631
30102586
30179677
30167884
30167426
30170462
21171464
25186512
30237217
30200348
30222273
30101957
30210997
30182992
30216045
30217616
30165609
30235821
30248825

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Maj
Capt
WO2
SSgt
Harrison
Hutchings
Jamieson
King
Palmer
Pine
Platt
Porter
Pugh
Thapa
Thomas
Barnett
Branston
Brennan
Carew
Corns
Dawson
De bie Brown
Donnachie
Dyce
Gilberthorpe
Hanley

Braithwaite
Paine
Homer
Thomas
30229412
30172813
30221138
30251027
30224866
30201718
30177627
30231028
30237309
30230987
30195771
30192425
30210831
30197669
30242521
30018677
30247123
30179174
30199505
30128587
30169687
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C Sqn
C Sqn Ldr
C Sqn 2IC
C Sqn SSM
C Sqn SQMS
30042635
30128917
30137891
25169284
25155220
25141950
25078696
25191863
25175089
21171144
30103886
30125984
30107379
25227714
25184799
30093419
30063085
30115713
30060034
30154667
30122572
30149113
30149618
30048360

Lt
Lt
Lt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Cowen
Owen
M Carter
Davies
Davies
Ewbank
Hughes
McKinnon
Roberts
Subba QGE
Bojang
Brocklehurst
Chater
Hanbury
Hazelwood
Mwamalima
Petre
Warner
Welfoot
Anderton
Casey
Casey
Dewhurst
Chamling

564003
30166386
25099895
25161676
30096610
30154771
30165705
21171678
30154029
30167071
30173199
30166037
30040371
30089895
30096091
30172739
30226320
30140660
30111229
30185524
30232177
30233367
30195765
30218236
30235075
30175315
30175815
30024861

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Maj
Capt
WO2
SSgt
Flower
Gilliam
Grove
Gurung
Hicks
Howells
Hugo
Lond
Mather
Peel
Rose
Thomas
Baker
Bernard
Blake
Biggs-Stocker
Booker
Brewster
Caley
Evans
Finlay
Foster
Hutchings
Goss

Parkyn
Carter
Hansen
Hopkins
30239670
30204765
30198128
30184504
30183192
30020141
30218983
30226321
30175251
30222274
30244061
30185855
30195630
30213235
30218693
30211912
30209384
30222374
30233900
30226673
30247127
30235663
30229848
30235243

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Gurung
Horn
Jones
Jones
Jones
Kemp
Lever
Lewis
May
McCarthy
Newbold
Powell
Priestley
Reader
Senior
Smith
Tomkins
Whistlecraft
Whiteing
Williams
Williams
Wood
Woodward
Young

LCpl
Cfn
Cfn
Cfn
Cfn

Walton
Bellis
Hunter
Kirkwood
Stokoe

LAD
EME
ASM
Artificer PP&C
Artificer Vehicles
HQ Sqn Artificer
C Sqn Artificer
A Sqn Artificer
B Sqn Artificer
B Sqn 2IC
WSM
C Sqn 2IC
A Sqn 2IC
Senior Armourer
Technical Storeman
Recy Mech
VM Cl 1
Recy Mech
Recy Mech
30165590
25208041
25163355
30182505
30173862
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Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl

Pearson-Smith
Souch
Vitler
Ball
Bigmore

30000184
25043407
25139388
25039071
25057130
25140907
25140037
25152983
25068659
25068443
25087851
25106329
25229320
30087157
30097816
24942670
25184932
25224301

30182081
30149996
30195000
25044409
30172987

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

Capt
WO1
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Davies
Hobdell
Jenkin
Rhodes
Stevenson

Williams
Hodgkinson
Ashton
Issitt
Edwards
Field
Forster
Stokes
Bell
Bickerton
Pollard
Turbutt
Berry
Cook
Cook
Coward
Clarke
Gardner
30165574
30147286
30200328
30196650
30210130
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AGC SPS
RAO
Det Cmdr
RAWO
FSA
RA
Sys Co-ord
SSA
I Hub
Comd Clk
HQ Sqn Snr HR
HQ Sqn Jnr HR
A Sqn Snr HR
A Sqn Jnr HR
B Sqn Snr HR
B Sqn Jnr HR
C Sqn Snr HR
C Sqn Jnr HR

25036846
25032033
24921746
25055652
25180896
25135426
30110282
30187142
30165605
30168857
30241641
30071201
30242765
21169649
Gapped
30149426
30084966

Capt
Capt
WO2
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
LCpl
Pte
Cpl
Pte
LCpl
Pte
Cpl

Kellie
Clemens
Pears
Tomlinson
Menya
Noy
Graham
Kolvik
Brock
Gondwe
Cronin
Summers
Olagunju
Gurung

Cpl
Pte

Halsall
Hamal

AMS
RAP SNCO
Nurse
CMT 1
CMT 1
CMT 1
CMT 1

25091536
25221888
25191903
30173806
30058108
30196808

Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Lcpl
Lcpl
Lcpl

Lacy
Owen
Pickard
Arnold
Siddall
Franks

RLC
LSD
LSD
LSD

25216345
25199582
25216344

SSgt
Cpl
LCpl

Lama
Rana
Gurung

LSD

30138875

Pte

Houdley

ERE
Officers
499545
527030
514200
519416
519712
536624
531920
516633
527120
548025
549626
558369
541259
543703
557506
555433
558816
561798
565344
25165695
30010953
25198513
565209
25185423
30038248
24795861
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Lt Gen
Brig
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj

Sir S V Mayall KBE CB
A S Richmond OBE
D W H Norris OBE
G H J Deacon OBE
A J Pittman
J J de Quincey Adams OBE
M W L W Botsford OBE
R J Parry
N J Fenton
N Thomas
J G E Stenhouse DSO
A J Alford MBE
W H L Davies MBE
P L C Bond
H T Lloyd
S T B Farebrother MC
D G O Staveley
P Corfield
H J Pilcher
C E Ruggles-Brise
N S Garland
D C M Hoey
C W C Beaver
B C J Matthews
C J Roberts
T Moore

Colonel of the Regiment
160X Commander
RCDS
Colonel RAC
AD PLANS HQ ARTD
Higher Command Staff College
Arty Prog Ldr, DE&S
Defence Attache Macedonia, Albania & Kosovo
SO1 IND TRG FRANCE(SAUMUR)
MA TO DCGS
SO1 PLANS ARMY HQ
DCOS ARMCEN
ARTD Trg
CO ATDU
ACSC
ICSC Instr
ERE
ARMCEN HQ SO2 G4 – SO1 Plans ARMCEN
EQUERRY TO COL IN CHIEF
MA to Director Info; Army HQs
ICSC (L)
77X
SO2 Counter-Irregular Activity, Warfare Branch
ICSC (L)
ICSC (L)
QM, RWXY
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24656655
30011016
25215134
30029759
30076971
30077434
30047172
24805516
25042527
30160824

30139045
30159454

Maj
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
2Lt
2Lt
2Lt
2Lt
2Lt
2Lt

I Coles
R J H Jackson
R G Robinson
D M Wiggins
R E M Findlay
E D Wilks
R W McKellar
S John
J N Davies
Hind
Russell
Layzell Payne
Byrd
J Kite
Oakley

103

SO2 J3 Ops Safety, JFSP (ME)
G5 Policy Allied Land Command
SJC G3 Ops
DI Ops
MAB
PJHQ (77X)
TP COMD ATR(P)
SO3 UK Ops
UWO – RDG
ARMCEN Tp Ldrs
ARMCEN Tp Ldrs
ARMCEN Tp Ldrs
ARMCEN Tp Ldrs
ARMCEN Tp Ldrs
ARMCEN Tp Ldrs
Other Ranks

25048119
25052458
25040023
24865578
24865914
25025826
25037651
24885332
25122106
25039561
25163774
25133269
25126363
25205333
25133496
25144671
30054969
24893317
25108927
30030698
30099328
30066147
30076753
25182412
25216266
25100904
25227362
30121041
30137272
30074892
30103278
30209504
30103277
30199662
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WO1
WO1
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Davies
Jones
Burns
Jones
Lockyer
Robinson
Pye
Mcnamara
Davies
Patchett
Ruddy
Blackburn
Fisher
Hamilton
Hartt
Korovulavula
Letts
Milner
OBrien
Trudgill
Curzon
Griffiths
Humphreys
Kaikadavu
Morgan
Thomas
Williams
Robinson
Somers
Stewart
Harry
Lewis
Pasonage
Shepherd

RSM RY
RSMI, ATDU
Gp WO CIS School ARMCEN
RY HQ Sqn Croydon
RQMS(A) ARMCEN
Range WO AFVGS
PRO Catterick
JAMES Team
TACP, 3RHA
JFACTSU LEEMING
SQMS ARMCEN
QOY CHESTER
Lulworth Gunnery school
CIS school ARMCEN
Land Warfare Centre (Tactics)
DMI ARMCEN
MAB
QOY CHESTER
Lulworth Gunnery school
PSI Shropshire Yeomanry
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
AFC(H)
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
RACTR Tp Cpl
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
Op-Intensify
RAC Recruiting team (Bovington)
Driver 160 Bde Brig Richmond Brecon
Op-Intensify
ARTD
HCMR
ARTD
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Marriages and Civil Partnerships
Employee Number
30149113
25191158
30042712
30152662

Substantive Rank
Tpr
Cpl
Cpl
Tpr

First Name
James
Liam
Lewys
Alex

Last Name
Casey
Davies
Casey
Morgan

Marriage Date
29-Apr-16
13-Aug-16
14-Aug-16
22-Oct-16

Spouse First Name
Rachel
Vicky
Hollie
Amber

Births
Rank
SSgt
Capt
Maj
SSgt
Cpl
Tpr
Sgt
Tpr
SSgt
Tpr
Sgt
Tpr
LCpl
SSgt
Sgt
WO1 (ASM)
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Sgt
Cpl
SSgt
Tpr
Sgt
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Surname
Smith
Adolphe
Clitheroe
Ashton
Grey
Lynch
Tamang
Morris
Cubitt
Winter
Beal
Priestley
Pun
Minshull
Comley
Hodgkinson
Cooper
Morgan
Berry
Hartt
Casey
Chant
Moragn
Dodd

Spouse name
Vicki
Nicola
Caroline
Samantha
Sacha
Lauren
Parbati
Catherine
Emma
Annett

Child’s name
Aidan
Carys Marie
Henry Hubertus
Georgia
Darcie
Mason
Shreeyana
Evie
Harriet
Seryn
Rowan
Tasha
Charlie
Bal Maya
Erick
Helen Mitcheson Finley
Hannah
Penny
Karen
Rupert
Samantha
Lucas James
Kelly
Kaila Esme
Hannah
Elih
Rebecca
Amber
Hollie
Luna Violet
Natalie Kemp
Thea
Amber
George Authur
Karen Shaw
Imogen

Location
Norwich
Norwich
Germany
Swindon
Norwich
Norwich
Folkstone
Norwich
Bridgeend
Norwich
Cardiff
Norwich
Norwich
Portsmouth
Norwich
Swanton Morley
Norwich
Buckley
Norwich
Carmarthen
Newport
Cardiff
Wirral
Chester

D of B
2/13/2016
2/14/2016
2/26/2016
2/26/2016
3/5/2016
3/27/2016
4/20/2016
4/26/2016
5/3/2016
6/9/2016
6/25/2016
7/1/2016
7/9/2016
7/13/2016
7/14/2016
7/27/2016
8/24/2016
9/11/2016
9/20/2016
10/30/2016
11/16/2016
11/26/2016
12/2/2016
12/23/2016

Sex
M
F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
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